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ENTERTAINMENTS.

At

31,

Dec.

d2t

RELIABLE^

OLD

CITY TT A 7YC
Saturday

Evening,

The

394,188.60
475,000 00

Admission Only 25 Cents.
THE PEOPLES POPULAR SHOW,

at popular prices.
A continuous Feast of Pleasure.

OUR CURTAIN NEVER
DROPS, WO
WEARYING WORN OUT ACTS,
WO DECAYED AWCIEWT
JOKES.

Eferything
New, Fresh and Brilliant.
Netc Songs, New Scenes, New Acts.
Mew and Sparkling Burlesque.
The StrongeMt nud Bent Show on Earth

IMPORTANT.

charges.

✓

A Magnificent

performance

RKMEMBfR

Mine. Bfffi’S CELEBRATED KIINSTBELS.
Admission only 25 cents.
•)*»+
CITY HALL,

EDITH O’GORMAN,
Known to

file world

as

the

COMING. CROWDED HOUSES
EVERYWHERE.
lias been converted to
Protestantism, and
wae for six years an inmate of St.
Joseph’s
Convent, Jersey City. She will deliver an eloquent,
startling and thrilling lecture entitled, “LIFE IN
A CON VENT.” Patronized by the beat class of
people. Edith O’Gorman comes highly endorsed.
She took both the white and black veil and is the
first and only Nun who has ever appeared before
the public. Life in a Convent is a world in
itself, and
those who fail to hear Miss O’Gorman have no idea
whst a great treat they are missing. Her leeture is

intensely interesting, something that everyone wants
to hear. She is a lady of unquestionable
ability, and
as a

s(leaker her equal has never been heard in
Portland. Come early if you wish a seat. Standing

only, everywhere.

Tickets only 25 cents.
Reserved seats only 10
eents extra, now for sale at Stockbridge’s music
store.
,an8 dtd

^

Assemblies,

Every Thursday Evening.

BROWN,

Teacher of

German,

AT

Instruction in English and Classical Stndies.
Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

U. S. Bonds to

143 Pearl Street.

secure

BOSTON SCHOOL OF ORATORY.
Fall course TWO veabs, three hours daily; shorter
course, one yeau. Term begins Oct. 7. Application
at 1 Somerset St., Boston, any day after Oct. 1,
from 10 to 12 A. m. For circulars, apply to
R. H. RAYMOND, Principal.

jel4ood-eow8vv—tbsepl-same

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits..

of this corporation
here
notified that the Annual meeting for choice
THEby Stockholders
and for action

83,010.34

3,697.66

19,680.20
17,143.00

AT

—

60,000.00

130,972.74
270,000.00
15,955.22

334,012.92

46,000.00
3,681.24

14,638.36
24,537.97
35,467.00
1,888.33

Total....$1,236,554537

CHARLES FOBES
J Directors.
WM. R. WOOD
l
janO•d3t

THE CONDITION
—

Casco National Bank
AT

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,

RESOURCES:

Opposite

PORTLAND,

-

Specie..
Legal tender notes.

2,250.00

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in...!.
fund.
Surplus
Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding...
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Due to other National Banks.

$800,000.00
400,000.00

5.308.09

45,000.00
40,234.99
701,955.04
145,790.72

STATE OP MAINE, CbUN'TV of CumbesLAND, ss.
X, Wm. A. Wiasliip, Cashier of tjbe above named

Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 5th day
of January, 1881.
W5L T. SMALL, Justice of the Peace.
Correct—Attest:
i. P. BARRINGTON.)
JOS. WALKER,

{ Directors.
)

JAS. BAILEY,

d3t

s. a rich & son,

W Up One Flight Only.
sop 21

dtf

CASKETS

preservation proprichness of hnish

constantly on hand.
Orders promptly and faithfully attended
and night.
162

or

to

day

180 Pearl Street.

Carriages, Glass or Draped Hearses, or white
Hear.-e lor Children, Burial Lots and Graves Furnshed. In short, everything in the undertaking line
at the most reasonable charges.
oc!9eod3m

CALL and SEE

DeckerBros’
Also

^
^

fP

On itnd after Jnnu ary tut, I SSI, all inch
inconlCMtable policies* will be paid at mntnrity, without rebate of iutere»t. immediately after the receipt at the Society’u
ofllrc in New York of satirf nctory proof** of
death, together with a valid and «ati*factory discharge from the partieu in inierrat
and without requiring any delay, even for
uixtyor ninety days, an hai been the cmton heretofore, and in still usual with otber

conpnnies.

Assets,

Surplus,

$40,000,000
$8,500,000

over
-TOTIVAM F.

CLARK,

yianager for Hlainc and New Hamp.hirr,
t>5 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
janti
_o3t_

HORSES.

Pianos,

a

ECKIVED this day

one

car-load of Horses from

my

Stable 81 Franklin Street.
RtJFUS BAUD.
dlw

E. N. FBi:SIIM4.\ &. BROS.

Advertising Agents,
HM W. FOURTH (IT., CINCINNATI.
Send for Cironlor.
Estimates for

Druggets,^Grocers

and

^ral

D^er°s ev^ywhere.^otfounSyou'r'Drug^^G&s
*1,00

LAWRENCE

ur

si* b°“‘est0T

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

IMITATION

Stained

Glass.

This beautiful invention is a perfect substitute for the leaden sash
lines and colored glass of the
stained windows. Can be applied
to any window at comparatively
small cost.
Advertised in Scribner’s for this
month. I have applied for State
Agency, and am prepared to fill orders.
Can be seen in window of
my store

591

Congress

St.

EASTERN

Jilt.

Important Notice.

will be Mold between

Boston, Chelsea, Lynn or Salem,
-AND;-

G. M. BOSWORTH. Kennebunk, Biddeford, Saco
dtf

or

(teclS

Portland,

8 Free St.
sep29

Block,

PORTLAND.

We have the Finest
found In the city.

Assortment of Slippers to be

Gents’ Brocade Opera.
Pat. Lea. Ties.
“
Emit. Cloth Opera.
“
Tamp Gt. opera.
“
Brash Gt. Ties.
Ladies’ and Gents* Canadian Overshoes in Button
and Buckle, and a Full Line of Ladies’ and Gents’
Fine Boots and Shoes. Call and examine.

B.F. WHITNEY & CO..

233 Middle Street, Corner
Union,
IJnder Fnlmonlli Hotel,
Portland, Me.

dec23utf

STAMPING.
STAMPED GOODS.

Portland, Dec. 29, 1880.

deo30d2w

Superintendent’s Office, Nov. 13,1880.
of lots in Cemetery and
having
lots in charge who desire special care of same
for the season of 1881 should notify the Superintendent or Trustees at once, as a special care of
lots should include dressing, which must be placed
upon sucb lots before covered with snow.
Per order of Trustees.

OWNERS

no 15

parties

PATRICK DUFFEY, Superintendent,
dtf

By
By
By
By
By
By

Hamburg-Bremen cash assets,

Providence Washington Ins. Co.
Meriden Fire Ins. Co.
New York City Ins. Co.
Equitable Fire & M. Ins Co.
Security Ins. Co.
By New England Mutual Life Co.
Portland Office 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W. M UNGER
nov6eod3m

$1,255,530.
(565,747
423,833
400,000

352,038
331,727

All materials

for

Art Needle

great variety.

Attention
Is

of

Passengers

specially called to the above Rules.

LUCIUS

Work, in

—ENGINEERS

HEATING and
and

OF—

VENTILATION,

Dealers in

octlG

FAIRWEATHER,
eodtf
—

OF THE

PORTLAND STEAM PACKET COMPAN Y,
Capital Stock, all paid in.S300.0U0.00
The Company owes nothing.
J. B. COYLE, Treasurer.
CUHDEHLAXD

SS.

Subscribed and

PoitTLAND, Jan. 5,1881.
to before me.
J. F. LISCOMB,
Justice of the Peace.

sworn

NOS. 1J Ac 19 UNION STREET.
We ere prepared to furnish and set up in the best
and at short notice all kinds of appliances
£°r Heating by Steam or Hot Water.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Dunuine
rnagnziue Boiler for steam, and the Hitch“I*’ Magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or hot water in connection with hot air heating, which has
proved so successful in this State during the
past nve years, will
still receive our careful attention. All work
of this
kind guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
We are
prepared to undertake all kinds
especially
of Sanitary work and would be
glad to furnish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.
ocl6
d3m

European Ticket Office.

T. P.
u

STREET.

Oak

dt

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

dry pine, deck plank.
Car Timber and Flow
Beam., Treenails,
Treenail W edge, and
Planking « edge.,
Pine and Hemlock
Building Lum-

ber , Box

U. C.
oc2

Boards, Shingles Arc*

JORDAN,

Alfred,

For Bubble-Stone in Bocklnnd Harbor,
Maine.
U. S. Engineer Office,

M

office

in Port-

land, Me., until 2 o’clock P. M. on Monday, the
31st day of January, 1881, for
30,(J00 tons, more
or less, of rubble-stone, as above.
Persons desiring to make proposals, are requested
to apply to the undesigned, at his office in 453Va
Congress Street, Portland, Maine, for specifications,
instructions to bidders and
contractors, and for
further information concerning the same.
Ja°7

Value.

GEO. THOM,
Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

_*

d6t

IMPORTED

CHRISTMAS CARDS. WINES &
LIQUORS
kinds,
Fine Art

593

7CYRUS

d
dec7

•f all

Store,.

CONGRESS

ORIGINAL

Street.

F. DAVIS.

eodtf

ing Polyform
saved, attest the wisdom and
philantrophy of this course.
No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pub
lication of the following:
MENLO PARK. N. J.
CERTIFY THAT THE
PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
I

ACCORDING TO
FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
ror many other
complaints beside Neuralgia,
such as Rheunmti *iu, Headachex, Nciaticn,
Gouty Pain in Rack or Nide, or wherever pain
exists, whithout abrasion of the skin, Polyforiu
will give prompt relief.

Price $1.00 per Bottle.

—FOR

in the

PACKAGES,
SALE

BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,

PREPARED BY

Tlie Menlo Park
NEW
SOLD BY
0049

Manufacturing

YOKK

Co.

CITE.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
CmSTu&Tk

HAPPY CHILDREN.
so.
Keep Them in
Health and They will Take Oare
of the Rest.

Importers,

IW FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
dec31
utf
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pointments

The joy of every well-regulatad household comes
chiefly from the children. Thousands of affectionate parents do not take care of their children.

Through ignorance more than through culpable
neglect they suffer them to fall sick and die, when
knowledge might have saved them to love and home.
Dr. David Kennedy offers his
“Favorite Itemody”
as emphatically a medicine for the
children-gentle in its action, containing no harmful ingredients
whatever, going straight to the Blood, which, when
impure, is the seat and source of disease. "Favorite Remedy" is the friend of childhood and should bo
found in every nursery in the land.
Keep it in
your house for your children’s sake, as well as for
your own. Try it and you will be glad you saw
this article.

Make no mistakes.
Tho medicine is
"Favorite Remedy" and the proprietor’s name and
address: Dr. David Kennedy, ltondout, Is. Y. One
dollar a bottle.
Parties living at a distance, (except in surioal cases,) by sending a statement of their case can be
treated at home.

S,Tu&T&wfm

tuc

shall be

Cabinet will be

*

pcuj/ic.

XI

equally

tuc

wise

VLilt; 1

i\y>-

the next

most brilliant one.”

a

Db. John Stenhouse, F. R. S., the very
disguished Scottish chemist and sanitarian,
is

dead, aged 71 years. He was born in
Glasgow October 21, 1809, and was educated
at Glasgow Grammar School, at Anderson
College and the University of Glasgow,
where he studied chemistry under Professors Graham and
Thompson. Dr. Sten!

house was the author of many papers on
chemical subjects specially devoted to sani-

tary purposes.
The

Chicago Iuter-Ocean believes the

time has come to tackle the monster, “and
end the disgraceful exhibit of polygamy. If

Congress

would

expel

the

from

Delegate

Utah because of its plain violation of all
law, sacred and profane, as interpreted by
every other State and

Territory, the
against decency might be redressed

ery year increases the

crimes
and the

danger and multiplies

the wrongs.”
The Providence Journal looks upon Ohio
still being a sort of outpost of civilization, and says: “Ohio occupies a prominent place in the United States of to-day,
but if it achieves
place
any real
in history or exercises
any dominant
influence in the future destinies of the
country it will be, as Lord Beaconsfield observes, when it has passed beyond the period of colonial prosperity.
At present it
doesn’t understand itself, a:.d is very bumptious over the misconception.”
as

The business of the Union Stock Yard of

Chicago aggregates $139,000,000 annually.
The bulk of this is done through the Union
Stock Yard

National Bank.

As much

as

$2,300,000 has been paid over its counter in
a single day, and the
deposits in November
last reached $26,000,000.
United States Senator McDonald of Indiana will return to his old profession as a
lawyer at Indianapolis at the expiration of

his term in March next. He says '“the
practice of his profession has been his life
business and politics but an episode.”
Lewiston Joui nal: There is good reason
to believe that the Governor question will
be settled at once by the Maine Legislature
without resort to

the

’‘technicalities

or

quibbles” and that Gen. Plaisted will
inaugurated early next week.

be

were

311 failures last year in New

York, involving nearly $20,000,000 liabilities. This was twenty-five per cent, less
than in the previous year, and the smallest
number since 1873.
“God

save

the

Commonwealth,’'

is the

way the Lancaster Intelligencer heads its
article on the meeting of the Pennsylvania

Legislature.
Senator Blaine is admirably fitted to fte
of State, in the opinion of th e
Cincinnati Enquirer.

Secretary

Six thousand miles of
railway
last year.

were

thy that is a foremost requirement of a critic
in any department of journalism. Again, the
sense of comradeship is strong with a
journalist fortunately placed among bright and effective literary men. And in reading this sketch
of George Arnold, it is needful to take into ac-

Ballads and Other Poems. By Alfred TennyAuthor’s Edition. (Boston: J. R. Os"
good & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) This latest volume of poems will not
add auy fresh leaves to the laureate’s crown—
though, indeed, there is little need of now
leaves, where is no way for the snow to fall
between those that are already woven to cover
his head. The rise, height and decline of Mr.
Tennyson’s genius is as clearly defined as the
sun’s path from east to west. It arose slowly,
brilliantly, from the early studies of verse by
which Mr. Tennyson secured a command over
words, and a steady, apt and strong hold of poetic forms which never failed to convey with
effect and precision the themes that his genius chose. It is not easy to over-rate the worth
ofsuch careful poetic study as was his; perhaps no English poet has balanced more deli-

built

Chicago is the largest city of its size in the
world, and yet such is the provalence of morbid self-depreciation in that 1 atitudo that it is
with difficulty the inhabitants: can be induced
to acknowledge the fact.—New York Tribune.

count the gentle and enthusiastic nature of
his biographer, and the pleasant days of which
it is a reminiscence. Mr. Arnold seems to
hare been one of those characters, very popular in the days when crude Bohemianism was
the literary fashion and literature and prac-

plain sense were not thought to pull well
together, and when the ideal journalist was a
sort of glorified Harold Skimpole.
Worldweariness, sombre demeanor alternating with
fevered gayety, and a disposition to dodge
small bills made up the mould of fashion for
tical

the .young men of letters. Mr. Arnold eon.
formed more or less to all but the last of the
requirements of this standard; and yet again,

honesty,

cately the weight of words, aud none has so
closely kept pace with the advance of his
times. He was accused of some literary affec-

and the minor poems of to-day average very
much better than the verses that made the

phia magazines which

literary

to-day

laughter-evoking spirit of humor of any degree. His parodies were bad; but the satirical poem. Song of the Home Guard, is good,
and the War Poet’s Lament is better still.
His serious songs are sometimes very delicate
and tuneable, often full of genuine emotion,
when these pretty flowers of poetry are not
gnawed in unseemly fashion by the neatly inserted caukerworm of perfunctory poetic despair. Had he been. born in these later years,
when journalism has grown into a serious and

Tragedy was the form of
Tennyson next directed
his thought—understanding, with his notable
perception of the requirements of the time,
that

a dramatic period of literature would
be
the coming development. His two tragodies,
Queen Mary aud Harol 1, no doubt served to
hasten and strengthen this dramatic tendency
of the age; and, though they lack much of the
music of tiie blank verse of his idyls—

dignified profession, when poets walk singing
in the sun, and nobody but young Mr. Mallock and other genteel and unoccupied dyspeptics ask whether life is worth living—Mr.

(and

we
who
are
born
too
late
to
have kuown the idyls as a novel wonder of
music, have no doubt missed a keen delight)

might hare been an ornament to the
newspaper profession, his evident gifts strengthened and steadied, his brightness and his
many delightful traits held in place by outward pressure of useful routine, and respect
for a sound and well-employed talent have
Arnold

finely planned, and
English
superbly resonant lines;

are a dignified contridrama. They contain
and the extraordinary
beauty of the Lute Bong of Queen Mary, and
Edith’s song in Harold, and the hard, metallic 6troke, iron on iron, of the soldier’s song,
fully attest that the poet’s voice and skill are
not abated. It is perhaps again the speculative and intellectually didactic turn of the age
—which is greatly given over to accepting marvels without note or comment, and cracking
its wits over plain matters which do not ask
for exposition—that leads Mr. Tennyson to

are

bution to the

hAAIl adflAfl

to

t.ho attranti va

motnnriaa

trlitp)i

Mr. Winter has recorded.
Another recent work of Mr. William Winter is his Trip to England (Boston: J. U. Osgood & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & HarFew men—in these days when one
Europe in the same easy fashion
that he would cross the ferry from New Vork

mon).

runs over to

to Brooklyn—would have written so delicately
picturesque a volume of transatlantic sketches
as this of
Mr. Winter. The first chapter, in
which he notes the impressions of the ocean
voyage, may seem a little too naively serious,
considering that the Cunarders with their

write poems so alien to his best manner as Sir
John Oldcastle, and Columbus, in the present
volume. Here we find him astray from the
exquisito ways that be lias made plain, and

wandering oil into the briers of Browning;
and the lines in which remain seme echoes of
his olden music are out of tune
In his earlier
peems the felicity of his manner was notable,
even in the judicious fashion of their
opening

freight of lives tempt the dangers of the sea
twice a week; and the reader will smile sometimes at the solemnity and poetry of the writer’s mannor. But, in continuing to read, one

lines, which were set to play a delicate prelude
to tho poetic theme which was to follow.
In
the two poems now under consideration, a cer-

that Mr. Winter, profoundly impressed
with the great debt that our land owes to the
history and the letters of the mother country,
sees in this voyage the first steps of the pilsees

tain hardness of touch rather compels than
wins the ear, and the immediate fortissimo
is not needed or in keeping with the dynamic
degree of the rest of the poem. This sharp
a

of

Some of Mr. Arnold’s lines have
a fresh and tuneful lilt,
many of them show
touches of an untrained but natural genius.
His fun—and a man’s ideal of fun is a carious,
but, in the hands of a skilful analyst,
a
nice
test
of
his quality—lacks
the
lino essence of the best humor and most of the

in theme.
which Mr.

opening chord is, by the way,

men

wonderful Philadelof the foremost
recall with kindly

some

amusement.

climax of tragic power and poetic beauty was
attained in the magnificent scene where Arthur parts from the repentant Guinevere. After this the shadow that fell upon the Round
Table seemed to dishearten the poet. The latter Idyls were far beneath the earlier in poetic
to

and fame of those

name

ian was touched in the first group of Idyls of
the King, those which recorded the pure splendors of the Arthurian legends; and the very

poetry

are

man most ready to understand and
answer to
the good wherever he met it. His poems
are hardly at the level of the magazine verse
of to-day, but the democracy of letters has
made great advance during the past few years;

practice, aud disciplined his poetic gift to a degree which could not have been expected of a
genius so luxuriant aud natural. Sound and
sense go hand in hand, aud support each other
in the poems which may fairly be considered
as representative of the laureate.
His merid-

beauty as

warmth and lovableness of nature

prominent traits iu Mr. Winter’s portrait of
him: and it must have been easy fur personal
friends to overlook the faults and failings of a

tations in the extreme elaboration of such exercises in poetic counterpoint a3 his Merman
and Mermaid songs, Claribel, Oriana, and others—but the superb musical effects of the Bugle Song, Turn Fortune, Turn Thy Wheel, or
The Swallow are directly due to these studies.
Mr. Tennyson has a rare instinct for useful

grimage

to Shakspeare's home and to the
tombs of kings. And so it is, that the thought,
‘have we here a new Sentimental Tourist,’
makes place for the pleasant perception that
in Mr. Winter’s sketches we are to enjoy sen-

poetic parallel

similar effects in much of the extreme
school of modern music. It migbt bo named
to

sitive, artistic and clear description with no
flaw of flippancy or self-conscious posing. Mr
Winter is greatly to be congratulated upon the
very refined and poetic tone of his work. The
atmosphere of his sketches is admirable; his
fancy and sight are brilliant and instant; his

affectation, except that every reviewer
ought to remember that this word is tho easiest to apply, and the hardest to verify.
Judgiug of motives, in literature as in life, is an
an

uncertain and an ill-considered thing; and the
charge of affectation is quite as often the proof
of limited sympathy in the critic as of any
self-consciousness on the poet's part. The dialect ballads, of which Mr. Tennyson seems so

touch is as delicate as it is sure, and he employs language with fine effect. The elegant
and dignified fashion of these letters which
describe with fresh and genuine sentiment the

greatly to enjoy the writing, do not display his
talent to advantage. Mr. Barnes’s Dorsetshire Ballads are better than the laureate's
similar work, in possessing a rural sweetness
which Mr. Tennyson's fail to catch, though

familiar scenes of England, are models in
their way, and prove the writer to be a worthy
inheritor of the royal treasures of historic
memory which we share in common with the
dwellers upon English soil.

these have mnch dramatic power and some
shrewd humor. The Revenge is a fine and

Two recent volumes of the charming Little
Classic Series (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co.; Portland: Loriag Short and Harmon) are
respectively entitled Humanity and Nature

stirring sea-song, with wilu and varied measure.
The Sisters is a decidedly weak poem,
built on a sandy foundation of mild psychology, and the song The Tables Turned, has to
its disadvantage
an
unpoetic title, and
I icks the tuneable
beauty and fortunate

and include notable sketches, among them
Charles Warren Stoddard’s deliciously bright
aud pathetic Chumming with a Savage; Fitz
Brace of Boys;
Hugh Ludlow’s capital
Dickens’s Dr. Marigold; }Charles D. Warner’s A-Hunting of the Deer, fairly heartbreaking in its manly, tender love of dumb
creatures; Charles Kingsley’s graud picture of

balance of words that we have a right to ex1« ct from a song of Mr. Tennyson’s. In the
Children’s Hospital is a sweet and good little
theme; but, touching and tender as it is
there is nothing that marks it a3 from the pen
o'a great poet. In it and in the Defence of
Lucknow, a lino and stirring war-poem*. Sir.
Tennyson employs the same metre which he
h is chosen for his dialect ballads, a needless
monotony for bim who can command every metre at will, and|surely not suited to each of these

the Fen country, which reoalls the dramatic
of his Last of the Saxons; and Edward
Whymper's thrilling Ascent of the Matterhorn. The choice of materials for these volumes
is admirable, and they comprise great variety

scenes

v ry diverse themes.
The Voyage of Maeldune—in the same metre again—contains some
magnificent descriptive lines. Do Profundis
is a conglomerate attempt at the orchestral
splendors of Sir. Swinburne’s verse, and the
philosophies of the modern scientists. It
breaks into its most tortuous line of un
poetic jargon in sucli splitting of tangled hairs
as this:

and value in attractive and convenient form.

A Modern Musical Novel.
Mabel and Henri, or the Calliope and the
Maiden’s Prayer.
London Figaro.
She was alone in the world I Her various
relatives had gradually passed away, and by a

this divisible-indivisible world,
Among the numerable-innumerable
Of

wrong arrested. The arm that arrests must
have nerve and strike quick and hard. Ev-

0
o

evidently get-

sagacity in choosing Senator Blaine for his
Secretaryship of State. “Like Lincoln, in
appointing Seward, he calls to the highest
position in his Cabinet the man who was a
strbng competitor for the nomination, and
not only came near making it, but is very

There

)

Portland, Me., January 7, 1881. }
in triplicate, addressed to the under-

PROPOSALS
signed, will be received at Ills

IMcGOWAN, Bookseller,

POLYFORM.
Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by bis gifts of Polyfotm became so celebrated and the demand upon his time
and attention so great, Prof Edison finally yielded

How to Make Them

PROPOSALS

Cabin aud Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, White Star and
Aucfcor Lines of European Steamer.
tailing weekly1 from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address

to his

system.
Trials and experiments followed this determination until he at last produced a compound which
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed his system to recuperate, and throw off the
disease.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

maimer

he is

The West Chester, Pennsylvania, Republican thinks General Garfield shows great

time not he

manufacture and sale of Polyform under his
supervision.
The number of remarkable cures, and the suffer

Rooms, Steam, Gas, Water
Pipe Fix507 1-2 Congress St.
tures, &c.

J®. E.

f After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world his truly wonderul discovery for alleviating pain. For years he suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any remedy
among the hundreds which he tried that would give
him permanent ease. Finally he became convinced
that he must become his own physician and
seek,
by experiments, for the desired relief. He had
taken all the well known sedatives, which gave only
tempory relief, and produced nervousness, loss of
appetite, &c. He now sought for a combination of
such remedies as would, by outward application,

for the

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

side, for

But at any
his arguments on our
side, and I look forward with interest to the
coming debate.”

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
jan3 d2\v

to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed

TUTTLE,

on our

tired of the Democrats.

rate we shall have

has

Dress Reform

14,019,496

& CO., Agents.

privileges allowed on them.

OUTLINE EMBROIDERY

jan7 dut

Wringers.

ting

Stockholders of the
Railroad Company
Company’s Office, No. 39 ExPortland, Me., on TUESDAY, the
of January current, at ten o’clock

same

there.

may be

POLYFORM.

injurious

General Passenger Agent.

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,

dtf

Universal $5.00 each.
“
Eureka
4.00
KENDALL & WHITNEY.

OGDENSBURG R. R.
COMPANY.

&

distress and at the

in the

boxes for those originally placed

in several States in order to vacate Democratic seats. By that time possibly Mr. Hill

in the forenoon:
To choose Directors for the ensuing year and to
transact any other business that may legally come

him of his

none, nor have we
tem by which ballots are substituted

not far off when we shall have a
majority,
a> d when we may want to
inquire into the
regularity of elections and of Legislatures

of the
THEPortland Meeting
& Ogdensburg
will be held at the

cure

These tickets are good only on
the train and day for which sold,
and will not be accepted for pas.
sage on any other train, or on any
other day, nor are any stop-over

NOVELTIES IN

_

Clothes

$2£0.

HOLIDAY GOODS
In Tlae shoe Line.

Democratic

Republican votes
yet adopted the sys-

with him to make their arguments as strong
as possible.
It may be important for our
side to be convinced by him, for the
day is

PROF. EDISON'S

PASSAGE TICKETS,!

is, they

one

New York
from Washington:—“Republican
senators look forward with cheerful confidence to a new set of speeches from the
Democratic side in defense of the right to
upset senatorial elections at the will of the
majority. A Republican Senator said the
other day, ‘I want Senator Hill and those

Portland, January 3d, 1881.

Special Limited Continuous

to make

have

Mi:. Nobdhoff writes to the

THE

before the meeting.

yet learned

and that

Herald

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of this
Bank will be held at the Bank, on TUESDAY,
January 11, 1881, at 10 o’clock iu the forenoon,
for the choice of Directors and for the transaction
of any other legal business.
WILLIAM E. GOULD, Cashier.
declSdtd
Portland, Dec. 11, 1S80.

change Street,
Eighteenth day

others,

tion.”

The First National Dank of Portland, Me.

Annual

January 1, 1SSI.

Samuel Thurston,

II. SOULE, Cashier.
decl3dtd

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the
choice of Directors, and the transaction of such
other business as may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1881, at 10 o’clock A. M.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1880.
WM. A. WIN SHIP, Cashier.
decll
dtd

PORTLAND

some

says:

Upon these little matters we' are sadly deficient, which will account for the small
showing we are able to make with three
hundred voters. For ourselves, we had
rather be afflicted with years of Republican
misrule, trusting to the justice of our cause
finally asserting itself, than to steal an elec-

before them.

W.
Dec. 11th. 1880.

lead-

paper of

Crescent,

as

NOTICE.

STATEMENT OF THE STANDING

Fire, Marine & Life Insurance.
jan6

Sold by

choice stock of first-class

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
L Canada East, among them being one or two wellmatched pairs. These horses are adapted to general
use, and weigh from 050 to 1100 pounds. Any one
in want of a good, sound horse at a low figure,call at

Iiqu"^dealiS.

CAUTION “™,Nc

H. B. HYDE, President.

over

tax as

GKEEN R. ItAUM, Commissioner.
t
RE
_
hBprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
you common Rock and Rye in place of our tout ttopfr oy.h pvp
is the only MEDICATEL ^reparation, the GENUINE has
the name of LAWRENCE & MAR TIN on

■UmSinUYON OR

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
The Equitable Life Assurance Society, having declared its policies, over three years in force, to be
incontestable, announces that:

TTmTAV^^N’T

tends over a long period of years, would respectfully
uvite the attention of the public to the recent enargment and improvement of their warerooms at

of improved patterns, both as to
erties and elegance of form and

come

Portland,

ana tne

vote count as five and five

CASCO NATIONAL DANK.

ChicagoAIRLXGTOS’
pec^raTOSmn

experience

Exdiitiigc Street,

not as

-»»*•

Extract from Report of the Commimioacr of Internal
Revenue:
Treasury Department, Ofeice oe Internal
Reyenue, 1
D‘ C-’ Januar7 26> 1880./
Messrs. LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St.,
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opimou of this office. would have a sufficient
t,
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to thi’s ankle in
ain s
while fte
whisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable romedyto the pattont Compound
ed according to the formula, it may
properly be classed m a medicinal Drenarl«nn under fh^nre
visions of U. S. Revised
Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold by Druggists Apothecaries and
d 0ther
other
persons without renderino them liable to pay

well known Undertakers and Manufacturers,
fTjlHE
A whose
in this lino of business ex-

138

said of

THE

-.A.T-

Care for the Dead.

DANK.

annual meeting of the Stock-holders of
the Cumberland National Bank of Portland,
will be held at their Banking-house, om TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1881, at ten o’clock A. M.
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and
the.'transaction of any other business that may legal-

ly

county,

the county, the
“There is one
thing to be said of the Democracy of Beaufort county that unfortunately cannot be

CUMBERLAND N ATIONAL B*ANK

CURE»

was ui oeauiorr.

Beaufort

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
declldtd

Dec. 11, 1880.

Carolina, there was only
in the State where there was any

ing Democratic

o’clock A. M. to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.

^»^Sffi5E»\«S5M»A.Wv»SSs

24,571.40
35,000.00

Total..$2,198,294.84

Hotel,
MAINE.

SURE

Cashier.

declldtd

TRADERS

South

county

xuio

THE

ours

Loans and discounts..81,899,141.23
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50,000.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages..
4,000.00
Due from approted reserve agents...
82,981.50
Due from other National Banks.
10,271.12
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5.000.00
Current expenses and taxes paid.
4,006 25
Checks and other cash items.
60,751.10
Bills of other Banks.
14,225.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels

^’Besuleures

Falmouth

APPETIZER and

SOMEKBY,

those whieh the

attempt at fairness at the recent election.

THE

Frtr°H"

Close of BuMuesti December, 3list, 1880.

mETALLH)

Lamson
Artist Photographer,

Great

The

special

—AT THE—

one

Share-holders of the National Traders Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room, on
TUESDAY, the 11th. day of January next, at 11

Justice of the Peace.

CORRECT-Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN)

—

Portland., 1880.
State Pair, 1870.
BO". E. Fair,1877.

I

$300,000.00

STATE OF MAINE. C ui.nty of Clmiseiil.vnd, ss.
1, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day
of Jan. 1881.

B. C.

11,1880.

NATIONAL

’

13,600.00

where may be found a splendid assortment of
Collins, Caskets, &c., of the most approved styles
and workmanship of their own manufacture, which
will be furnished promptly at the lowest prices.

1st. PREMIUM

A. M.
Dec.

22,686.00
4,000.00

Cashier’s checks outstanding_
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.

mittee of

annual

I

caucus are

According to the Republican State Com-

election of seven directors,and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them
will be held at their hanking house, on TUESDAY,
the elevent day of January, 1881, at eleven o’clock

165.45

Certiiied checks.

—

come

meeting of the Stock-holders of “The
THECanal National
Bank, of Portland,” for the

11,085.45

National Rank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.

THE

that may

upon any other busibefore th*»m, will bo held at
©n TUESDAY, the 11th day of
o’clock in ihe afternoon,
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

1,022.48
61,766.06

..

Ko.
r

Eagle Sugar Ucfincry.

Total.0.$1,236,654.37

OF

GEO'. L. DAY, Clerk.

the Kefii ery Office,
January 1881, at 3

our

Press l as
urged. We needed both Mr. Hale and Mr.
Frye ip Congress. One was already there.
The other ought to be. A
rivalry resulting in the exclusion of either of these
gentlemen from the national councils in
which their ability, experience and integrity have been so useful would have been
most unfortunate. Such result his been
avoided by the judicious action of Mr.
Frye’s friends.

76,000.00

Specie.,.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation).

—

the

election
five Directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at the office of the company, Railroad wharf, Portland, on TUESDAY, January 11th, 1881, at two o’clock u. m.

ness

in the National

Legislature, and
strong Republican delegation is
kept good.
The reasons which guided the action of
that

Annual JMeeting.

300,000.00

Bills of other Banks.
Fractional miner onrrenev.
niokels
and pennies.

REPORT OF

Frye both

\ L The Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of Uie
Bangor A Machias Steamboat Company,
[Portland,
for the
of

1880*

a

py expression. The result of the struggle at
Augusta is that we have Mr. Hale and Mr.

A. M., for choice of officers for the ensuing year
and any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
JOHN J. GERRISH, Sec.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1881.
janldtd*

janldtd

deposits.

BANCROFT,

Secretary.
jauldlw

Annual Meeting.
meeting of the Todd Non-Freezing
Hyifrant Co., will be held at the office of Orville K. Gerrish, Centennial Block, 93 Exchange
Street, on TUESDAY, Jan. 11,1881, at 10 o’clock

$083,899.74

Exchanges for clearing-house.

CHAS. 0.

Senatorsljip—and ends
way which will, we feel assured,
bring good to the State and content to its
people. At the time of the French Restoration the Count of Artois delighted those
who gathered about him and welcomed his
return to the national councils,
by saying:
“The c .ange is slight; there is only one
Frenchman the more.” Maine Republicans
can with
complacency paraphrase that hapit in

Annual

Ilirectorg.

com

the contest over the

of S.

of officers and for action upon any other business
that may legally come before said meeting.
AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON,

of

dtf

jan24

Portland, Me.

preserve

Decided.

St., Portland, Me., on
TUESDAY, the eleventh day of January, A. 1>.
1881, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for the choice

THE

or

The nomination of Mr. Hale by the Legislative caucus last evening practically ends

Andrews,

January 1, 1881.

name

We cannot undertake to return
are not used.

are

Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Checks and other cash items.

janO

COLCORD,

J

E. H. SISE. /

OO.,

—

is

643 Congress Street.
oet11
dtf

tfc

be held at the office
THEWare Company
188 Middle

C.

The

munications that

Presumpscot Pulp-Ware Company.
Annual Meeting of the Presumpscot Pulpwill

janldtd

Total.$2,198,294.84

Will receive Pupils at

J. W.

A. ETTAPTS
n9%Js,& 2 Free Street,

}) Directors.

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

EDUCATIONAL-

French and

iw11u1*ii™grl.ntefl

)

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_

BytHa»n in Wnlizing, the “Berman”
and Raquel meet*every Tuesday Evening.

MISS

Perforated Seats. We shoidd be pleased to have
parties call and examine our stock
p
perfect satisfaction and low prices to all who may choose to call upon us.
long and favorably known as connected with the furniture business, can
WV**•
B?
be tound with us and would, be pleased to meet his old
friends and acquaintances.
“ Don’t lail to call
and see us before you purchase. We can save dollars
for you.

50,082.77

Close of Busiurm, Dec. 31,

SHE

s

l]47o!oi

Portland, in the State of Maine,
At the

IS

Gilbert

3,398.13

ANNUAL MEETING.

$3.50

OF TilE

—

ESCAPED NUN

room

503,924.75

anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
all cases indispeusable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
cations.

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trade, for
the choice of officers, and the transaction of
such other business as may legally come before the
meeting, will be held on MONDAY EVENING,
January 10,1881, at 7M* o’clock.
Per order
M. IN* RICH, Secretary.
did
jan5

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

d.3tTu,Th&s

Thursday Evening, January 13.

15c to $50.00
to 20
8
1.00 to
9
2.00 to
Spring Beds,
2.75 to 16
Mattresses,
Wardrobes
10.00 to 25
Folding Chairs, Foot Bests, Slipper Cases
•

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

necause we taice
advantage of
reduce our admission
tha

popular feeling and
public will please
prices,
understand that we DO NOT REDUCE THE
STANDARD Of THIS SPLENDID COMPANY.
This ts the FIRST great
company that has moved
tu (Ms dir action, and the resmt is
astonishing. The
people come in vast masses to enjoy reasonable

Tables-Marble Pop
Tables—Black Walnut,

d3t

—

3 HOURS SUBSTANTIAL FUN 3

Mirrors,

35 to 200
40c to 65c
95c to $4.50
S3 to 7.00
5 to 20
25 to 75

'-—

1Y. W. THOMAS,
A. L. GILKEY,
F. W. BAILEY.

jan6

In. RENTA MINSTRELS.

AND

■

29,193.01

STATE OF MAINE, Cdmbkrland, as.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that
the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me the fifth dav
1
of January, 1881.
GEO. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.

8th.

manufactured and have in store

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed
by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, stemboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
We do not read

BOARD OF TRADE,

THE

Chairs—wood seat,
Chairs—cane seat,
Chairs—liair cloth,
Lounges,
Side Boards,
\rl 8tcSk tk* largest assortment o£ Painted Sets in the State, and a full line of goods usually
f
4m d,.rt fli clafB Furniture Store, consisting of Office Desks and Tables, Camp Chairs, Office Chairs,

Attest:

January

just

$18 to $175

•

Parlor Suits

$2,067,857.87

Great original and only

SPECIAL

We have

Chamber Sets

23,985.00

LIABILITIES:
Capital stock.. SGOO.OOO.OO
Surplus fund. $120,000.00

SATURDAY EVENING, JAN. 8th, 1881.

KINDS

AT PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION.

6.836.00
100.07
20,800 00
2,317.00
3,000.00

1

(7 ALL

FURNITURE

37,470.60
8,500.00
19,729.53
24,025.79

82,067,857.87

-A.t New Portland Theatre,

jan7

that may legally come before them.
J. F. L1SC0MB, Secretary.
Portland, January 7,1881.
jan7dtd

130,746.78

Individual deposits subject to check.
Certified checks
Cashier’s cheeks outstanding.
Due to other National Banks.

j

Publications.

son.

with

ness

ISSO,

533,000.00

Other undivided profits
274,188.60
notes oatstanding.

Tickets 25 cents. For sale at T. P. McGowan’s
Book Store and by the members of the
League.

held at their office on Franklin Wharf, on TUESDAY, the 18th day of January, current, at 3
o’clock p. m. for the choice of five directors for the
ensuing year and the transaction of any other busi-

188 0-8 1.

OF

Ixiansand discounts.$1,248,347.10

U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
Due from reserve agents.
Duo from other National Banks.
Real estate.
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional currency and cents.
Gold coin
Silver coin.
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent Redemption fund.

Dividends unpaid.

LECTURE BY JAMES REDPATH

SEASON

SATUROAY MORNING. JAN. S.

annual

THE

Recent

THE PRESS.

meeting of the stockholders of the
PORTLAND STEAM PACKET CO., will be

REMOL’RCEN:

Circulating

IRISH NATIONAL LAND LEAGUE.

Christmas Goods.

PORTLAND,” MAINE,

Close of BnaiucM,

PRICE 8 CENTS.

Portland Steam Packet Co.

—

“THE CANAL NATIONAL BANK

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

JANUARY 8, 1881.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

MISCELLANEOUS

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Exchange St., Portland.

At 109

MORNING,

SATURDAY

strange coincidence, just as the last one passed
she found herself alone. Alone, did we say?
Yet not utterly, for her dear piano was left
her, and seating herself before it she softly
plaved the one sweet air, the only one that she

Sun, sun, and sun through tinitc-iutiuite space
In finite-intinite Time.

Also in this poem the opening line is at fault
in failing to set clearly the metre to be employed, indeed it requires false stress of syllables to make it conform to the measure; and
though this might puss well enough in the
midst of a poem the metrical quality of the
first lines ought to be apparent, that the read-

played completely.
It

was

true

that it

was

rumored

that the

mortality among her relatives was attributed
to too often listening to the strain of this love-

ly

ers’ car may take at once and without doubt,
the verse that the writer intended. The Prefatory SonnAfc is tine and nharacteristic. Tin*

to

inorceau, but nevertheless it brought back
her tender memories of childhood, and she

played it to herself
en’s Prayer.”

sonnet to W. H. Brookfield is in an admirable
▼ein, as is tbe courtly sonnet to Victor Hugo.
The Saxon poem is interestingly translated;

dreamingly—“Tho

Maid-

“Mabel, play

me that strain again.”
It was a young man who spoke, and he
leaned over the piano and watched her delicate lingers meander over the bass notes in the
romantic cross hand movement.
“Ahl Henri,” responded Mabel, I could
play it to you forever.”
A slight shudder crossed the marble brow of
sunset of his genius, but rather a cloud,—
tho young man as he responded, “It seems to
bis
to some caprices of
of concession
me to be a tone picture of unequalled
beauty.
own
or
perhaps some false criticisms Observe those flights of the right hand into
the highest notes; even so might a pure prayer
made by men who did net know tho temrise into the heights of the blue empyrean
per but only the polish of his genius—
H“But see, Henri,” said the maid; “now the
a cloud, we may say, undor which this great
melody is hid beneath the deep notes of the
bass.”
light of song stays now, but soon will appear
“And, even so, the highest thoughts must
in
all
the
again
splendor gathered throughout fall again to earth and seek the practical. Mahis bright long course. Mr. Tennyson needs
bel, we are poor. I am an inventor, and yet
only to use his genius in the fashion which his hope to perfect my delicious steam calliope,
which will bring me fame and fortune. Til.
puperb poetic instinct and his patient and ex- then—adieu! Accept this as a last memento
his
own
studies
have
to
take
formed,
of
one who loves you
quisite
fondly.”
He was gone. She tearfully opened the
kingdom again ana restore his praise that he
It
contained
a small
package.
musical tox
won in the days of his singing of tho Round
which played two tunes: “Then You’ll ReTable.
member Me” and “The Sweet By and By”—
sad reminders of his affections and hopes.
It should be said here that Messrs. Osgood’s
Five years had passed. Mabel Janglenre
edition of this latest work of Mr. Tennyson is
was no longer young, but she was
interesting
the only one sanctioned by the author, and in
and full of witching grace.
which he has a direct pecuniary interest.
She had boldly faced fortune, and turned
music teacher. Many, many pupils came to
Messrs. Osgood & Co. paid a large sum to Mr.
her, and she taught them all—La I'riire d’une
Tennyson for the privilege of presenting these
I Vierye. She was no longer poor, but her heart
poems at the same time that they appeared in
j was poverty-stricken indeed. At night she
England; and the public will not fail, it is to | would sit in her solitary abode and play the
well-remembered marceau—she knew it by
be hoped, to recognize the rights of poet and
heart now—and would grind out the two airs
publisher against competitive reprints.
from her beloved musical box. Her thoughts
•
were far away as she turned the crank, "Then
You’ll Remem—”
Poems. By George Arnold. Edited, with
“Mabel

and tbe version of Achilles over tho Trench is
a return to Mr. Tennyson’s glorious manner
that we knew of other years. It is a happiness to see, in such lines as these from Homer,
that despite the present injustice which Mr.
Tennyson’s work does 4iim, it is not yet the

[

biographical sketch of the poet, by William
Winter. (Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) Mr. Winter

Jangleure!”

“nenri de Homboge!”
And they were in each other’s arms.
“I have come to claim you, my own,” said
he. “I am able to marry now.”
has retained, throughout his experiences as a
“Oh, Henri!” sobbed Mabel, as her arms
dramatic critic, an exceedingly kind and getimidly encircled his neck and ber ringer
played “The Maiden’s Prayer” on his back,
nial spirit. Because be is aware that the man;
"has the calliope succeeded?”
moons that have risen to his sight are disks of
“No, my darling,” was the response, "I
of.'ed silk, and is keen to note kind and degree I have in7ented a method which will teach anyof mimic passion, and has seen many a Romeo | body to play the piano thoroughly in half an
hour, and I am rich I
revived by judicious applause and Juliets gaThey are wedded now, and their life since
arise
lore
from the grave to receive a bouquet | then has been one round of bliss only made
more perfect by the sweet sounds of the
tune
—is no reason that Mr. Winter should lose
which had hallowed the days of their younger
anything of the ready and susceptible sympa- love.
a

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 8.
Not Equal to the

Emergency.

[Special Despatch to the rress.l
Augusta, Jan. 7.—This afternoon the comrnittee on gubernatorial vote adopted the fol-

lowing

tabulation of the returns:

Plaisted.73,307
Davis.

Nye.
Juy.

73,130

Paisted.
Harrisen M. Plaisted.
Harrison 5ff.

Scattering

300
124
76
67
66

Total vote, 147,115; Plaisted’s plurality, 237.
In this tabulation the vote of Vassalboro is

rejected because the return is not signed by the
clerk. The vote of Vassalboro was, Davis 414,
Plaisted, 270; Nye, 3. Suppose the corrections
are made according to the equities of the case,
and that Vassalboro, Drew Plantation ana
Blaine are permitted to have their records
corrected, the result is that Davis has 476, and
Plaisted 309.
This diminishes Plaisted’s plurality to 107, which being subtracted from the
237, leaves Plaisted’s plurality 70.
If, in the canvass, all the imperfect returns
should be counted, Plaisted’s plurality would
be 203.
The committee voted to have those places
which they have disfranch sed in their canvass
notified that they can have until next Tuesday,
as 2 p. m., to forward certified copies of their
records.
There is every probability that the commitmittee will simply report that Plaisted has
been elected by a plurality of votes.
(To the Associated Press.)
Augusta, Jan. 7.—The sub-committee oi^
gubernatorial votes reported this afternoon to
the full committee the figures telegraphed yesterday. The report was accepted without any

Colder and clear or fair weather, northwest
southwest winds aud rising barometer on the
CJ&st.
to

__

changes or

corrections.
On motion of Senator Pattengall of Washington, the towns of Vassalboro and Blaine were
notified that at the present time these towns

BY TELEGRAPH.
SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.

disfranchised, and tbe municipal officers
notified that they will have time Monday evening to present certified copies of the records.
were

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
SENATE.

Augusta, Jau. 7.
It was ordered that a joint select committee
of three on the part of the Senate, with such
as the House may join, be appointed to negotiate for the purchase of the Maine State Year
Book. Road and passed, and the following

A

CONSTITUTIONAL
TION.

Adjourn Except from Day to Day ?

appointed: Messrs. Brewer of Cumberland, Lamson of Sagadahoc and Taber of
Waldo.
An order was passed providing that the
House Roncnrrino'. when the lAtrielatnra ..t

NEW ELECTION

OP

COUNCILLORS!

DEEMED NECESSARY.

(Special Dispatch
Press.)
Augusta, Jan. 7.—The legislature held :k
brief session to-day, during which a small
amount of business was transacted, and then
adjourned over until Tuesday next.
Some
doubt however, having arisen as to the con-

stitutionality of such a proceeding, on account
of there being no governor, it is not unlikely
that both branches may assemble to-morrow
underjthe

the committee was not announced.
The Secretary was directed to prepare a register of the Senate.

to-night
which nominated Hon.*Eugene Hale by acclamation for United States Senator, was largely
attended. Gov. Anson P. Morrill presided.
Mr. Hutchinson, of Lewiston, presented Mr.
caucus

Hale’s name, which was received with an outburst of applause. Gov. Morrill was directed
to inform Mr. Hale of the honor that had been
conferred upon him, which he did in a pleasafter the caucus, at Mr. Hale’s
hotel. There were regrets expressed that Mr.
Hale was not present to accept the nomination
'n person at the caucus. The election of Senaator takes place on the 18th inst.
ant manner

[To the Associated Press.]
Augusta, Jau. 7.—The caucus of Ropubli"
can members of the Legislature for the nomination of United States Senator was largely
attended. It was called to order by Senator
Emery, of Hancock, and Hon. Anson P. Morrill, of Augusta, one of the leaders in the Frye
movement, was called to preside. On taking
the chair he was enthusiastically applauded.
He returned thanks for the honor, and said:—
“We have met as representatives of the Re.
publican party for the important duty of selecting a candidate for United States Senator as
the successor of Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,whose
term of office expires on the 4th of March
next. I hope that our labors will be harmonious, unanimous and with good feeling.”
L. H. Hutchinson, of Lewiston, rose and
said:—“For a larger number of years than I
can remember, before I was born, the State

represented most of the time by a
gentleman highly honored and respected in the

has been

councils of the nation. In fullness of years he
is to depart from the position he has so long
and worthily occupied. To fill that position by
*ae nomination of

gentleman worthy of

it is
our duty to-night.
There are many able and
competent gentlemen in the State who would
honor the place. He was about to present the
name of ]a gentleman who had for years ably
represented us in the lower House 6f the National Congress, whose name is a household
word, who last winter brought order out of
confusion in the excited controversy in our
State Legislature and light out of darkness
By the nomination of Hon. Eugene Hale, the
representation of Maine in Congress will be
a

kept up to its high standard.
States

United

as

a

He moved the
candidate for

Senator, and that it be made

his nomination.
The caueus then adjourned.

SENATE.

HOUSE.

the joint select committee on the same issue
specifications for the years 1881 and 1882, advertise for sealed proposals and contract therefor with the responsible bidder or bidders
whose proposals shall be the lowest, and report
said contract or con tracts to the legislature by
resolve.
On motion of Mr. Strout of Portland, the
matter was tabled.
A remonstrance was presented by John Pol-

nounced on

Tuesday

next.

NEW

ly, representative of the Princeton class in
Washington county, against the right of Jjel
Foss to a seat on the ground that a large number of illegal votes were thrown for Foss. Re-

YORK.

Riotous Strikers.
Montrose, Jan. 7.—Three hundred men
engaged in raising ice at Verplanch’s Point,
struck for an advance. The demand was refused and the men struck yesterday.
They
marched in a procession with a band and
drove men from tbe lake and resisted the
deputy sheriff. The military has been called

ferred to committee on elections.
Use of Representative Hall was granted to
the Board of Agriculture on the evenings of
the 19th and 20th inst.
The following were joined on part of the
House to the Senate committee on Maine State
Year Book: Messrs. Heath of Waterville,
Pitcher of Belfast, Goodall of Sanford, Burnell of Baldwin, Sweat of Brownfield, Staples
of Eliot and Foss of Danforth.
Senate order pending for adjournment to
Tuesday next at 4 p. m., was passed in concur-

out.

A memorial from

Washington, Jan. 7.

a

member of the

Packard

legislature asserting he was bribed by Kellogg
and asking to be examined, was presented.
Mr. Kellogg denounced the man as a perjured blackmailer.
The morning hour expired and the Senate
agreed that when it adjourned to-day it will
be to Monday. The consular and diplomatic

appropriation bill was taken up.
Mr. Ferry of Michigan introduced a bill to
promote the efficiency of the life saving service and to encourage the.saving of life from

was

rejected.

Appropriation

gressional

adopted.|

of $1000 for mailing congresrecords to foreign legations was

Appropriation of $1000 for consul-general
diplomatic agent for Roumania was

and

Bill was reported to Senate and amendments
made in committee agreed to. Adjourned till

Monday.

The Chinese Treaty.
Washington, Jan. 7.—The recently negotiated Chinese treaties are entirely satisfactory
to the government, and will be sent to the
Senate at once.
Nomination Confirmed.
The Senate confirmed the nomination of C.
Davis as postmaster at Skowhegan.
The Poncas Ratify the Agreement of
their Chiefs.
The commission named by the President at

rence.
IN JOINT CONVENTION.

Both branches met in joint convention when
the oaths of office were administered to Roscoe
L. Bowers, Joseph T. Hinckley, Wm. Wilson,
James G. Pendleton, Lewis Barker, and Sam’l
A. Camnbell. Councillors elect.

fX

rnnilAct rvf tilo Prnioo onmmitfna irk Poclnki

telegraphed

to the President, Jan. Gth, that
the council enthusiastically and unanimously
endorsed the agreement of the Ponca delegation when in Washington.

GREENBACKERS.

BLOWN UP.

The Augusta Conference Accom-

plishes Nothing.

Nine Men Killed by
sion.

THE STRAIGHTS REPUDIATE THE FUSIONISTS AND THE FUSION-

a

HOUSE.
A few pension and other private bills were
referred to committee of the whole.
A resolution was offered calling on the Secretary of State for information not heretofore
communicated in reference to the Halifax fishery award of $5,500 000, and especially relating
to alleged fictitious statistics and perjured testimoney imposed on the arbitrators, and on
which evidence the award was made; also
whether the Government has taken any steps
to secure

the verification ot the

recently published statements of Professor Henry Youle
Hind on this subject. The resolution was re-

ferred to Committee on Foreign Relations.
At 3.45 o’clock the committee rose and several bills were passed.
Adjourned till to-morrow.

THE HALIFAX AWARD.

Boiler ExploPlain Talk

the

on

Floor of

the

House.
A VITRIOL EXPLOSION

ISTS THE STRAIGHTS.

KILLS FOUR

MORE.
CHARGES OF FRAUD AGAINST BRIT-

(Special Despatch to the Press.]
Adodsta, Jan. 7.—The two wings of the Fusion party held a meeting this afternoon, with

Allentown, Pa., Jan. 7.—A boiler explosion at Allentown Rolling Mills last night was
more disastrous to life and property than at
first supposed.
Eight employes have died
from injuries since the explosion, making
nine men already dead and three others dying.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 7.—A terrible explosion of the vitriol department of Balbach’s &
Son’s smelting works on the Passaic river pro-

view of harmonizing their antagonisms. Solon Chase, Fogg, T. B. Swan, and all the big

a

and

little lights of the party were presentwere unable to agree, and the largest
portion, under the lead of Fogg and Swan,
withdrew to another hall, leaving Solon, with
some wenty of his adherents to denounce Fusion and entangling alliances.
The Fogg
crowd swallowed the Fusion bolus and reaffirmed the Bangor platform.

They

duced a shock felt several miles.
Two eight
horse boilers exploded instantly killing four
men and seriously injuring two. Three building and about §7000 worth of machinery de-

stroyed.
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

(To the Associated Press.)
Acocsta, Jan. 7.—At a conference of the
Fusionists to-day, Solon Chase presided over

to

an

alliance.

backers refused to

have

A Train Thrown from the Track on the
Passumpsic Railroad and One Passenger Killed and Several Injured.
Newport, Vt., Jan. 7.—Mail train No. 4,
leaving Newport on the Passumpsic railroad
was this morning thrown from the track
by a
broken rail four and one-half miles south of
An
old
was
Newport.
lady
instantly killed,
name unknown, and several others
badly Injured. Their names were not ascertained.
train
The
consisted of passenger, smoking,
mail and baggage cars all of which were badwrecked.
A later despatch gives the name of the lady
who was killed as Mrs. Cushing residing in
Keene, N. H. Those injured were Mrs. Ephriam Foster of Barton, dangerously hurt in
the back, J. A. Brown of Barton Lauding,
Vt., head badly hurt; Mary Furguson, Inver-

B.
was

The Fusion Green-

anything to do with

the straight Greenbackers, and consequently
no alliance was made.
The Fusionists decided
to go forward in spring campaign work, and
ignore Mr. Chase and his followers. The

Straights decided

to

go forward without any

alliances.

MAINE.

llPUtl

Stabbing Affray in Bath.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Bath, Jan. 7.—In

altercation

to-night
Chas. Purington stabbed Joseph Farrell, inflicting a bad cut. Purington was arrested.
The affray was the result of a quarrel about
the management of the ship Marcia Greeuleaf.
C.
an

more or

Death of Dr. E. Mellen Wight.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 7.—A telegram to a gentleman

in this city, states that Dr. E. Meilen
died at Chattanooga this morning. De-

phoct

cori nil cl tt

Impt

Flovrisl

badly hurt.

BROKEN CANAL.

All the Mills at Passaic, N. J., Stopped—
Damages Amounting to $70,000.
Passaic, N. J., Jan. 7.—The Dundee Water
Power and Laud Company’s canal broke last
night between the Rittonhouse Manufacturing
Company’s woolen mill and Messrs. Reed &
Barry’s print works. A new flume for the
Rittenhouse Company’s mill was being put in
at the point, and the accident was caused, it is
claimed, by the frozen condition of the earth
used in filling, and the careless manner in
which the work was done.
The damage falls
on Reid & Barry, who suffer to the amount of
to
$30,000
$50,000. The damage to the woolen
mill will amount, probably, to $15,000 or
$20,000. The city also suffers, as the water
The disaster will throw
supply is cut off.
hundreds of workmen out of employment, as it
will cause a stoppage of all the mills for several weeks, including those of Jacob Basch &
Sons, Waterhouse Bros., the Passaic print
works and the Rubber carpet works. When
the break occurred, the water rushed into the
lower story of Reid & Barry’s works, putting
out the gas, and the workmen wore forced to
wade through water up to their waists before
they could escape from the building.

was a native of Bethel,
Me., settled at
Chattanooga after the war, was several times
Mayor of the city, aud two years ago Republi-

ceased

candidate for Governor of Tennessee. He
has been on the United States Sanitary commission for two years past and has traveled ex-

can

His age

less

A

Wight

tensively through the South.

anH

Cavanaugh, Athabaska, P. Q., head slightly
injured; his wife three ribs broken, bis child
head badly hurt; Mrs. Geo. W. Parker, Barton Landing, severe cut head; Mary McDonald, P. Q., Mrs. Dave, Hartford, slightly. A
man whose name is unknown was
dangerously
hurt. Conductor Edgarton and Mail Agent
Colby were slightly injured. H. G. Blaisdell
side badly injured. Eight or ten others were

was

about 36 years.

MARINE NEWS.
A British Steamer Sunk and All Hands
Lost.
London, Jan. 7.—Yesterday a large fsteamor
was seen to go on
Goodwin Sands, and afterward sink with all hands.
Babylon, L. I., Jan. 7.—Bark Josie T. Marshall, of Digby, N. S., was was wrecked near
Three of the crew are missing
Amityville.
and one drowned.
Nkw York, Jan. 7.—Bark Bolvidere, from
Rouen, rescued the exhausted captain and
crew of six in number, of the schooner Joseph
Porter of Philadelphia.
Ship Gustav Adolf brought in the crew of
the wrecked brig D. W. Hennessy, from
Charlestown for Philadelphia.
The crew suffered severely, aud one was drowned. They
were first rescued by
ship A. E. Cann, which
subsequently boarded the 'abandoned Florence
Dean of Taunton, but found no one aboard.
The crew of schooner Maxon, Rogers, abandoned, wa* rescued by schooner S. F. Bird of
Rockland.
Queenstown, Jan. 7.—British brig James
Steward, cedar, for St. Johns, N. F., was
abandoned sinking, Dec. 25; crew saved.
Sr. John, Jan. 7.—Barque Private, hound
here, collided with and sunk the French bark
St. Jean in the British Channel to-day. Three
of the French crew were drowned.

NEVADA.
John G. Fair Nominated for Senator by
the Democrats.
Carson City, Jan. 7.—The Democrats liav e
nominated J. G. Fair for United States Senator.
Another Cold Wave.
Chicago, 111,, Jan. 7.—A cold wave has appeared in this vicinity again.
The death is announced of Arnold Huge,
Ph D., the German writer, philosopher and
liberal politician, and distinguished as the
“father of the German revolution.” His age
was 79.
I

Criminal

ISH

OFFICIALS

DELFOSSE,

AND

ARBITRATOR

_

Washington, Jan. 7.—Representative Newberry, of Michigan, in the House this morning made some extraordinary charges against
the agents and officials of the British Govern-

in connection with the Halifax award.
The resolution of Mr. Springer, calling for information from the State Department on this
subject was called up, when Mr. Newberry was
given permission to make a statement relative
to the subject matter. His statement consisted
of a series of charges against the British Government, founded upon the disclosures of Prof.
Hind. The charges made by Mr. Newberry
were substantially these:—One, that the Halifax award of $5,000,000 was obtained upon the
basis of fraudulent representation; second,
that these fraudulent statements, which resulted in securing the award, were prepared by
agents and officials of the British and Canadian Governments, these officials knowing that
the documents were altered, false and fraudulent: third, that these fraudulent papers were
presented to the commission with the knowledge that they were fraudulent; fourth, that
these statements greatly increased the amount
of the award; fifth, that knowledge of the
fraudulent character of these papers was pre
sented to the British members of the commission before they were submitted, and that
the commission did not decline to receive
them; sixth, that British agents took extraordinary caution to prevent the knowledge
of those fraudulent transactions from coming
to the United States officials; seventh, that
proof of these frauds was communicated to Mr.
Delfosse, the arbitrator, before his decision
was made, but he disregarded these statements,
claiming iuai me prooi was inadequate; eighth,
that the fact that these forgeries existed was
made known to a Canadian official, Mr. Galt,
who also declined to take action; ninth, that
knowledge of these frauds was conveyed to
the British government after the award, but
that government has declined to take action.
All these charges Mr. Newberry said he stands
ready to prove. His proofs are in the possession of Mr. Hind, ready to be produced within the jurisdiction of the United States whenever desired.
That these proofs could be produced Mr. Newberry said there could be no
doubt, neither could there be a doubt that Prof
Hind would make good his word. Mr. Newberry said ;he had reason to know that the
Gladstone government is ready to reopen the
subject and to do justice.
ment

LIFE SAVING SERVICE.
Senator Ferry's

Bill

for

Increasing Its

Efficiency.
Washington, Jan. 7.—Senator Ferry’s bil*
the
to promote
efficiency of the life saving

service proposes to authorize the establishment
of thirty-five additional life saving stations
and houses of refuge, eleven of them on the
between Maine and Massachusetts.
coast
It authorizes a month’s extra pay to members
of crews for extraordinary and gallant services
and also provides for pensioning widows of
keepers and members of the crew who lose
their lives or are disabled in the performance
of duty. It provides that all appointments
shall be made without reference to political or
party affiliation.
Railroad Consolidation.
Cincinnati, Jan. 7.—The Presidents of the
Toledo, Delpbos and Burlington, St. Louis and
Texas railroads, and a number of capitalists
proposed the consolidation of all narrow gauge
roads and interests in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas, with a view
to the consolidation of the continuous line
from Toledo to the Bio Grande. This is the
inauguration of a scheme which within eighteen months will result in the completion of a
most thoroughly equipped trunk line from Toledo to Mexico.
The Christiancy Divorce Suit.
Washington, Jan. 7.—A motion has been
filed by Mrs. Christiancy’s counsel to exclude
as testimony the recently published letters attributed to Mrs. Christiancy.

ESCAPES

Negligence Which Should be
Punished.

Gen. Garfield is being urged to appoint J. F.
Wilson, o Iowa, Secretary of the Treasury.
Augustus Scliel! lias been elected chairman
of the Tammany grand committee.
The Superintendent of the Census asks for
au appropriatiou of £500,000 for the
completion
of the ceusus and statistic work and the publi-

Doveu, N. H., Jau. 7.—Fire was discovered
in the main building on the Strafford county
When
farm about 4.110 o’clock this morning.
discovered it had made considerable headway,
and many rooms were filled with smoke. One
hundred and sixty-nine persons were in the
building and great difficulty was found in getting them out, some of them having to be
dragged out. Thirteen are missing and probably burned. Their names are Frank Jones,
Asa |Hall, Peter Sargent, Burnham Nute,
Jeff Holland, Thomas McDermott,
Ivory
IIan8com, Joseph Cook, Charles Riley, Sadie
Abbott. Martha Jewell, Lizzie Wilson, Clara
Scales. The building burned was built fourSeveral
teen years ago at a cost of 840,000.
additions have since been made, which with
the contents will make the loss 870,000; insurThe insane asyance on all property, 825,000.
lum near by and several barns were saved,
If the
the roofs being covered with snow.
weather had not been unusually warm the loss
of life must have been much heavier, as the
inmates escaped with only their night clothes
on.
They are now all clothed and sheltered
through the generosity of neighbors and
An engine sent from Dovcitizens of Dover.
er, four miles away, was unable to reach there
The safe containing all
on account of snow.
burst and the contents were
the records
burned. The fire caught from the furnace.
Up to this time nothing has been done toward the recovery of the bodies.
What seem
to be the remains of several can be seen in the
cellar, but they are completely burned up. It
is hardly probable that all the bodies can be
found, for there is still considerable fire
One of the inmates reportamong the debris.
ed as lost has been found alive and an additional one is reported missing,
The scene at the fire was terrible. The magnificent brick buiiding was all in flames, an ^
sparks filled the air for half a mile in all di
rections.
The! inmates, almost wild with
fright, were seen running about, some of them
almost naked, and none half clothed. An old
woman escaped from the building,
again returned, and has not since been seen. A visit
to'tho farm this morning revealed the escaped
inmates crowded into neighboring houses.
They go about with frightened faces, and it is
almost impossible to ret information from one
of them. Manager C. E. Caswell and his family escaped in their night clothes and lost

everything.

Some of the women exhibited great presence
of mind and aided in saving the others.
One

[later.]
(almost certain that twelve, and
perhaps thirteen, lsves were lost by the fire
this Jmorning.
The county commissioners
have been on the ground all day and made arfor
the
rangements
protection and shelter of
now

the inmates. The water works were rendered
useless by the extreme drouth and no water
could be obtained. Many of the inmates were
locked in their rooms and there was no one to
let tnem out. All the sick were saved and of
others rescued nearly all were able to go about.
There was no watchman on the premises and
the fire had made great headway before it |was
discovered.
Tho loss on the county building is estimated
at $G5,000. Nothing further can he done toward recovering bodies until the mass of debris cools. No water can he applied. There
were two fire escapes on the building, but the
doors leading to them were locked.

No Improvement in the Situation
in Ireland.

arrobe.

LEAGUE TRIALS

London, Jan. 7.—A dispatch from Dublin
to Times says: The prosecution of the indicted
Land Leaguers and the prospect of repressive

in Parliament have not had any
quieting effect upon the lawless classes in the
West of Ireland. A bailiff and his wife and
the wife and son of a tenant were recently assaulted at Fallinamore, county Leitrim, by
parties of armed men. For the last month no
petty sessions have been held at Ballinamore,
but the League Court sits regularly and its authority is widely acknowledged.
The three land commissioners in their report
sent to the government, recommend the adoption of the three F’s (Fair rent, Free sales,
and Fixity of tenure.) They admit the principle of free contract but intimate that practically such freedom does not exist. They proprose that the rent bo fixed by two arbitrators,
one representing the tenant and the other the
land court, with power to summon an umpire
if necessary, and that the rent when fired is to
remain unchanged|for twenty-one years. They
would take away the power of eviction except
for non-payment of rents, sub-letting or waste.
Occupying tenants are not to be allowed to
contract themselves out of the act, but nonoccupying tenants are to be allowed to do so
subject to certain limitations, and corporations and limited owners should be enabled to
sell the amount of the annual payment not to
exceed the present rent.
The commissioners
recommending the adoption of the three F’s
are Lord Bessborough, Baron Dowse and \Vm.
Shaw, M. P. The dissenters are Kavanagh
and the O’Connor Don.
The Times editorial says it is not improbable
that Mr. Parnell at the moment when he
^ps
to stand trial on the criminal charge, Sid
when he has challenged not only the British
government but the imperial parliament, to
combat, may find popular support in Ireland
crumbling under his feet.
measures

Dublin, fjan. 7.—The Court of Queen’s
Bench is to-day almost deserted by the public.
The reading of notes made by the police of
speeches delivesed by Brennan and Nally is
continued.
The Pall Mall Gazette says there are grave
misgivings that the government land bill will
inadequate

I

The Status Of the Czar's New Wife.
Berlin. Jan. 7.—A ukase has been sent the
Russian Senate decreeing that Princess Dolgorouski, wife of the Czar, shall bear the rank
and title of Serene Highness, and that the
statute declaring the issue of an alliance between a member of the Imperial family and a
person not of Imperial rank does not possess
the right of inheritance to the throne shall remain in force.

AFRICA.
Reported Surrender of

a British Camp to
the Boers.
Dunban, Jan. 7.—It is reported that a British camp at Patbhefstroom has surrender to
the Boers.

CUBA.
Disastrous Fire at Havana.
Havana, Jan. 7.—Fire last night destroyed
the large cigar factory, “La Exception,” belonging to Jose Geuever. Eleven persons are
missing. Insured for 3200,000.
Seven persons are known to have perished in
the fire.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
H. Thomas (Rep.) has been elected
Speaker of the Illinois House.
The Berlin correspondent of the
Morning
Post says private advices from Athens state
that the statue of Minerva Victorious
recently
discovered is not the original, but a
copy of
the masterpiece of Phidias.
The Blackburn cotton spinners,
Thursday
night, unanimously resolved to apply for an increase of wages.
At a meeting of the Home Rule
party it
was resolved not to discuss the land
question
in the debate on the addresses in
reply to the
n.

Queen’s speech.
Hanlan, Thursday night, posted his final deposit of £2.10 for the match with Laycock on
the 17th inst. The latter had already
posted
his final deposit. The betting is a shade over
2 to 1 on Hanlan. Both men did good work on
the river yesterday, and both are very well.

A deck hand known as Fred fell overboard
from the New York pilot boat Caprice, Thursday, and was drowned, with the boat keeper
William Wright, and a deck hand Moses
Smith, who tried to save him.
The total real and
personal valuation of Kentucky is given as $347,000,000 belonging to
whites, and $9,134,000 to colored men.
A Washington dispatch to the Boston Journal says the {colored {Republicans are
urging
Senator Bruce for a Cabinet position.
In the event that neither Sawyer nor
Keyes
receives the nomination for the Wisconsin benatorship, Congressman Williams will be a candidate.
Five qf the head chiefs of the Otoe Indians
are in Washington.
They were nearly killed
by blowing out the gas in their rooms at the
Tremont House.
Gov. Cullom of Illinois delivered his message yesterday.
At Sanford, Kentucky, yesterday, Alexander Killian, a constable, was shot and
mortally
wounded by a young desparado while trying to

quell

an

affray.

Gen. Goff

yesterday.

§8%

European markets.

Portland. Jan. 7.
Thefollowing are vo-day’8 quotation* ot Flour.
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Potatoes.
Early Rose, bush:-

qualified as Secretary

Three seamen of the wrecked Taunton
schooner Florence Dean, have landed at Newport in an exhausted condition.
Fred C. Edwards, aged (K), for more than 20
years stationer and bookseller at Battleboro,

Vt., committed suicide yesterday by hanging.

to-day,

a

CLEARING OUT SALE OF

car

lots

CLOAKS and DOLMANS.

Flour.

bonds, 4%*, 116%.
Liverpool, Jan. 7—12.30 P. M.—Cotton nuuket
easier; Middling uplands at 6 13-10d; Orleans at 7d; sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 1,000.

Grain.

G6
G7
60
Wheats.8 76@9 00 Sacked Bran
22 50
Mids...
Michigan Win@26 00
ter best_G 00@6 25 Corn, bag lots..
69
Low
Grade
G6
Meal,
*'
60
Michigan....5 25@5 50 Oats,
26
St. Louis WinBran,
G 00@6 25 Mid’ngs,
ter fair
26 00
Winter good..6 26,@6 50 Rye,
120
Winter best.. .6 76@7 00
ProviMiouM.
Produce.
Mess Beef.. 9 60@10 00
Ex Mess. .10 75@ll 00
L'urkevs.
15@17
Chieneus- 12@15
Plate.11 50@11 76
Fowl
10@12 | Ex Plate..12 09@12 25
Ducks.14
| Fresh Beef,
Hind Qu.6V*@9c
Eggs. 33 135
11 @12Va
Fore Qu.. 5@6V2 (&6c
Geese,
Sweet Jersev3 75@4 00 Poi*k—
Backs.. ..19 00@19 25
Norfolk 2 76@3 00
Clear.18 00@18 25
Onions, p bbl.4 50@5 00
crate
less.16 00@16 50
@160'
Ha us.
Crnberries. & bbl
9Vfe@10
Lard.
Ma'me, 4 00@4 60
CapeCod,7 60@900 I ub, p lb.WA @ 9%
Round Hogs....6Ya@ 7 Tieroes, lb P9%
Pail. 11 14®11%
(Jheene.
Maine.
13@15 iKegs
Vermont.
HcnuN.
13@15 I
tf. Y.Factory
Pea.2 00@2 10
13@15
Skim Cheese
8@10 (Mediums.1 90@2 00
Fruif
i Yellow Eye°..2 00@2 15
I
Rutter.
Oranges.
Palermos pbx 3 00@4 00 Creamery.
@33
Valenciapcase $5 50@$6 Gilt Edge Vermont 32
Choice
p box
22@25
Good. 18@20
Lemons.
Messina.4 00@4 60 Store. 17@18
palermos ,***. 00@4 50
Apple*.
tfuts.
Baldwin,.1 76@2 00
Peanuts—
1 75@2 00
Greenings
Wilmington. 1 60@1 70 Choice eating apples 2 00
Virginia..... 1 50@1 62 Dried Western 45
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35
do Eastern..
4@ 5
Castana, p lb.
10@llc
iiugar.

In this city, Jan. 6, by Rev. Dr. Shailer, assisted
by Rev. T. D. Anderson. Jr., Fred W. Robinson and
Miss Alice G. Merrill, all of Portland.
In Belfast, Dec. 25, Ernest T. Cottrell and Miss
Mary M. Russell.
In Belfast. Jan. 1, Eph’rn A. Wood and Miss Harriet E. Wood.

..

..

...

..
..

[Funeral

No. 39 Hanover street.
In Ferry Village, Jan. 7,
B. Dodge, Jr.,
sob of Jos. B. and Lucinda R. Dodge, aged 6 months
In Bucklield, Dec. 31, Mrs. Benjamin Emery, aged
77 years 6 mouths.
In Quincy, Mass., Jan. 5, Capt. Geo. B. Bell, formerly of Portland, aged 63 years.
In Topsham, Dec. 31, Mrs. Irene Coombs, aged
62 years.
In Topsham, Jan. 4, Elizabeth White, aged 86
years.

—

Joseph

9Va(^

—

No. 32

NAME

••

14@16c Granulated....
12@14c Extra C

••

Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Jan 16
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Jan 15

Portland, Jan. 7.
The folio wins Quotation* of Grain were received
from
by telegraph
Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:
Time.

-—Wheat—.
Jan.
Feb.

9.32..
9.45..
10.10..
10.31..
11.04..
11.30
12.34..
1.02..
Call....

97%

42

97%
98Vs
98%

42

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool—Jan

97

97V8
97%
97%
9734
98 Vs
983/s
98Vs

May.

98%
98*%
99

37%

9834

37

Receipt*
For Portland,
for connecting
chandise.

of

42%
42%

load of

Brig

dall &

OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
York 7th, ship B Sewall, Sewall, Co
penhagen. (Oct 28.)
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, steamer Lake Nepigon,
Campbell, Portland.
Sla 6th, steamer Ontario, Williams, Portland.
Ar at Portland, Eng, 6th inst. ship Geo Hulbcrt,
from Mobile.
Ar at Hamburg

6th

New York.

inst, ship Calliope, Smith,

INEnORANDA.
Ship Henrietta, (of Searsport) Blanchard, from
Foo-Chow for London, with tea, put into Singapore

attached, in

a typhoon, lat 9 N.
Barque John Zittlosen, Merriman, from Hamburg
Jan 3d for Philadelphia, was run into and sunk
off Folkstone 6th inst. Six of the crew are missing.
The J Z registered 499 tons, four years old, built in
the easterly part of Maine, and hailed from New
York.
Barque Josie T Marshall, of Digby, NS, Las been
wrecked near Amityville. One man drowned and
three missing.
The three-masted schr Simpson, (probably Adam
Simpson) from West Indies for New York, with a
cargo of sugar, struck on Brigatine bar night of the
6th inst, in a fog, and remains, head on. All hands
are down with chills and fever, and the captain was
buried at sea.
Sch Loretto Fish, of Tbomaston. from Savannah
for Boston, with lumber, is ashore at Binghampton,

the

MI.

Julia consolidated..

Crew safe.

3%

DOMESTIC PORTS.

1

SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 29th, ships Wandering
Jew, Tapley, Queenstown; Gatherer, Thompson, for
Nanaimo.
Sid 30th, ship Thos M Reed, Work, Liverpool.
Chartered—Ship A Briggs, for Liverpool or Havre,
wheat at 62s 6d.
GALVESTON—In port 29th, sch S P Hitchcock,
Reed, for Providence.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6th, barque Colin E McNeil, Crowell, Boston.
Sid fm Port Eads 6th, barque P C Merriman, for
Boston: brig Carrie Bertha, do.
MOBILE—Cld 31st, sch Sadie Willcutt, Watts,
New Orleans.
Ar 6th, sch Delhi, Lynam, Boston.
KEY WEST—Ar 6th, sch F Arthemius, Cole, fm
Nassau, NP.
SAVANNAH—Cld 6tb, soli Sullivan Sawin, for
Bull River. SC.
Sid 6th, schs Anuie R Lewis, and Wm Wilson, for
New York; Carrie Belle, for Darien; Winner, for
Georgetown, SC.
Ar at Tybee 6th, ship Matilda, Carver, from Liv-

Mexican. 6%

Bullion.Jl% Northern Belle. 9%
Ophir.J..... 6%

California. 1%
ChoJar. 1%

Overman. 1 3-16
Union Con.10%
Sierra Nevada.;8%
1% Yellow Jacket. 2%
3% Bodie. 5%
1% Potosi. 1%
1
Con. Virginia. 2

Eureka Con.20
Crown Point. 1

markets*
fBy Telegraph.)
Nkw York. Jan. 7—Evening—Flour—Receipts
20,001 bbls; exports 37,064 bbls: without decided
change and rather more doing for export, mainly on
low grades; jobbing trade buying with a little more
freedom; Bales 20,000 bbls; No 2 at 2 90®3 60;
Superfine Western and State at 3 25@3 76: extra Western and State 4 15®4 66; good to choice
Western and State 4 70®6 76;White Wh’t Western
extra at 6 00®6 00; fancy do at 6 10®7 00; extra Ohio at 4 20®6 76; extra St. Louis at 4 1">@
6 76; patent Minnesota extra at 6 50@7 26; choice
to double extra at 7 30@8 00. including 3000 bbls
Mills extra at 6 26 for W I; 6 95 for S A.; 2,City
100 bbls No 2 at 2 90®3 60; 1300 bbls Superfine
3 25®3 76; 1200 bbls|low extra at 4
15@5 05; 1,000 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 20@8 00, part to
arrive; 7200 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 15(®8 00,
market closing steady. Southern flour shade firmer;
sales 1100 bbls, including 500 for export at 6 60;
extra at 4 75®5 35; good to choice do 5 40@6 75.
Rye Flour is weak at 5 10@5 35 for Superfine.
Buckwheat flour quoted at 1 85®2 16, latter
fancy patent, mainly I 85®2 00. Corn meal is
unchanged and quiet; Yellow Western 2 60®3 16;
Brandywine 3 36. Wheat—receipts 60,750 bush;
exports 131,565 bush; %@1% better, closing firm
with a moderate export and fair speculative busiDomestic

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
Orders in Stocks and
solicited.
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Buy

Exchanges.

eodtf

jy27

TURNER

BROS.,

SAMUEL HANSON,

BLOCK,

KIMBALL

488 & 490 Congress

Sf. Banker &

Government Bonds, First Class

UPRIGHT PIMO.
The New Upright Pianos now manufactured by
this firm are instruments that really stand without
a rival. They are the result of totally novel imnivoumu

uv mo

wuereuy

mui,

&c.,
Securities, Bank Stock,
bought and sold. Orders at New
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.
eodtf

oc23

me
re-

an

Sruvouicm.,
nest points of the celebrated Grand Pianos are

produced. The worst enemy of the piano is dampness. Numerous devices have been employed to
counteract its baneful etlects, with but little success.
It has been the good fortune of this firm, after
long experiment, to*%solve this enigma by substituting metal for wood in all parts of the action containing centres. This in one of the greatest

pianos made in this century.
patent Upright Action of tho
Chickering pianos is the only piano action
The

Broker,

194 Middle Street.

CHICKERING

in

H. I. NELSON

new

that is insensible

made in the world

to

dto OO.

at-

mospheric change. From its convenient shape
and the beauty ana permanence of its tone, this
soon

become the most popu-

Will

BAILEY & NOYES,

Open To-day

Yards

3,000

AND

E. B.

ROBINSON,
^change St, Portlamj.

DRESSGOODS

HAMBURGS,
At Extremely Low Prices, being
the balance of a Jobber’s
Stock.

Having just completed stock
taking, we are selling again good
bargains In nearly every depart-

plicated.

Ribbons at half real value.
New and Fine Hamburgs at lower prices than they were ever sold.

RINES

BROS.

janG

sn

Cure Your
BY

dtf

Corns!

Brush for

a

blemish.

applying in'each bottle.

IS G UARAN TEED. #3
V3TA
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Draggintti.
it and you will be convinced like thousands
Try
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
sndtf
nov23_

Inportant Notice.

Winking

tn go out of basinexs we offer at
cast for caxh our entire .tack of l»ry and
Fancy Good., Groceries nnd Provision.,
Boots, Nhoes and Blibbers, Crockery,
Glass and Hardware, Boom Paper. Oil
Carpeting and many other articles too
numerous to
mention. We have a very
large slock, and it was all bought at the
lowest Cash Prices. We ask the public to
call and examine our goods and we will
give them bargains never heard of.
All persons indebted to us are requested
to call and settle without delay.

RICHARDS A CORLISS,
Stare, Yarmouth Lower Village.
January 1,1881.janl an dim*

Brick

will be made

on

the

price of all

our

Cochran,
Bonaire 23 days; Mary Bartlett, Smith, Machias;
Normandy, Adams, Galveston 18 days for Providence; A P Emerson, Emerson, Brunswick; Carrie Walker, Russell, Round Pond; Lucy Ames, BishProvidence; Annie P Chase, Poole, Cedar Keys
op,
via New I/ondon; King Dove, Cousins, Rockland for
Richmond; Geo W Glover, Morton, Rockland; E G
Willard, Adams, do; Joe Carlton, Thurston, Rockport; J F Carver, Wall, Providence.
Ar7th, ship Benj Sewall, Sewall, Copenhagen;
schs Wm Douglass, Mciudoe. Port Spain; Clifford,

LADIES’ COTTON

UNDERWEAR,

broken lots, and some slightly soiled,
have been marked down, and will be
sold at less than cest.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
dtf
janO
sn

NEWPORT—In port 6th, sch Chas B Morse, Lam-

IBM

Prospect for Baltimore; Winnie Lawry, Spear,
Pensgrove for Providence; Adrianna, Baker New
York for Fall River; L M Strout, Fernald, Hoboken
for Providence; Nettie Cashing, Robinson, Rockland for do.

INSERTIONS

BOSTON—Ar

|

FOREIGN FORTH.
At Newcastle, NSW, Dec 1, barque Geo Moon,
from
Sawyer,
Adelaide, for Bombay.
At Melbourne Nov 30, barque B Webster, Prince,
from Boston, ldg.
Ar at Littleton, NZ, Dec 6, brig Isaac W Parker,
j
Kane. New York.
At Yokohama Dec 7th, ship S F Hersey, Waterhouse, Liverpool; barques Fred P Litchfield, Spaulding, from Newcastle; Guy C Goss, Reynolds, from
Philadelphia.
At Hong Kong Nov 26, barque Penobscot, Chipman, for Cebu in 10 days, to load for Boston or
New York.
At Iloilo Nov 16, ships Brown Brothers. Goodell,
from Manila, ar 8th, for Boston, (takes 2100 tons
sugar); Susan Gillmore, Carver, for New York,
(takes 1600 tons sugar); barque Geo Treat, Pendleton, for Boston, (takes 800 tons sugar.)
Sid fm Calcutta Dec 31, barque Isaac L Skolfield,
Bishop, Boston.
Passed Peint Indio Nov 29, barque Geneva, Gorham, from Rosario via Buenos Ayres for New York.
Ar at Liverpool 6th, steamer Lake Negigon, from
Portland.
Ar at Queenstown 6th inst, ship Oracle, Morrison,
San Francisco.
At East Harbor. TI, Dec
30L brig Fidelia, Harlow,
from Granada, ar 26th, for North of Hatteras. ldg;
Harry Stewart, Pendleton, from Bermuda, ar 27th,
for New York, ldg; sch Eva May, McDuffie, from
Porto Cabello, ar 23d, for New York.
Passed Turks Island Nov 3d, brig Elizabeth M
Cook, Aylward, from New York for Portrau Prince.

February. Oats are higher 30%@31e cash; 32%@
32% for February. Rye higher 87c. Pork stronger but slow at 12 75 asked cash and January, 12 70
bid February. Lard higher 8 45@8 50.
Receipts—4,000 bbls nour, 11,000 bush wheat,
SPOKEN.
14.000 bush com, 1,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
Dec 24. lat 29 55, Ion 79 50, ship Virginia, Delano
rye. 4,000 push barley.
bbls
busb
from
Shipments—4,000
New Orleans for Liverpool.
flour, 3,000
wheat,
4.000 bush com, 0,000 hush oats, 2,000 bush I Jan 1, lat 3115, Ion 64 18, barque G Reusens,
barley, 0,000 bosh rye.
eighton, from Santander for New York.

Portland Daily Press
FOR 1881.
The Portland Daily Press is the largest and beet
newspaper in Maine, containing reading matlarger quantity and greater variety than any
journal of its class in the State.

daily

ter in

ITS NEWS DEPARTMENTS
always tilled .with the latest infonftation on
current affairs both at home and abroad, received
by telegraph and by mail. Spec ial attention is paid
to local and State matters, and its facilities for obtaining prompt and reliable news from all parts
of the State are unexcelled.
During the coming
are

session of the

LEGISLATURE,
it will be

represented at Augusta by a capable
special correspondent who will furnish full daily
reports of the proceedings. The election of a United
States Senator and the settlement of the State valuation, both of which will devolve upon the next
Legislature, as well as the fact that that Legislature
will be the last for two years will render the coming
session one of great interest and importance.
As a

stronger than any
daily Journal in
Maine. Its treatment of the current political topics
of the day is prompt, able and discriminating,
while its book reviews and literary criticisms are
with great care and are notable for their
keen insight and pure aud finished literary style.
is

prepared

a

nc.a-i

«nu ug uovuwru as iu wu
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Ulf-

ly

from

port.
Cld 7th, barque Sarah, Dewey, Portland.
Sid, barque Edw Cushing.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch Light of the East, Ober,
Perth Amboy.

Congress St.
dlw

istration must attract great attention and be
eagerwatched.
Abroad the condition of affairs in Ireland is becoming more threatening, ami the
day
may not be far distant when news from that quarter will be of absorbing interest.
A daily journal
with telegraph reports from all sections of our own
country and other countries will therefore be a necessity to every citizen of Maine who takes an intelligent interest in affairs.

zores

son,

98%@98%

441 & 443

criminating support of th© Ropublicau party, and
will stand through thick and thin for the
equal
rights of all citizens throughout the length and
breadth of the Republic. It will always sneak out
for education, good morals and lust laws, beljvvin
g
that the safety of the nation depends upon these
things.
The events of the coming year at home and abroad
bid fair to be of unusual interest.
The development of the policy of the incoming national admin-

ovy.

6th, schs Ximena, Thompson, Hoboken; Fanny Flint, Warren, do; Tennessee, Metcalf, do for Boston; Percy, Mitchell, do for East-

“

AS A POLITICAL JOURNAL,

Nellie Crowell, Hewitt, Jacksonville;

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 6th, schs W Morse,
Marr, Amboy for Portland; A S Emery, Arey, Rockland for New York.
Returned, sch Stephen J Watts.
Sid, brig Eugenia; schs N J Miller, A S Emery.
HYANNIS—The ice in the harbor has been broken
up and about 30 vessels released.

“

H. I. NELSON & GO.,

1.4*0

Passed the Gate 6th, sch J M Morales, Waite, fm
New York for Somerset.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sell Landseer, Anthony,

ly

«

it

from this date, JAN. 5th.

schs

3d, sch Idaho, Peck,

“

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

Cloaks and Dolmans

side. from Philadelphia for Norfolk.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, brigs Starlight,

FALL RIVER—Ar
New York.

655
389

the Press must commend itself to every citizen of
Maine engaged in trade or commerce.
It contains
daily reports by telegraph of the condition of forand
domestic
while
the
eign
markets,
importance of
Portland as a distributing centre for the Sta
makes its local market reports of great value.
I
ship news is always full and accurate. Iu its

A REDUCTION

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 5th inst, ship River-

A

“

5
6 “
8 “
10 “
12 l-2c

COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPER,

ley, Mayaguez.

roucu, uourcoioiyu,

“

jan5

CUBE

Miragoane for New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 3d, sch D H Miller, Kent, for
Boston.
Cld 6th, brig Eva N Johnson, Doane, Berbice.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 5th, sch A D Merritt, Kel-

c

360

USING

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,

without leaving

NORFOLK—Ar 6th, sch Mary E Oliver, Baker,

ijyjiu xu x; xcxicxii

“

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

from

White at 43%c; No 2 at 42%f5“42%c; do White
45%@46%c; No l at 43c; do wEite at 47@47%c;
Mixed Western at 42@43%c; White do at 44@46c;
including 10.000 bush No 2 January at 43c; 50,000 do for February at 44%@44%c;
45,000 do
March 45%@46Vac. Mngar very firm and in fair
demand; business checked by firmness of holders;
fair to good refining at 7 11-10@7 13-1G; prune
at 7%; refined active and firm.
iriolaaMen h firm
and in good jobbing trade; New Orleans at 35@54c.

“

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

ams. Baltimore.

Holt. Para.
Cld 6th, schs

at 3 cents.
yds.
“
“
“

Come In and See Them.

erpool.

1,309,000 bush, including 250,000 bush
Spring at 1 11@112; ungraded
Red at 1 19.a)l 19%; No 3 do 1 14Vs@l 15; steamer do at 1 10'; No 2 do 1 16% in store. 1
17@1 18
afloat; No 1 Red 1 24@1 25;ungraded White 1 13®
1 16; No 1 do, 46,000 bush at I 15@1 16,
Rye is
quiet and very strong; No 1 at 99c. Corn, receipts
29,600 bush; exports 83,513 bush; sales 436,000
bush, including 123,000 on spot: ungraded at 63®
66c; No 3 at 53®63%c in store; new do 65@55%;
No 2 White 57c; No 2 for January at 55%@5t»y8c;
February at 66%@56%c; May at 54%@6oc.O*t*
are yjj®%c better and fairly active; receipts 9350
Rush- Dalaa Q99 CAU hnah> Vn Q nf A 'KZS'A »>1

610
736
216

ment, both in new and desirable
goods, and others marked way
down to close.
New $1.00 Colored Dress Goods
at only 50c. Just received also a
few more of the All Wool Black
ITIomie Cloths at 50c. Both above
are extra value and can not be du-

CHARLESTON—Ar 6th, sch Cayenne, Hodgdon,
Nassau, NP.
Sid 6th, schs Helen R Condon, Dix, New York;
Edna Harwood, Seaman, do; Welaka,for Savannah;
Lilian. Smith, do.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 4th, sch F N Tower, Ad-

ness ;sales
on spot; ungraded

for

Blake.

FROM

Mining Stocks.

St. Louis, Jan. 7.—Flour market is higher; douextra at 3 70@3 90: triple do 4
20@4 40; family 4 6C@4 75; choice to fancy 4 85@5 60. Wheat
fairly active and shade higher; No 2 Red Fall at
1 00%@1 01 for cash; 1 01% for January; 1 02%
@1 03% February. Com higher at 39@39%c for

Johnson, Calais—N

Ar at New

......

February; 38%@39%e

McAllister.

FROM

.IDo

ble

to Ran-

BOOTHBAY. Jan. 2—Ar, sch Jas Pool, Spofford.
New York ; Ida Thnrlow, Handy, Gloucester for
Eastport.
EASTPORT, Jan 8—Cld, sch Abby Weld, Gard'
ner, Portland.

Michigan Central.123%
Eric. 49%
Erie preferred
92%
Northwestern.
126%
Northwestern preferred.140%
Milwaukee & St. Paul..'.111%
St. Paul preferred.1231
Union Pacific.111%
Western Union Tel. Co. 90%

for

22,000
Packard, Jones, Baltimore—coal

C S

Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay—D Chaate.
SAILED—Schs Mary E Long, Ariadne, Joseph P
Mocheoa, Jas Young, and others.

New York Central.161%
Lake Shore..
131%

Petroleum nominal; united at 95%; crude inbbls
at 7@7Vs; refined 9Ya. Tallow is firm and fairactive. Pork firm and fairly active; 626 bbl« of
old mess on spot at 12 75@13 25; new do 14 00.
Beef is firm but quiet. Lard shade higher, closing
strong; prime steam on spot quoted 9 12%@9 16;
sales 1250 tcs to arrive at 9 00@9 02%; refined for
continent quoted 9 37%. Batter steady. Cheese
firm.
Freights to Liverpool steady—Wheat steam 6%.
Chicago. Jan. 7.—Flour nominal. Wheat strong
and higher: No 2 Red Winter at 96Ya@97c; No 2
c cash and February;
Chicago Spring
99% c for March; 1 04%@ 1 05for May; No 3 Chicago Spring 85@87%c; rejected at 7l@73c. Corn
is active, firm and higher at 37c forjcash; 37%c for
February; 42%@42%c for May; rejected 33%@
34c. Oats active and higher 31c cash; 31%c for
February; 353/sc for May. Rye firmer at 87@88c.
Barley is easier 1 12Y2. Pork active and higher at
12 80@12 85 cash; 12 86@12 87% for February;
13 02V2@13 05 March. Lard strong and higher at
8 62%@8 65 for Cash; 8 67%@8 70 for February;
8 80 March.
Bulk Meats active and higher; shoulders at 4 25: short rib 6 80; short clear at 7 06.
Receipts—22,000 bbls flour, 36,000 bush wheat,
86.000 bush com, 67,000 bush oats, 6.000 busb,
rye. 37,000 bush barley.
Shipments-19,000 bbls flour,40,000 bush wheat,
72.000 bush com, 64,000 bush oats, 5,000 bush
rve, 32.000 bush barley.
'At the Afternoon Call of the Board—Wheat closed
at 98%c for January; 98%c for February: 99%@
99%c March; 1 00% bid, 1 00% asked for April;
1 04% bid, 1 04Y2 .asked for May. Corn 37c for
January; 37%cbid, 37%c asked for February;
42%cforMay. Oats at 31c February; 35%c for
May. Porx 12 97Ya March: 13 07Ya hid, 13 12%
asked for April. Lard at 8 65 bid, 8 70 asked for
dauuary;8 67% for February; 8 77Ya bid, 8 92%
asked April.

Fringes.

Exchange Sts.,

Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Virginia—Timmons

Illinois Central.1253/8
C. B. & Quincy.181
Chicago & Alton.164

Savage.
Belvidier.

Children's

on

mid

Fancy Ribbons reduced from

John, NB, via East-

ft lumber.

& Hawes.
Sch Fleetwing,
Sch Cinderella,

closing quotations of

Hale & Norcross..
Grand Prize

St

& Jackson.
Sch J P Macheca,Woodbury, Cartbagena via Bristol. RI—Atrato Mining Co.

(By Telegraph.)

are

Hall,

Cleared.

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Jan. 7.—The following
closing auotations of Mining stocks to-day:

Cor. Middle &

GENERAL AGENTS,

Barque Endeavor, Whittier, Matanzas—Phinney

New York, Jan. 7—Evening.—Money market
easy at 4®G on call, closing 4; prime merantile paper at 6(®6. Sterling Exchange dull at 98% for long
and 99% for short sight.
Governments are firm
and unchanged, except for 4%s,which advanced Vs.
The stock market closed strong and higher.
■The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 429,680 shares.
The iollowing are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881, reg.101%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup..104%
United States new 6*s, reg.100%
United States new 6’s, coup.101%
United States new 4%’s, reg.112
United States new 4% ’s, coup.112
United States new 4’s,reg.112%
United States new 4’s..,£..113%
Pacific 6’s of 95.*...128

Exchequer.
Gould & Curry.

reduced

63 1-3 cents to 30 and 35.

PORTLAND.

Barque Hancoek, Jenkins, Pensacola, Nov 14th,
hard pine to S H & A R Dotten. Vessel to
Chase, Leavitt & Co. Reports rough weather the
entire passage. Dec 26, took a heavy gale lasting
two days and shipped a sea which washed off deck-

Oi50.do. 38%
Second Board—First Call.
5 Boston & Maine Railroad..14534

Alta.91%
3
Alpha..
Belcher. 1%
Best & Belcher. 8

Prices

Hosiery, Cimps

will

with

Board, Jan. 7.]
First Call.
$13,000 East cm Railroad 4%s.103%

California

Job Lot of HARRIS
SEAMLESS KID CLOVES, at less than
wholesale price.

MAINE.

Woodbury&Moniton,

just opened at very low prices.

Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth,
port for Boston.

Sales of the Broker’s

pruieireu

HAMBTJRGS

FRIDAY, Jan. 7..

Ho&ton mtoe It Market.

a auuu

stock of

ar

Maine Cenral.
Portland. Jan. 6.

the

new

Street

_eodtf

%

PORT OF

Bonds,

Exchange

PORTLAND,

*n2S

undoubtedly
instrument iu the United States.
NEWS. fiiano

MARINE

35%
35%

31
31

W. True & Co.

were

22

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY 8.
Sunrises....7.35 I High water. 5.26
1.30
Sun sets.4.39 I Moon sets-

35%
35%
36%
36%
36%

33 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
roads, 54 cars miscellaneous mer

following

•/

Ontario.Portland...Liverpool—Jan 28

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cornmeal to G

The

An entirely

improvement*

42Vs
42%
42%
423/s

37

18

.hui ...

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

,-Oats-«

Jan.

-i v» d.

...

New York.. Liverpool.... Jan 19
Batavia.
Celtic..New York.. Liverpool.Jan 20
Lake Manitoba_Portland.. ..Liverpool—Jan 21

97%

..

12.08..

--Corn-,
Jan.
May.

8

Scythia.New York..Liverpool—Jan 12
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan 13
City of Brussels_New York. .Liverpool—Jan 13
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg_Jan 13
Brooklyn.Portland_Liverpool.. ..Jan 14
Quebec.Portland ...Glasgow.Jan 14
Germanic. .....New York. .Liverpool_Jan 15
Elysia.New York..London.Jan 15

Grain Market.

Chicago

DATE.

FOR

City of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool—Jan 8
Crescent City.New York. .Aspin wall... .Jan 10
Abyssinia...New York..Liverpool....Jan 11
Villede Marseilles.New York..Havre.Jan 12

@9%
@9%

13@14e

FROM

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

—

Pecan

Fancy Goods.

OEPARTFRE OF OCEAN STEAMER!

j

Walnuts.
Filbert*.

7, Mrs. Eunice Grace, aged 73
days,—wife of Samuel Grace.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at

on

CO.,

BANK STOCK, AC.

DEATH!.
In this city, Jan.
years 7 months 6

NEW

Government

IMMENSE REDUCTION IN PRICES.

MARRIAGES.

..

NT.,

CITY AND TOWN BONDS,

shade

Superfine.4 00@4 60,New H.M. Corn,
Extra Spring..6 25@5 50
car lot*
XX Spring... 6 25@G 601 Old H.M.
M
Patent
Spring
jOats

&

YORK.
(NEXT HOOK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock Ex-

P. M.—American securi-

NOTICE.—For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively
made
sold.
It has always been
pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
Mustard
and
BEF^Slade’s English
Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

HOUSE
—

HENRY CLEWS

ties—United States

of Potatoes; small

OK

IN

Jacksons.—@50
The above prices are for
lots about 5c higher.

—

change.
jauiS&Tulmo
WINTER DRESS ROODS,
BROCADE VELVETS, H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
DEALERS
PLUSHES, NOVELTIES,

By Telegraph.)

London, Jan. 7—12.30

BANKING

IS NEW

commence

and account.

Trunk.—@56

cash; 39%@39%c

of the Navy

TURNER BROS.,

London, Jan. 7.-^-Consols 9811-16 for money

Houlton.
-@GO
Maine Central.—@66
Grand
Prolilica, Eastern .—@65
Grand Trunk.—@66

PROCEEDING

LANGUIDLY. :

prove

Spanish gold 2.05%@2.05%.
Exchange downtendency; on United States 60 days gold at 8
London 18
short
prem;
prem;
sight 9@9%
18% prem.

ward

Dull) IVhoIrMRle Market.

New York Stock and

THE

Jan. 7.—Cotton quiet; Middling up-

Orle.\ ns, Jan. 7.—Cotton firm and in good
demand; Middling uplands ll%c.
Savannah, Jan. 7.—Cotton quiet and easier:Middliug uplands ll%c.
New

6 Boston & Maine Railroad.146%
50 Eastern Railroad. 38
60 .do..86 mo.. 38
76.do. 38 Vs

EUROPE.

FINANCIAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

97% c.

New York,
lands 12c.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

catching in

her arms children as they were
thrown from the windows.
Everything possible was done by Mr. Caswell, the superintendand
others
to
the
save
lives of the inent,
mates, but without water or the means of applying it little could be done.
Nothing remains of the building but the walls, within
amid
the
mass
of
which,
embers, maybe seen
two human bodies still burning.

Detroit. Jan. 7.—Wheat quiet; spot at 1 0iy2
and January; 1 02% for February; 1 04% March;
1 06% for April; No 2 Red 1 02 bid; No 2 White at

cation of the result.
A. J. Thomas was banged at Walla Walla,
Col., yesterday, for murder.
Memphis,Jan. 7 —Cotton quiet:Middling uplands
|
at 11%©.
The Petersburg Blues and the Voluuteer
Mobile, Jan. 7.—Cotton quiet and easy;Middling
ltifies of Columbia, S. C., have accepted an
uplands at ll%c.
invitation to take part in the inauguration ceremonies.
Havana market.
Bertha Murry, aged 12, was fatally burned
(By Telegraph.)
at Gloucester, yesterday, by kerosene.
Havana. Jan. 7.—Sugar firm: Centrifugals on
basis of 95 to 96 degrees test at 9% reals gold per

Portlan«*

The bill provides pensions for the
representatives of those who lose their lives in,
Referred to the
saving life from shipwrecks.

committee on commerce and Mr. Ferry called
the attention of that committee to the subject
hoping it would he acted upon early.
An amendment by Mr. Carpenter to strike
out the appropriation for rent of prisons for
American convicts in China caused a discussion as to the constitutionality of the present consular system of administering justice to
American prisoners abroad.
The amendment

FIRE

LOCKED UP.

shipwreck.

adopted.
WASHINGTON.

NO WATER AND THE

It is

XLVIth CONGRESS—2d Session.

rules at the usual hour. The constisec. 4, reads:

“And in case the elections required by this
constitution on the first Wednesday of January annually, by the two houses of the legislature, shall not be completed on that day, the
same may be adjourned from day to day, until
completed, in the following order: the vacancies in the Senate shall first be filled; the governor shall then be elected,
if there be no
choice by the people; and afterwards the two
houses shall elect the council.”
It is also contended that the councillors hare
not been elected constitutionally, and will
therefore have to be elected over again.
The joint standing committees will bo an-

unanimous-

ly, the declaration of the result being received
with applause.
On motion of Mr. McKusick, of Calais, the
chairman was directed to notify Mr. Hale of

tution, article ix,

An amendment was offered by Mr. Barnes
of Waldoboro’, to Senate order relating to
State printing and binding, by providing that

opposed

Thirteen Paupers and Lunatics Perish in the Flames.

uuauiuiuuo.

to the

Wakefield of

the convention of “Straights” and T.
Swan over the Fusionists. Solon Chase

N. H.

the Press.]

The vote was taken and carried

four o’clock

York, Hill of Hancock and Bisbee of Oxford.
An order was passed providing for a committee on Temperance and Prohibitory laws, but

THE

[Special Dispatch
Augusta, Jau. 7.—The

nomination of Mr. Hale
A

in the afternoon.
Mr. Dudley of Aroostook gave notice that he
should introduce a constitutional amendment
providing for universal suffrage.
The following were appointed a committee
Messrs

QUES-

Can the Legislature

were

le tve of absence:

NEAR DOVER,

POSITION.

to

Wab Dep't, Office Chief Signal
j
Officeb, Washington, D. C.,
Jan. 8, 2 A. M. )
For New England,

on

Caucus.

can

ON THE RETURNS.

TWENTY-FOUR

next at

BURNING OF A POOR HOUSE

PLAISTED TO BE REPORTED ELECTED

HOURS.

journs, it be until Tuesday

Perfect Harmony in the Republi-

MR. HALE NOMINATED WITHOUT OP-

METEOROLOGICAL
NEXT

HORRIBLE.

Committee.

that official’s desk be began:
“I want the favor of a pass to Buffalo.”
“Can’t have it,” wa9 the prompt reply.
“I expected that answer and am prepared
for It. I did not come hero with a tale of woo.
I have not been robbed.”
“No?”
“Not a rob. I did not lose my money on the
street. I am not obliged to rush home to see
I am not a consumptive who is
my wife die.
anxious to get home and die among his friends.
All these pleas are old.”
“Yes, very old and thin.”
“And yet I want a pass to Buffalo. I feel
that I have aright to ask it.”
“Ob what grounds?”
“This morning I saved the life of a passenger on one of your transfer boats. He was a
big, red-whiskered man named Clark. Had
he gone overboard it would have cost
you perhaps $50,000 to settle the claim.”
“Clark?
Big man with red whiskers?
Wretched man, you know not what you did!
That’s the man who has already
got a claim
for $30,000 against us for
breaking his leg. If
had
you
only let him gone overboard we could
have settled with his heirs for less than a
quarter of the amount.
Go out—go away. You
have taken thousands of dollars out of our
pockets by your meddlesome act.”
The beat walked out without a word, but as
he reached the door he was heard to grumble:
“I thought I was the best liar on the Atlantic coast, but I might as well hang up from
this deal.”

THB

Sub-Committee’s
Report
Full
the
by
Adopted

The

[Wall Street Daily News.]
He looked a bit hard up, but he had a
pleasant face and smooth address as he walked into
the office of a railroad running west and asked
for the superintendent. When conducted to

INDICATIONS FOB

THE SENATORSHIP.

THE GOVERNORSHIP.

We open this morning an entirenew line of HAMBURG EDGINGS and INSERTIONS, ranging
in price from 2 cts. to $1.25 per yd.
We feel confident these goods
will compare favorably with any to
be found in VARIETY, QUALITY,
and PRICE.

ly

The Daily Press is offered to mail subscribers—
postage paid—for $7 per year, $3.60 toi six months
$1.76 for three months, if paid strictly in ml-

or

vance.

The DAILY PRESS will be furnished
for the Legislative session for $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is now the largest and best weekly paper In Maine.
It is full of news and general matter—literary, aci.
entilic, agricultural and commercial. It has also
market reports aud marine news.
Terms $2 per
in adcancet six months for $1 and three month©
year
for 50 cent©.

fui^^

^MpecineD Copies Neat

^

Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.
PORTLAND,
492 and 494 Congress St.
jantf

Oil Vitriol,
MURIATIC

AND

NITRIC

Glauber’* Salt and other
MANUFACTURED

HOLIOATGOfs,

GREAT BARGAINS III
Toilet Sets, Vases. Mustache Cups
SUCH
Saucers, Crumb Trays anil Brushes, Children’*
as

letf

ACIDS,

Chemical*,

BY

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL CO.,
Office 7.1 Kilby St., Baaton.
Also lor sale, Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol, Acetio
novl7WFdtlI3in
Acids, etc.

ME.

ana

Toy Sets, Fancy Trays, Slugs, Sleds, Hocking Horses
Chairs, and a great variety of useful and ornameutal goods, suitable for Holiday Gifts.
For Sale by
ADAMS A
N*.

ROBINSON,

140 Exchange, Car. Federal

Ola.

_M.w&ram
DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

»«3 WASHINGTON NT.,
BOST0V
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United State* and British Provinces at the Lovreot
Contract Prices. Any infunnatiou cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of th* Pates a*pt for luspeotlon at any tlm.

—^——■

rilE

PBESS.

Sunday Services.

MUSIC AND

Abyssinian Church.—Rev. J. G. Wilson, pasPreaching at 3 p. m. Praise meeting at 7.
Bkthbl Church.—Services 10V2 a. m., 3 and 7%
p. m.; also Monday aiul Thursday evenings at 7%
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. A. S.
Ladd,
pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10% and 3.
school at 1% p. in.
Social meetings at G
Sunday
and 7%.
Chestnut St. M. E. CiftJitcn, Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday school 1% p. m. Young people’s meeting G.
Praise and prayer meeting 7.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10% a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting at
7% p. m. All are welcome.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
5 etherbee, pastor. Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.
Preaching at 2.30 and G.30 p. m. General prayer
meeting immediately following evening preaching.
First Baptist
Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—ltev. T. I).
Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.
Preaching at 3.

LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZATION.

THE DRAMA.

THE FIRST DISTRICT.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

tor.

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 8.
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
s-cuden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armr.g, Cox, Wentw’orth, Hodsdon, Hayden. W. P.
>!.* is, uoruei Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Bos «>n i Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, »J. 11. Babb & Co.
<

Bath,

of .1. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

dellereon’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Oum Ur rland Mills F. A. Verrlll.

Damartscotta, E. w. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler Si Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.

Millett.

F. A.

meetings» Sunday at
5^yer at
7.30
Friday

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. dohnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Finalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Bundle*,
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Tuesday

and

m.

First Parish Church.—(Unitarian), No. 2—
Congress St. Morning service at 10% a. m.
Vespers at 7 p. m.
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—RevK.G. Faegre. pastor. Preaching at 3
p. m. Sunday school (English,) at 12% p. m.
First Free Baptist Society, comer of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting Sunday evening at 7%, Young People’s Meeting Friday evening set 7%.
First Uniyersalist Church, Congress Square’
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor.
Services at 10% a. m.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

p.

7 p. m.;

and 7 p.m.
the evening

Sunday School at 3 p.
sermon, “Moses.”

Subject of

m.

Hicn St. Ciiurcji.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
12 m. Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m.
India St. Uniyersalist Church.—Rev. C. A.
Lecture by the pastor in the eveHayden, pastor.
ning on “Foregleams of Immortality.”

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

City Hall—Escaped Nun.
IMISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Knightville M. E. Church, Rev. B. F. Estes,
Coe—5.
pastor. No morning service. Sunday school at 1%
Merry—5.
p. m.; preaching at 2% p. m.; praise meeting at 7
Steamer Franconia.
p. m.; social meeting at 7% p. m.: Tuesday evening
at 7%; class meeting Friday evening at 7%.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
New Jerusalem Church, New
Chirkering Upright Plano—Bailey & Noyes.
High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at 10%
Turner Bros.
a. m.
the pastor. Subject: The sin of
|
PreachiDgby
new advertisements.
intemperance. Sabbath school at 12 m. Evening
l service at 7
Bargains—Brown.
o'clock, with lecture by the pastor on
Save 20 per Cent—Merry.
“Hell.”
Religious conference meeting, Church
Silver Ware—Atwood & Wentworth.
Library room, Tuesday, 7% p. m.
Something Nice—Hodgdon & Soule.
People’s Spiritual Meetings—Army and NaWanted—Traveling Salesman.
vy Hall, Cor. Brown and Congress Sts.
J. Wm.
Annual Meeting—Pondicherry Co.
Fletcher
of London, the celebrated trance medium,
W anted—Invalid,
will occupy the platform at 2.80 and 7.30 p. m.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Subject, afternoon: Who are the mediums and shall
they be tested. Evening: Ghosts, or what kind of
Special Sale of 2 Vose & Sons’ Pianos.
spirits return to earth. He will give tests from the
platform after each lecture.
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. J. F. Hutchins
Soft and Stiff Hats at cost. Coe.
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. Sabbath school
1% p. m. Preaching by S. Record of Buokfleld at
Stkamek Franconia will sail for New York
3
| p.m. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. m.
this afternoon.
Plymouth Church, Preaching at 10% a. m.,
and 7 p. m., by Prof. Gulliver of Andover, Mass.
Trunks and Bags at cost. Coe.
Portland Liberal Christian Fraternity
floor of Mechanics Hall, corner Congress
Influenza, Bronbhitis, cough, cold and ground
and Casco streets, Rev. John Wills, pastor.—Subcatarrh,
will be “Principle, not policy the true motive of
ject
Yield at once to Hale's Honey of Hoarhonesty.”
hound and

Tar.

Pike’s Toothache’

drops

cure

in one minute.

janddtit

Coe sells Furs at cost.
The Glories of Women
luxuriant hair and fine teetli.
The first is
secured by J. & E. Atkinson’s Balsam of
White Hoses, and the latter preserved by their
are

ja5-W&S

Quinine Powder.
Coe sells Wolf Robes for 37.50.

Merry, the hatter.

Buffalo Robes 35.00.

Merry, the hatter.

Plush lined Wolf Robes 39.50.

Merry.

cheap. Merry’s,

Superior Court.
JUDGE

BEFORE

BOSNEV.

Flynn, appellant. Appeal from the Municipal Court upon a complaint for
search and seizure. Verdict guilty.
Frank for deft.
Waterhouse, As3t. Co. Att’v.
Friday.—State

vs.

John

York County S. J. Court.

! 8YMOND8 J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—Nancy Cousens, libellant, vs. O. M.
Cousens. Libel for divorce. The charge was extremely cruelty, and refusal to provide the necessar

lies of life. The evidence in this case showed that
the defendant, O. M. Cousens, was a Methodist minister. was very cruel toward his wife.
At times
beating, choking and otherwise ill-treating her. He
did not even provide her with the necessaries of
life, and at times by his fearful threats making her
life a burden to her. Divorce decreed, and custody
of children given to the mother.
Butler vs. Moore was tried this forenoon before
the second jury. This is an action on a promissory
note payable on demand. The note was sold after
five years old to the plaintiff, Mr. Butler. Defense
—fraud and no consideration. The case was tried
and argued before the jury, but upon suggestion of
the judge it was allowed to go on report, as it was
a question of law for the court, and not of fact for
the jury.
H. V. Moore—Yeaton for plff.
Copeland & Edgerly for deft.

Brief Jottings.
Beautiful

sunrise, 40°

day yesterday.
at noon,

Mercury

30°

at

33° at sunset; wind south,

south-east.
The Clinical Club had supper at the Preble
House last evening.
The |Montgomery Guards have re-elected
their old officers.
A sub committee of gentlemen from Bridgton had an interview with the president and
officers of the Ogdensburg road in this city
yesterday to get their views in regard to the
connection of the two roads at Hiram.
The prisoners at the jail donned their
uniforms yesterday.

new

We have received the Musical Herald for
January and it is an excellent number.
The regular monthly meeting of the Diet
Mission will be held at the Fraternity rooms
this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The annual contribution in aid of the Widows’ Wood Society will be taken up at the
First Parish Church to-morrow.
Mr. Anderson will give the opening address
at the temperance meeting at Preble Chapel

evening.
“The Age of Queen

to-morrow

Anne in England” will
be the subject of Rev. Mr. Dalton’s lecture
this afternoon.
The class of ’72, P. H. S., will hold its ninth
annual reunion, at Rossini Hall, on Thursday
evening, Jan. 13.
The schooner Joseph P. Macheca, with the
party for the Atratro river, South America,
sailed yesterday for Bristol, R. I. Thence she
will sail direct for Carthagena.
The exports at this port tot November and
For same
December, 1879, were 81,400,320.
time 1880, SI,830,232; increase from 1879, 8309,900.
o
A party of about twenty-five ladies and gentlemen from this city, known as the Portland
Cribbage Club, had a very pleasant ride last
evening to Pleasant Hill, Falmouth, where

they "tripped the light” Sc., till the small
hoars this morning.
They had an excellent
supper and delightful time generally.
A

sleigh

cushion was found on Clark street
last night.
The owner can find it at No. 161
Clark street.
Persons desirous of becoming members of
the Board of Trade, and all business men of
Portland (not now members) are cordially invited to hand their names to the .secretary
season to come before the annual
meeting

in
on

Monday evening next.
The Ladies’ Temperance Praying Baud will
hold a temperance meeting this evening at the
Gospel Mission, at 7.30 o’clock. All are invited.
__

A Ridiculous “Problem.”
catch was propounded to the
lowest class in the Grammar schools of our
city at the last monthly examination, ostensibly to test the standing of the scholars in
arithmetic; at least that is the supposition, as
failure to see through it reduced the standing
The

following

of the scholar:
“If you have ten dollars on hand and but G
doz. doz. pencils at one cent apiece, and sell
i a doz. doz. of them at two cents apiece, how
many pencils will you have left, and how

*
much money?”
That is exactly as it was given to the
class,
abbreviations and ail, and it is said to have
been furnished by the “head centre” of our

schools. How he reconciles the use of "doz
in the manner given with Webster, or with
any arithmetic, or with any practical usage or
the “grammar box,” or with any fair test of
a student s progress, is a problem
suggested t o
him. Is the above a sample of these monthly
“tests.’
Parekt.

Installation.
The officers of Crescent Dodge, No. 20, K. of
were installed at Steep Falls
by D. D. G.
C. James L. Rackleff, as follows:
P. C.—Stephen H. Cousins.
C. C.—Hiram E. Graffam.
V. C.—Frank A. Hobson.
P.—Chas. J. F. Knapp.
K. of R. and S.—Augustas J. Staples.
M. of F.—Edwin R. Wingate.
M. of E.—Alvin Mayo.
I. G.—Gideon M. Tucker.

P.,

A*

O. G.—Robert Davis.

School

at 2

p.

in.

Temperance meeting at 7.

m.

Second
w*.

Congregational Church, Congress St.

can. xvcr. vj.
x asWJX
rreju'.mng
tbe morning and evening, and by
Rev. Sir. Adriance in tbe afternoon.
Sunday
Scboolat 1% p. m. So. ial religious meetings, SunAll are welday, Tuesday and Friday evenings.
x

by tbe pastor in

Temperance

of

Hall.-Sleeting
p. m.
Subject:

of tbe
The

spiritual society at 2.30
sacred use of spiritual gifts.
A poem improvised
and other trance speaking.
Free to all.
State Street Congregational
Church, Rev.
E. Y. Hincks, pastor.—Preaching at 10 Vi a.
m., and
7 p. m. by the pastor. Sabbath School at 3
p. m.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church.
Rev. C.
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11. a. in.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. AsaDalton, Rector. Services at 10:/2 a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church, (Episcopal.)
State St., (near Spring.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Rector, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services
10.30 a. m., 3 p. m. and 7 p. m. Week day services:
Daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy Days at 11.00.) and 6
p. m. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a.
m., on Holy Days at 11.00 a. m. Also at 7.00 a. m..
on the 3d Sunday of the month.

p. in.,

p.

Christian

Association,

Elm.—Meetings

at 9

a. m.

poned

Schnelle.

Ballou’s Salon Picture.
C. F. Davis has placed on exhibition in his
art gallery A. F. Ballou’s
splendid water-color
naintimr nrliinh

and the low

Con
and

previously spoken of,

is also shaded by hand
In the distance the road curves
and rises, and is finally lost in the blue hills
beyond. In the immediate foreground a little
brook meanders across the road, and a wooden
trees.

railing guards
ing upon the

Portland School for the Deaf.
The reader fresh from Addison’s
charming
essay, which proves sight to be the most perfect of all oar senses, would be slow to believe
that hearing is, nevertheless, the more valuable sense. But he may be convinced that such
is the case if be will reflect that,

although

information at first hand

M.LKJU1

uatuic,

their

printed representatives,

iv

IS

wnuu&U

communication with
the difficulty which

spOKSU
we

WOrtlS,
have our

taught deaf beyond the imagination of those
who have no especial knowledge of the subject. When such a child is taught the meaning and nse of written language sight itself
him. It is an act of
high philanthropy to teach a deaf child to read
and write; and this has been long acknowledged in every Christian Stale.
Ill modern days, however, we do
something
far better than this. Reading and
writing are,
new sense to

indeed, highly useful arts, but they make a
poor substitute for the living voice. The deaf
child has not in fact learned the full
meaning
of a written word until he has learned someabout
audible
and
thing
as a means of
speech,
communication slate writing is so slow and nnBatisfactory that the mere ability to road and
write does not put a pupil into direct contact
with ordinary society
The deaf who cannot

speak remain,

in spite of their
reading and
writing, isolated creatures. But in our Portbuimuvl

a,ii

puo

ucai

uuuaren, woo

have

any talent or ability for speech, are taught to
speak, and to read speech from the lips of persons talking to tnem. It is slow
work; all teaching of the deaf in matters of language is slow
but it pays; it

is

shoulder gazes with evident amusement on the
efforts of the farmer to persuade the cow.
For breadth, admirable
coloring, depth of
feeling, exoellently managed perspective and
careful working out of detail, this picture was
well worthy the prize it received at Paris.
The price is something handsome. It has not
been exhibited before since the accident in
New York. The frame is a beauty.
was

Accidents.

our

ishment at the grossness of ignorance which is
brought to light. The narrowness of mental
vision, the paucity of clear ideas, the utter
want of information about everything which
they do not happen to have seen, is in the un-

a

the passer from accident. Leanrail a fisherman with rod on

Or

fellow men. And
a child who has lost his
hearing, before learning to talk, lias in learning the meaning of the written and printed
representatives of spoken words is almost insurmountable
When a patient and skilful teacher takes a
deaf child and begins to teach it the first emotion of an attentive observer is usually aston-

becomes

creeping

throws its shade over the road in the extreme
right, and whose shadows flicker on the white
fence, and front of the mansion just discernible on that side of the picture. The mansion-

J3f“Mrs. Hunt Morgan will preach on Sunday,
Jan. 9, in the Bradley Church at 3 p. m., and at
Nason’s Corner at 7 p. m.

more

o_

mid-right,
long sweep of turf supporting a line of three
magnificent elms, whose graceful foliage

some

us

orb4.1__•_

Ion m 1878, and afterwards placed in the fair
held in New York, where 'the
building fell in
which the art gallery was located, and so
many
people and superb paintings injured. In that
accident this famous picture had its frame
smashed to pieces, and the picture itself was
scarred. It would have been
totally destroyed
if another large picture had not fallen
upon it
in such a way as to
partially protect it.
The painting represents a rural scene and is
27x38 inches in size. On the left is an old-fashioned brick country mansion, with wooden out-

miscellaneous.
B^~Tlie Disciples of Christ meet every Lord’s
Day at Farrington Block, to attend to the fellowship, to tbe breaking of bread, and tbe prayers, at
3 o’clock. Seats tree.

sight gives

nr»a

and cows are
On the highroad, close by the gate, a hale old farmer on
horse back is trying to turn a rebellious heifer
in the same course the other cows are
pursuing. In the distance a farm hand is driving a
load of produce. On the
there is a

Wednesday and Saturday at 7Vi

ni.

It is expected that Mme. Adelina
Patti will
the United States next autumn.
By a
letter received from her
manager, Mr. Poliini
through the kmdness of Mme. Geistinger, to
Mr. Rudolf Bial, the latter has been
(requested
to take charge of the
preliminary arrangements. Mr. Bial, a
personal friend of the
great diva, was her successful manager when
after an absence of
many years she again appeared in opera in Berlin in his Italian opera
there. Mr. Poliini is
expected to come over
York during the summer.
The many friends and admirers of
Signor
Campanini will be gratified to learn that he
intends to remain in this
for some
country
time after the conclusion of the
opera
and that he has already made a numberseason,
of engagements for important concerts to be given
during that period.
The first appearance of the young violin virtuoso, Mr. Maurice Dengremont, was postuntil to-night, at Koster & Bial’s Hall,
New York. Much has been said about the
wonderful ability of this boy, some critics
having gone so far as to declare him second
only to Joachim. His debut will, of course,
be an event of
importance in the musical season, and unless he has been unduly praised,
a
performance may be expected.
^,OIi<*erful
The Sun says that Fraulein
Geistinger who
made her debut at the Thalia
Theatre, New
York, without actual beauty of feature, has a
remarkably fine, stately, and imposing stage
presence, and prepossessing manner.
Her
voice is a soprano, not very
noteworthy for
compass or warmth of color, but true, clear and
flexible. She sings with correctness and
taste,
and her gesture and movement are
majestic
and even statuesque. Her
strong point is
clearly her acting. The striking feature of
her last night*8 performance was the
strong
emphasis she lays on the really dramatic ana
dignified elements of her role. In her hands,
the impulsive, eccentric, and—not to
put too
fine a point on it—rowdy Duchess of Gerolstein
becomes something most
pleasantly honest,
genuine and womanly. Her second act—the
love-making with Fritz—was really a bit of
admirable high comedy, In which she was
ably
seconded by that very good comedian, Herr
visit

ground,
sheep are reclining,
passing in through the open gate.

Sabbath School at close of preaching service.
Preaching at 7 p. m. by Rev. Parker deques, presiding elder, Tbe quarterly conference will meet at
close of the evening service.
comer
also on

NOTES.

some

Woodford’s M. E. Church—Rev. Chas. F. Parsons, pastor. Preaching at 1M> p. m. by the pastor.

Men’s

feature that could shock the most sensitive
in their notions of propriety and decorum.
While the entire programme is good some
parts are of especial excellence. The Love
Sisters make a pretty appearance and
sing
very nicely. Mr Keen displays rare and versatile talent as an eccentric commedian.
Miss
Louise Linden plays
wonderfully on the saxophone.
Lewis Parker is excellent in his aged
negro and other specialties.
Ella and Kitttie
Love as dancers win hearty
The
applause.
entertainment concludes with a picturesque
and laughable
burlesque—“The Teutonic Tag
1 ub Pinafore.” Jule Keen as Sir
Joseph Gingerbeer, S. P. Q. R„ Lewis Parker as Dick
Badeye, Miss EUa Love as fresh Buttercup,
and The Moon A
Winker,” win boundless
All the other parts are excellentlv
applause.
J
sustained.

vines so common in New England. In the broad field that
sweeps from the house to the immediate fore-

lOV?

Young

possessed of

no

hollyhocks

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. a. H.
Wright
and at 3 p. m.
pastor. Services at
Sunday
School at lVh p.m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
West End M. E. CnuBcn, Rev. W. F.
Holmes,
pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p.m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
West Church. Congress St.—Rev. J. F.
Morgan
pastor. Sunday School at 11 a. m. Preaching at 3
p.m.
Evening; Prayer Meeting.
Woodford’s Cong. Church, Rev. S. Winchester
Adriance, pastor. Morning services at 10.30. Sabbath school at 11.45. Evening service at 7. Subject
of sermon: Dying Lamps.

Street,
gress
7

preformance of the higher type,

buildings attached, just such a residence as our
country magnates of Revolutionary times affected.
The mansion, with its
spacious
grounds, is separated from the broad high-road
by the usual stone fence, except in the immediate front where the rail-fence is substituted.
Along the line of the stone-fence are the tall

St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
cust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
Divine services on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.

Merry.

Hundreds of new style Hats.
Winter Gloves and Mitts

at 3. p.

Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
St. Elder Frank Burr pastor. Preaching Suuday
at 10.30 A. M. 3 and 7 p. m.
Sundav School at
12 M. Morning Subject—The gospel for sinners'
Afternoon—The gospel for saints.

Sons

Forty years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
Slates, and bas been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&wGmo
Fub Caps for 31.00.

Chapel.—Sunday

all.

come.

Coe sells Buffalo Robes for 34.00.

s

Preble

Preaching

Free to

RENTZ’S MINSTRELS.
Tonight City Hall will no doubt be packed
as the price of tickets has been
placed at the
low figure of twenty-five cents.
The Albany
Journal says the management give a superb

wonderful process. No
more interesting or more valuable work
is done
in our city than is done in the Deaf school on
Free street. If men would visit the school and
examine it they could not but be
aroused, and
grow enthusiastic over it.
But it is a great work, au expensive work.
There can be no class instruction; none in
comparison with other schools. Each pupil is
in most respects, a class by himself. This results from the very nature of their infirmities
It therefore requires a larger
proportion of
teachers to the children. It requires also more
apparatus, more illustrated books, more globes
and models than other schools. The
City Government has dealt liberally and
wisely with itstill it needs private help also, and it is
greatly
to be hoped that the lecture
given for its benefit next week may be well
and that
attended;
many of those who cannot go will at least purchase tickets. It would do only good if
many
who can afford it should buy
tickets, wholly
irrespective of his attendance, or the attendance of his family.
Thomas Hill.
a

\ esterday Mr.

given

Sampson—as the name was
keeps a store on the corner

to us—who
of York and Clark streets, was riding
up Middle street sitting on the side of his
pung, with
his legs hanging over, when he
to

attempted

turn oat of the way of a horse car
coming
down the street. The pung slewed on the
track-rail and the car struck the
pung slightly
and jammed Mr. Sampson’s legs
badly. Da
Fifes attended him.
A double team, belonging to Tibbetts &
Co.,
away on Exchange street, and hit against
Mr. Fred Jones’ team, overturning it and
throwing out two young ladies.
Mr. Edward Parmelee, who lives on Brown

ran

street, fell on the icy sidewalk on Congress
street, Thursday evening, and fractured his
wrist.

Major Charles Walker'fell on the icy sidewalk, yesterday, and injured one of his fingers.
Mrs. Anna Dupont, who lives on Fore street,
fell on the icy sidewalk on Congress
street, in
front of the low wooden block between Oak
and Casco, and dislocated her left shoulder.
Sand tho sidewalks in slippery weather.
Lecture by James Bedpath.
The lecture which was to have taken

Wednesday, Jan. 5th,
given this evening in the
on

of what he has seen with his own eyes. Our
citizens should not fail to hear him on this im-

portant question.
New Portland Theatre is large and commodious and has a large seating capacity. M >yor
Senter will preside at the lecture. Invitations
have been extended to the clergymen of all
denominations and to prominent citizens to attend. Tickets may be had at T. P. McGowan’s
book store and of the members of the League.
Doors will open at 7 o’clock. The lecture
will begin at 8.
The Escaped Nun.
Miss Edith O’Gorman, known to the world
as “The Escaped Nun,” who has been converted to Protestantism and was for six years an
inmate of St. Joseph’s Convent, Jersey
City,
is coming to Portland next Thursday
evening,

at City Hall, and will deliver her
lecture, entitled “Life in a Convent,” which
she says is a world in itself. She has
recently
“Hell.”
been lecturing in other cities, and is the first
The Rev. J. K. Smyth will deliver a
lecture
and only nun who has ever
before
on
"Hell” to-morrow
evening at the New the public as a speaker. The appeared
Boston Journal
Jerusalem church. This lecture is the seventh
says: “She has had a personal experience of
in the course on New Church doctrines.
The* the.mostjthrilling character, some chapters of
which she will relate. She has great talent
The following brief synopsis indicates some of
and power as a speaker, and we can only
urge
the points to be considered :
our readers to attend and hear for
themselves.
How hell lias been represented. The effects
Her appeals to Protestant parents are
powerof evil upon man. Forgiveness of evil.
Origin ful and convincing. Few ladies in the lecture
of infernal punishment. Nature of those
field to-day are her equal as a speaker, and
punishments.
none her superior.
Purpose of those punishments.
She speaks of various
Origin of hell. Why men go to hell. Does points in the preliminary ceremonies of taking
God consign any one to hell? Who
the veil, the order of daily life in a
go to hell?
Nunnery,
Is final restoration possible? The New Church
the requirements of Confession, the want of
and “Universalism,” why they differ in
regard Bibles in the Schools. The truth will never
to this question. Our destiny placed in our
be given to the public, except by those w ho
own hands.
can speak as she can, from
personal experience.
One-half of her audience are
composed
Casco Bay Steamboat Company.
of ladies. This is one of the most
interesting
and instructive lectures ever given to the
The Casco Bay Steamboat
pubCompany held

their annual meeting Thursday
evening and
elected the following officers:
President—J. I. Libby.
Treasurer—F. H. Morse.
Secretary—John S. Morris.
Directors-J. I. Libby, F. H. Morse, John
S. Morris, J. B. Curtis, B. J. Willard.

iTemperance.
The Portland

Temperance

Union will hold

a

temperance meeting in Congress Hall Sunday
evening, at 7 o’clock, which will be addressed
by several good speakers.

January 13,

lic.” She will
house.

be

sure to

have

a

crowded

The Natural History Society.
number
of donations have been
recently made to the Natural History Society. The following gentlemen were proposed for membership: Messrs. Joseph E. GilGilson and William Burrows.
man, A. S.
Rev. F. E. Clark and Mr. Frank L. Bartlett
were elected members.
Rev. S. Winchester Adriance of
A

was

large

elected associate member.

Deering

Gen.

Seat.

Mb. Editor: I see by the report of the organization of the legislature that both branches have chosen
chaplains. This is as it shonld
be. The chaplain is a recognized officer as

[From tli® Biddeford Journal.]
Samuel J. Anderson, of Portland, the defeated Fusion candidate for Representative to
Congress from this District, has notified Hon.
T. B. Reed that it is his intention to contest
his election. He claims that in sevoral towns,
among them Buxton and South Berwick in
this county, tho'eloction was
held and

much as the secretary of the Senate or clerk of
the House, but they can have only one such of-

ficer in each branch. It is lowering the dignity of a legislative body to oblige its recording
officer (as has been the custom) to send a messenger up and down the Kennebec to hunt up
a clergyman to officiate the next day, as is
done for a pauper’s funeral, and then to be
often disappointed of one. Nothing was saved
by this to the treasury, as all drew their pay
This step is
at the making up of the payroll.
in the right direction.
I hope the present presiding officers will discontinue the old formula of preparing their
houses to join with the chaplains in devotional
exercises. Forty-five years ago, as a general
rule, all worshipping assemblies except the
Episcopalians and Roman Catholics stood in
time, and most of them turned their
acks to him who led in the service; and this
custom has been retained until now in our legislature. It has been the rule in |the morning
when the presiding officer has called to order
by one rap, to say the Senate or House “will
now attend to prayers by Rev. Mr. Blank of
Hallowell, Augusta or Gardiner.” After turning his house over to the officiating clergyman
in these words, it would seem that the presiding officer’s duties ceased |until the “Amen.”
But not so; he gives three sharp raps with the
gavel which being interpreted means “stand
up,” and instead of choosing their usual attitude of supplication before the Most High,
like drilled school boys, the members feel
bound to obey the earthly power and spring to
their feet. Now I do not object to attitude
of standing by those who choose it, but the
rapping into any position.
I think this practice should be abandoned
by the legislature who, without consulting
the journals of past years for a precedent, have
chosen chaplains for the session.
W. G.
Windham, January 7.

Eraver

Those Problems.
A correspondent solves the interest pro blem
by algebra in this way:

(1000-x).12 equals

300-x.
120-.12x equals 300-x.
x-.12x equals 180.
88x equals 180.00.

equals $204,544,
A pupil of the Saccarappa High
x

solves the cloth problem:
$50 divided by 16 equals
one

yard.

school thus

$3.50,

the cost of

$3.50 divided by 75 equals .040$, the cost
when the wool is $0.01 a pound.
■046§x60 equals $2.80, the cost when it is .00
per pound.
$280 divided bv 2 equals $1.40, the cost when
a man works at $1.00 a day.
1.40x11 equals $2.10, the cost when labor is
worth $1.50 per day.
$2.10x10 equals $21, the cost when a man
uuo uuur a

wurao

uay.

$21 divided by 8 equals $2,625, the cost when
he works eight hoars a day.
$150 divided by 2.625 equals 57 1-7. the number of yards that can be bought for $150.
The following^ the solution of the ox problem, sent by a Bath correspondent:

Suppose

each

ox

to eat 100 lbs. of grass each

week, then by the first condition 12x4x100
equals 4800 lbs., or the whole quantity on 3i

for 4 weeks.
4800 divided by 3J equals 1440 lbs., the whole
quantity on one acre for one week.
By the second oondition 21x9x100 equals
18900 lbs., the whole quantity on 10 acres for
nine weeks.
18900 divided by 10 equals 1890 lbs., or the
whole quantity on one acre for nine weeks.
1890-1440 equals 450 lbs., or the quantity
grown on an acre for 9-4 or 5 weeks.
450 divided by 5 equals 90 lbs., or the quantity grown on each acre for one week.
90x3Jx4 equals 1200 lbs., or the quantity
grown on 3J acres for four weeks.
4800-1200 equals 0600 lbs
or the original
quantity of grass on 3£ acres.
3600 divided by 3J equals 1080 lbs., the original quantity of grass on one acre.
By the last condition 24x1080 equals 25920
lbs., the original quantity on 24 acres.
24x90x18 equals 38880 lbs., the original quantity which grows on 24 acres in 18 weeks.
25920 plus 38880 equals 64800 lbs., the whole
quantity on 24 acres for 18 weeks.
64800 divided by 18 equals 3600lbs.,the quantity to be eaten from 24 acres each week.
3600 divided by 100 equals 36, the number of
oxen required to eat the whole.

acres

_

Personal.
John Hamilton has been promoted to
be Lieutenant Colonel 5th Artillery.
Hon. Joseph H. Martin of Camden has been
chosen chairman of the Democratic State Committee.
Prof. Gireaud, the old French professor, who

Major

time was a teacher of that language in
Bath public schools, died Tuesday morning.
He had been in poor health for some time

at one

though he

was not

supposed

to

be dangerously

ill.
Hon. Llewellyn Powers has returned from
the.South much improved in health.
Rev. Mr. Whitney, pastor of the Universal
ist church, Augusta, has recently had another
hemorrhage, and lies quite low at his home.
Undeterred by the dismal failure in Philadelphia, friends in Troy of Francis Murphy,
the temperance .lecturer, are endeavoring to
raise money with which to buy him a house.
It is pleasant iu these “reconstructed” days
to observe the intimate friendship that has obliterated party differences and now exists between Senator Hamlin'and the gentleman who
was “vice-president” contemporaneously uponthe other side of the line.
Habitues of the
National Hotel have a habit, from frequent
invitation and long custom, of visiting Hon.
Alexander H. Stephens in his apartments during the winter evenings for social games of
whist, in which the sage of Georgia delights.
It is no uncommon sight to see the stalwart
from Maine sitting, Gamialel-like, at the feet,
so to speak, of the invalid, engaged in earnest
discussion on matters of jState, past, present,
and prospective, or enjoying a social “rubber”
on the arm of the invalid’s chair.
Senator
Hamlin’s politioal convictions are as strong as
they were a quarter £of a century ago, and
though he may bury the hatchet he will nev er
forget where it lies, and will resurrect it on
provocation; but those of Alex. H. Stephens
are fast melting away.—
Washington Republi-

Hew and Second-hand

that there were
or notices for the
election, and that particularly in Buxton and South Berwick no proper
warning was given to the inhabitants. Mr.
Reed’s majority in Buxton was 28, in South
Berwick 8.
Biddeford and

accurate or not. He did say,
that the seat was to be contested

THE
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City Government proceedings Tuesday morning the report read “a communication
was received from Mrs. L. C..Pennell, insane,
asking why she is committed to the insane
asylum.” The report should have read “a communication was received from Mrs. L. C. Pennell expressing her indignation at being committed to the Insane asylum some time ago,
and the communication was referred to the
committee on public institutions.” Mrs. Pennell is not in an insane asylum, or any other.

The

Richmond Lodge.
officers of Richmond

following

Lodge

I. O. O. F., Richmond, were installed by D. 1)!
G. M.,Z. S. Spaulding, Wednesday evening:
N. G.-G. D. Parks.
V. G.—D. 8. Richards.
Rec. Sec.—F. J. Blake. <r .’
Per. Sec.—H. C. Reed.
ureas.—z,. s. spauming.
Warden—A. P. Willis.
0. G.—J. J. Coleman.
Conductor—Roland Curtis.:'
*
1. G.—J. W. Lemont.
R. S. N. G.—R. E. Wood/
L. S. N. G.—W. A. Bibber.
R. S. V. G.—Win. H. Harlow.
Li. S. V. G.—Geo. L. Toothaker.
R. S. S.—Frank A. Stetson.
L. S. S.—I. F. Umberhine.
■

Chaplain—W. Chetley.
Mr. Ed. Nutting has assumed

the duties of
Btation agent here in place of E. P. Pennell,

resigned.

stituted:—Narragousett, No. 11, at Bar Mills,
by A. J. Chase; Carrabassett, No. 172, at East
New Portland, by M. J. Dow; Aonian, No. 209,
at Bridgton, by H. A. Shorey; Teagues Lodge,
No. 177, at Chase’s Mills by Jordan Rand, and
Reunion, No. 223,

at

Medway by J. H. Hamil-

lodges in this section of the State
are holding their membership well.
ton.

The

Maine Board of Agriculture.
The annual meeting of the Maine Board of
Agriculture will be held at the State House,
room No. 18, on Wednesday and Thursday,
Jan. 19th and 20th, opening at 10 o’clock a.
m. A Legislative Farmers’ Institute will be
held each evening. At the first Institute Hon.
Z. A. Gilbert of Turner, secretary of the

Board, will lecture on “Silo and Ensilage.’”
Francis Barnes, Esq., of Houlton, proprietor
of the Nickerson cheese factory, will lecture
on “Milk and its Uses.” On Thursday evening Hon. D. H. Thing of Mt. Vernon, ■ master
of the State grange, P. of H., will lecture on
“The Work of tbe Grange.”
Business for the past week in Auburn has
continued about the same as the week previous. The work on men’s heavy and men’s
fine goods continues active for the time of the
year, but the season for ladies’ fine work has
come to a close.
The factories will probably
commence on the next season’s run in a week
or two.
The shipments this week are considably smaller than during the first week of
1880. The total shipments are 781 cases, and
101,262 pounds of leather have been received'
Mrs. Sarah A. Eldridge, wife of W. T. Eldridge of Saco, died Thursday evening very
suddenly of hemorrhage of tbe lungs. She
was taken while alone in the house and died
alone.

GOLD
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

secure

our en-

GOODS,

goods at their

own prices.
Printed Catafull particulars as to goods and
terms, will be furnished three days previous to sale

logues containing
on

dlt

HAT.

application.

MERRILL, PRINCE dklC’O..
Whelrule Fan, Cm4>. 131 Middle Ml.,
jan4 dlw
PORTLAND, ME.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Malcnream 11 Exchange Ml.
r. O. BA I

dise every

o.

LB Y.

A T.T.cw

W.

of Furniture and General

Merehm-

Saturday, eomwenoing at 10 o’clock a.
oeSdt

m

Consignments solicited.

F.

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

AI7CTIONEERM,

HORSE and CARRlifiE MiRT,
Plum

Street, Portland Me.

Agent, for the Celebrated Coacerd llarae..

NOW
YOU
CAN
BUY

ill CLOSING 11
-OF-

BARGAINS
in Ladies* Pebble Goat

DRY GOODS etc.,
-BY-

Seamless Button, Box Toe—

AA, A, B, C and D.

ULEIGIMM,

SHALL

431 and 433

it

GLOVES

TRUNKS,
BAGS,
HATS,

Winter Underwear.
We are determined to close out these
goods, and others. Sale positive.

C. A.

Leighton & To.

AND
CAPS
AT
COST.

(Successors to Vickery & Leighton,)

431 & 433

Congress St..

i»n&

d&wlw

OVER STOCKED.
During the month of January, 1881, we
shall offer at cost or less than cost,
Men’s JEng. Gr. Walkingfast Water-proof Bale.
for.$3.75
Men’s Eng. Gr. Congress. 3.75
Double Sole Calf Congress. 2.00

Extra-fine Calf Button Boots. 4.00
Newark Hand sewed French Calf Button 6.00
Wescott Calf Cloth top Congress Boots. 3.75
Small lot of Newark Congress (narrow). 3.00
Ladies* American Button Boots
2.00
French Goat, very Stylish. 3.25
*‘
Pebble Goat Button. 2.00
Extra quality Newport Ties and Button
Shoes. 1.25
1.50
Serge Boots to wear under Rubbers
Fancy Slippers from $1.25 to $2.60.
Misses’ School Button Boots. 1.15
Am. Kid Button Boots.... 1.50
French Kid Button Dancing. 2.50
Children’s Button and Lace Boots.
50
*'
Grain Boots School. 1.00
Large lot Ladies’ warm Slippers 75 cts. to 1.50
Men’s Best quality Buckle Arctics. 1.50
Wool Lined Alaska. 1.00
Heavy Rubber Boots. 2 50
Pure Gums
3.00
Ladies’ lmt. Sandal Rubbers best quality_
40
Ladies’and Gents’Canadian Overshoes. 2.50
and many other Goods in proportion.
Those who are acquainted with my stock will appreciate the prices named above.

goodsatcof*-

*•

COE

..

NARROW
Goods

ROBES,
FURS,

Congress St.

This Sale will commence Wednesday,
January 5, and all goods named below
will be marked at prices to ensure a
speedy sale. All are invited to visit this
sale as prices will be made lower than
ever known for the class of goods named
as well as
many others.
Cloaks, Cloakings, Beavers, Overcoatings, Blankets, Fancy Silks, Satins and
Velvets, both Brocaded and Stripes.
Novelty Dress Goods, Corduroy Velveteens, flosiery, Gloves, Kid Mittens,
Gents’ and Boys’ Winter Underwear and
Hosiery, Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s

continue the sale of

STATE NEWS.

Specialty.

The house of J. Whitney in Ashland was
destroyed by fire last Tuesday.
Edwards, the fasting prisoner of Houllpn

THE HATTER.
197 Middle

dec28

Street^
,

money lost

en

the Insane Asylum at Augusta.
He
adheres to his determination to starve himself
to death. He began to fast Nov. 30th,
making
36 days up to Tuesday evening.
During all
this time he has taken only about half
srpmt of
port wine, and a few spoonfuls of milk which
he was forced to swallow last Friday.

M. G. PALMER

YOUR

COUNTY.

News was received Sunday announcing the
death of Capt. Joseph Bowse, at Shanhai,
Nov. 15th.
He was a brother of Edward
Bowse of Augusta; he leaves a wife and two
children.
Mrs. Young, an elderly lady living in Augusta, took three teaspoonfuls of liniment containing belladonna and chloral hydrate by mistake for paregoric Thursday. She immediately
became unconscious and it was with great difficulty that a physician saved her life.

Palmyra, recently,

STAPLE AND FANCY

Jlt

WILL

In

day until #old,

STREET.

jan8

OVERSTOCKED

KENNEBEC

each

including Hosiery Cloven, Corsets, Worsteds, Germantowu Yarn, Braids, Cotton,
Fringes, Veilings,
Hamburgs, Buttons, and a general line of Small
Wares, affording a rare opportunity to the trade to

ATWOOD & WENTWORTH,

OUR

Bangor, Tuesday,

a. m., and continuing
tire stock of

SALE.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at Iff A. M.

U IES*

to

AUCTION

In Great Variety,
At Lowest Prices.

To the Editor of the Advertiser:
Dear Sir—You have asked me if I am willing to give my reasons for supporting Mr. Hale
for Senator. They are, briefly, these :
First—I believe it would be for the best interests of our State and
country. It seems to
me that we need at this time to
strengthen our
delegation in Congress rather than weaken it.
Mr. Hale has a national reputation, and would, j
Winter Boots until the last pair is sold.
if elected, at once take a prominent position iu
the Senate.
Important questions that affect the interests
of our State, will come before
Our
Congress.
navigation laws need to be revised; our consular system is defective; and it is well known
that desperate efforts are being made to have a
free ship bill pass Congress. And it is well
known that Mr. Hale represented in Congress
a district that was
largely interested in shipping, and is thoroughly conversant with its re- stock of Ladies’ Oil Goat and Pebble Goat Button
quirements. The ship owners of Philadelphia,
will be sold without regard to cost.
New York and Boston will bear testimony to
his-yaluable services rendered them when they
called upon him in relation to their business
before Congress.
Second —It would be a misfortune to the
State to lose Mr. Frye’s valuable services in
the House of Representatives at this juncture.
He is one of the acknowledged leaders of the
on Winter Boots and m119*
them at once in order to make room for spring goods.
House, and will probably be the next Speaker,
with an influence in the councils of the nation
second only to that of the President; and, with
Mr. Blaine and Mr. Hale in the Senate, no
State would Stand hijrhftr in f!r>ncrr«ca in nnint
of the ability and influence of its
delegation.
Third—There are several aspirants for Mr.
Frye’s place, and there are a score of men in
the District who would be no discredit to
sell fine stylish Oil Goat Button, with low vamp,
themselves, their constituents or the State.
quarter over vamp, box toe, new last, new style,
With so many aspirants, the contest would be
with stylish heels, Fr. Kid label—S, A, B,
a heated one, as all
&c., only $3*50.
political contests are, and
it is my opinion that if the voters of the district should express their feelings, unbiased,
they would say they have had enough of elections for one year.
Fourth—When I took my oath of ofiice as a
member of the present Legislature, I swore to
do my duty to the best of my
ability, and after
carefully weighing the subject as to what was
the best for the State and the nation, I have
decided it was my duty to vote for Mr. Hale.
Yours truly,
Hand Sewed Custom Made Morocco Leg Calf Boots,
G. C. Goss.
double sole, all widths and sizes, only $6.50,
Augusta, Jan. 6, 1881.

brought

Rosewood cases
improvements; full live
instrument. On exhibi-

F. O. BAILEV & CO., Auctioneers.
j*n8d8t

WARE,

GuyC. Goss, Representative from Bath,
in the following letter to the Advertiser,
gives
his reasons for preferring Mr. Hale for Sena*
tor to Mr. Frye:

was

we

Pianos,

and containing all modern
years warrant with each
tion morning of sale.

STREET,

THE

AUCTION,
Jan.

Regular sale

Mr. Goss and the Senatorship.

route to

BY

TUESDAY,
11th, at U2 o'clock u., at
salesroom 18 Exchange St„
ON
shall sell Two
Vose & Sons' Celebrated
in

SILVER

Mr.

jail,

Vose & Sons’ Pianos

F. O. BAILEV & CO.,

however,

tion.

.,

230 Middle Street.
janl

Difficult and Troublesome Feet perfectly fitted at

f^-hich

IriS,'

!S**!sa3iai*3si

-FORI

altercation ocC*red between two of the larger scholars of the
school, when one made a ferocious attack upon theother, striking him upon the head with
a sled stake, inflciting
injuries which are more
than likely to prove fatal.

_»oo do/. large

dtf

DIARIES

an

3?a&wraa*f—

1881.

all sold.

YORK COUNTY.

George

K. Shaw, an old resident of Biddeford, and formerly editor of of the Maine Democrats, died Thursday evening. Years ago lie
was a prominent Democratic politician in York

THE SHOE DEALER.
jan8

FRANK B. CLARK,

eodtf

county.

SOMETHING NICE.

Time is money:

emphatically so when Dr.
Cough Syrup frequently cures Colds,
Coughs, etc., in less than a day. Price 25
Bull’s

Good Templars.
The Secretary of the Order of Good Templars in Maine, Mr. George E. Brackett, of Belfast, reports the following new lodges lately in-

OF

Slow

dtd

SPECIAL SALE OF

HATTER,

MIDDLE

ian8

AKOOSTOOK COUNTY.

Mrs. Pennell’s Case.

jan(i

MERRY,

can.

In the

F. O. BAILEV Jk C©„ Auctioneer*.

ER STOCK.

Standish and Portland.

were

ON

&c., TO LOW-

Westbrook, Gorham, Freeport, Falmouth,
Windham, New Gloucester, "North Yarmouth,

Mr. Anderson concludes his list of claims
by
asserting that in numerous towns in both counties typwards of one hundred lawful voters who
desired and would have voted for him were by
bribes of money and other valuable considerations induced to vote for Mr. Reed, and that
upwards of fifty who would have voted for him
were unlawfully
prevented or induced not .to
vote at all, whereby an honest and fair election
was prevented.
Mr. Anderson says that in
Saco Joseph Avery was
unlawfully hindered
from voting; that in North Berwick, Miclia
Dresser was unlawfully Drevented from
for him, and that Samnel Stewart was voting
improperly induced to vote for Mr. Reed; that in
Buxton Allen Bradford,
Joseph Bradish and
John Dyer were unlawfully prevented from
voting, and that Thomas B. Lane, Stillman
Rand, George W. Richards and William
Richards were imnronerlv inthiAiiApVi
mto
lor Mr. Reed; that iu Sanford there were several, whose names he does not give, who were
unlawfully prevented from voting, and that
Geo. W. Haskell was
improperly induced to
vote for Mr. Reed.
He also gives names in
Freeport, Yarmouth, Staudish, Harpswell and
Portland.
Mr. Anderson has retained J. B.
Edmonds,
Esq.* as his attorney, and proposes to give further instances of illegality in connection with
the election “soon as they can
reasonably be
procured.” Before he gets through with the
contest he will probably realize the force of
that old truism that experience is a
good
schoolmaster and fools won’t learn without it.
A Press reporter
yesterday afternoon waited
on Gen. Anderson and asked him if
the statements contained in the above.article were correct. Gen. Anderson said he did not have
time to read the article so he could not
say whether the specifications contained in it

SATURDAY, Jan. 8th, at 10o’clock A. M.,
at Salesroom 18 Exchange St., we shall sell
New and Second-hand Furniture, Carpet#, Steves,
Second-hand Piano, Crockery and Class Ware,
Betiding and Kitchen Furniture. Also, at same
time, by order of mortgagee, one New Black Wal
nut Chamber Set, Parlor Snite, 4
Easy Chairs, ‘J
Lounges, 3 Marble Top Tables, and 1 Mirror.
Sale positive.

ROBES, FURS,
GLOVES,
MITTS, CAPS,

Mr. Anderson further claims that in PortSanford several hundred
lawful voters, being the larger portion of all
the employes and workmen in and about the
various mills of Biddeford and Sanford, and
all the employes of Portland upon its streets
and public walks, by intimidation and undue
influence of their employers, foremen and
agents, and the promises of remunerative employment if they voted for Mr. Reed, and
threats of discharge, loss of occupation and of
being reduced to want if they voted for him,
were induced contrary to thoir real wishes to
cost their ballots for Mr. Reed instead of himself. Mr. Anderson also claims that in
every
town in the District there were votes received
and {counted for Mr. Reed from persons who
were not lawful voters of the towns where
their ballots were cast. He cites as instances
of this:—In Saco, Daniel S.
Hamilton, George
o.
Milliken, Jas. Grace, Warren W. Itiee,
Noah Rice, Edwin B. Smith, John F. Goodenow, Alonzo A. Tapley and James Gill. In
North Berwick, Wm. H. Hereford, Chas. T.
Numan, Geo. F. Hilton, Horace Hilton, Christopher Staples and Chas. H. Prescott. In
Buxton, Chas. T. Adams, William Morang,
Melbourne Berry, Frank Pitts, Chas. O. Berry
and Joseph Bradish. In
Alfred, William H.
Roberts and M. C. Sweet. He also gives
namra
in Brunswick, Bridgton, Otisfield,

Furniture, Carpets, Ac., by Auction.

SAVE 30 PER
CENT BY BUYING YOUR

illegally
no legal warrants

conducted,

land,

AUCTION SALES.

Anderson to Contest Mr. Reed’s

Track.

place

City Hall,

will be
New Portland Theatre. The lecture was
postponed on account
of Mr. Redpath’s failing to make connections
with the trains at Montreal. As a lecturer Mr.
Redpath is well and favorably known. His
knowledge of the Irish land nuestion. owing
to his long stay in that country, is such that the
cannot fail to interest the public.
He speaks
at

A Trifling Step Aside from the Beaten

cents.

Sold everywhere.

100 PRgs. Choice Vermont Butter
Call and

in sizes to suit.

see

it.

HODODOA A SOULE
jan8

Hamburg
Edgings

d3t

Annual Heeling.
Annual

the stockholders of the
Meeting
TIDEPondicherry
Company will be held at their
of

office in Bridgton, Me., on TUESDAY, January
18th, 1881, at 3 o’clock P. M.. for the choice of
officers and the transaction of any other business
that may come before them.

-AND-

O. B.

Portland, January 5th, 1881.

Insertions.

MIDDLE STREET.
247
dtf
janb
For Sale.
A

rare

1-64 Ship St. John Smith, 2,220 tons.
1-64
J. B. Brown,
1,550
1-32 Barque Isaac Jackson, 616
1-32
Edmund Phinney, 751
1-32 Brig Josefa,
491
1-32 Sch. Fred Jackson,
292
1-32
Albert H. Waite,
294
The party wishing to dispose of them prefers to sel
all in one lot to close the concern. For further particulars enquire of
J. S. WINSLOW & CO., 3 & 4 Central Wharf.

dec25

dtf
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St.

Best S«.
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MERRILL & CO. WasUtoSn’s
$9^0(SUCCESSORS TO HILL & CO.)

e

Under Preble House

t

SOULE & 00.,

tleclo

____

Shoe Business.
One with
TRAVELLING
ferred. Must
well

the entire

stock of

GENTS’ FINE FURNISHINGS,

prepared to offer special inducements to the
former patrons, and public in
general, and respect-

Boot and

experience prerecommended. Address
jan8 dlw

fully

solicit

a continuance of their trade.
Goods sent
forenoon
and received Saturday.
Tuesday
Our Custom Shirts, l» for $9.00, are unequalled.

Congress

Street.

d2w

jan7

dl

J.

KINSMAN,

.

GRAIN and
good will of
THEFLOUR
STORE, which has been in successful
for
Stock and

a

operation
tifty years. It is sold to close an estate, and offers a first-class opportunity for any
one to go into business.
Address P. O. BOX 1385,
Portsmouth, N. H.
jan5d2w

Free

Street, opposite

Kilborn’s
868

Carnet

src:i-

1
-

MRS A ^OBINO.

ap/tdtl

_

SKATING BISK.

w

GAS FIXTURES.

FOR SALE

Apple...’.

iolSB

MERRILL & CO.

LOW.

RUSSELL,

Stairs, 511 1-9
dec31

.*«■

gents for the Troy Laundry.

CALL AND EXAMINE MY STOCK.

Up

DllE^ »AK0(i

we are

Suggestions toSleigti Buyers.
JOHN S.

chance for in-

Congress

Having pnrchased

Wanted.
Salesman in Jobbing

PRICES

Vessel property for sale.
vestment.

515
jan4

Wanted.

BOX 1319, Portland.

A. B. BUTLER,

|

an

come

Respectfully,

Clerk.
jan8 dlw*

Invalid. A young lady wishes to be received into a private family where she can
have the comforts of a home. Address for three
days, INVALID, Press Office.
jan8 d3t*

BY

We have received, and now offer, the
Largest, Finest and Cheapest Stock of
the above goods that we have ever
shown, and earnestly Invite all interested to call.

GIBBS,

Bookseller anti Stationer,

Tuesday*
•*CS *a T“vSh1N».

^Sgiggfe»nnSTOOK HONEY,
me Purehaner.
ARO?STS

HiUn•v&l^»t,la,i,•

Store.
dtf

janO
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PRESS.

T~FTE

[BoetonJCourier.]

Golden

Thought

Fairies.

L
tlie clouds. He lived it
in one of those huge structures within
whose walls the busy feet of trade are all
day sounding. In the very topmost attic,
above the struggling humanity which toiled
bales of
through the week over ledgers andout
upon
merchandise, his chamber opened
the sky. Save for the dulled roar of the
day, varied bv tbe treble of bells aud clocks,
uo sounds were heard there, unless^ of a
on
buzzing Summer fly, or an ember falling inthe Winter hearth. The poet, while his
feriors in station labored, went forth at will
to gather thoughts and fancies to weave into a tissue of tale or poem when the night
was still, aud the wainscot mouse his only
fellow-laborer.
It was Christmas eve, and he atune back,
when the stars were beginning to shine,
from the wanderings of the day, aud passed
First
up the echoing stairway to his garret.
he put off his coat and stirred the lazy flic
in the grate, for he said—“To-night is
Christmas eve, aud I am here alone when
all the world is merry. So let us have a fire
to warm us, and a pipe to comfort our
soul.” Then he pushed his old easy-chair
in front of a window coming nearly to the
floor, so that sitting there he could look out
Then he took up
over the roofs at the sky.
and Ailed a long stemmed pipe. He did not
light a lamp, for he loved the fire-shadows
on the wall and, too, could more clearly
trace the moon-shadows east from tower
aud spire, aud follow* the white puffs of
smoke issuing from the chimneys as from
Then he began
so many small volcanoes.
to blow smoke clouds that rolled about him
moon-shadows.
form
and floated off to help
11 was very still. Outside, the night was
luminous with a gem-like lustre. A few
large stars gleamed in the blue ether
through which the full moon was making
As the
paths of light with its long rays.
poet’s eyes turned thither, thin streamers
seemed to grow out of it, and noiselessly retreat again. As he sat there, exhausting
one pipe after another, these moon-rays increased in length and brilliancy. Like the
Aurora Borealis
streamers of the
they
lengthened,, widened and multiplied. As
he followed their vibrations, wondering at
their soundless brilliant motion, his ears
were filled with melody, for with a prelude,
which seemed to swell out of and shatter
into golden fragments the vast silence of
night, a sound of bells came from the disThe tones floated up to
tance far below.
him, and in the hush of bis lofty room the
poet caught the pulsation from their notes;

His life

was near

pulsations musical, yet falling mournfully
l'he night was robed in
upon his ears,
1_l...*

e—i

__~

put down the long-stemmed pipe and began
to talk with himself:—
“Christmas eve, to be sure! But what is
that to me, a poor—oh, so poor—poet, living
away up above my fellows, without a friend
bestow a gift upon, or even a thought?
How happily those bells must sound to the
people for whom great fires are blazing, and
Christmas trees dancing with lights and
sparkling with gifts! Fathers are coming
with full pockets for the children and wives
who meet them open-armed at the door of
home. At how many hearths the story of
the Christrchild will be told, and the beautiful legend of St. Nicholas send the young
people, wide-eyed with expectation off to
bed!”
The poet sighed, remembering that for
him there was no fire so hospitable as his
own, no Christmas tree, no welcoming kin
folks, no legends—nothing but his garret
and his pipe, and the misty roofs where the
moonlight coldly shimmered all night long.
“But then—•" ran on his soliloquy—“after
all, this has another side. I’m not bound to
pester myself buying colored candy for
young Dick and flannel nightgowns for old
Harry, and all sorts of glmcracks for all sorts
of people. Nobody will complain because I
don’t give ’em a present. I’m nothing to
nobody, and nobody’s nothing to me,” and
it was quite sardonic, the way in which he
gloated over the bad grammar and bad sentiment of so bad a saying.
But here a vision befel him. The moonflames grew brighter, and broadened into
thoroughfares of light, their flaming points
reaching down to the house tops. Tripping
down these golden avenues came a trojp of
gleaming fairies. Each one was clad in shining armor, with a tiny star in its cap. These
golden figures came gliding down the rays to
every house top, and then disappeared beneath the roofs.
After a few moments the
poet saw the tiny stars glow again as their
owners reapocared.
Then each little golden
figure took the star from its cap and tossed
it away into the air, where, after floating a
moment, it would suddenly leap out of sight.
Instantly a bright ray lengthened out to the
roofs, and each little figure stepping upon it,
returned by the gleaming path until lost in
the sky
“Ah!” said the poet, “I see how that is.
The star is the signal you send up when you
want your road to come down for you.”
As ha watched lie noticed that everv roof
was risiUd by these little golden 1'olk, who,
after disappearing below, reappeared and
returned into the sky. They seemed to be
coming toward his building, and be waited
expectantly, wondering if he should have a
visit, from the fairies.
But even as he mused a flash of splendor
lighted up his room with all the colors of
the raiubow. His dull walls became a crystalline blue, the dark floor burned with gold.
And as he gazed he saw a fleecy cloud, glowing like silver lhat is burnished. In its centre stood a little golden figure, clad in shining golden scales, and upon its head a cap
with a silver star. The golden figure regarded the poet sternly, and a voice which
seemed to come from far away spoke in
tones like the metalic notes of a silver clock
striking the hour.
“I am a Thought spirit of the Christmas*
I was born for the Eve, and when it is
passed I shall vanish away.”
"And will you not come again?” asked
the poet, involuntarily.
“Why should 1 come again? 1, who carry
the thoughts of love and worship to those
who, on this night, remember the fair
Christ-child, and honor, in love to all mankind, his natal hour. To those wrapt in
self, as thou art, what can I bring that they
to

will receive?”

“But, golden-spirit, what should I know
of golden thoughts who have no object for
them? I, who am solitary in darkness when
all the world rejoices in light!”
At this the tones of the fairy grew milder.
“Poor mortal!

golden-thought?
make a single
glad day? Thou

Thou hast

no use for the
hast no wish to

Thou
creature more glad on this
hast had no youth? Thou

hast had from others no kindness when thy
years were few? Thou hast had no one to
smile upon thy cradle, to nurture thy child-

direct thy youth?”
“Yes, oh yes, spirit, I have had them all.”
“Thou hast had them all! And afterwards? Hast thou not wandered away from
those who would have loved thee? Hast

hood,

to

thou not
that are

brought thyself

to scorn the days
thee—to forget the debts
helpless infancy and tottering

behind

which thy
youth has made?”
“Yes, spirit. Those days were very fair
to me; but these, which have come after,
have been cruel.”
Are mere none

otner man

uiyseii who
suffer?
Art thou, of all men, discharged
from the obligations of charity—the dictates
of mercy—the impulses of love? Art thou,
alone, released from reverence for the fair
Christ-child, whose nativity the voices of
bells and the voices of singers to-night are
praising? Is there no suffering thou canst
alleviate; no creature to whom thou canst
tell the Christmas story, or bring the Christ-

good cheer?”
The poet was silent.
“Answer!
If thou wilt, I bring the
golden thought. When this year is spent, if
thou receive it, it will have grown into thy
life and made it golden, and again thou
shalt see the ministering fairies of the
mas

golden-thought,

and know that thou hast a
part in the thanks which rise, like fire-stars,
to the Christ-child whose day has come

again!”

“I answer, spirit!” the poet said. “Tell
what it is that I should do?”
“Go forth from thy selfishness. If thou

me

canst minister to but a single creature thou
wilt have done the command of the Christchild. If not, the fairies of the goldenthought will visit thee no more.”
And the poet marvelled greatly at the
vision, while selfishness fell, as a garment,
from his soul. And he said:
“When the Christmas day is come I will
remember how, in the days that are behind
me, my life was made by kindness full of

joy.”

Christmas morning.

The light had come,
the sun was coming. Off on the horizon. across the harbor. a black cl >ud was
seamed with gold and capped with fire.
Sailing in over the dark water, its black
body appearing to issue from the cloud, came
While it came
a
ship from the ocean.
nearer the fire-crest of the cloud enlarged
apace, until, as the smoke-stacks and deck
figures became outlined, the sun rose full
orbed. The wake of the steamer first catching the rays, burned bright like gold. Then
the light fell directly upon rope and mast
anil spar, whereon the sea-spray had frozen,
until a crystal ship was sailing from out a
golden sea. Thence the light flashed over
tiie harbor with its glistening minarets of
masks and peaks, the city with its white
but

so

to wish them merry Christmas.

the Christmas day

was come.

Off

they went, hand in hand, arm in arm, in all
the joy of “home again”
Thus the day wore on, until the ship was
deserted by most of those who had found
within its strong walls a few day’s asylum

Not quite.”
“But I have nothing

’zactly.

starve.”

no

Who want glossy,
and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must nsc

Then the poet’s outstretched hand closed to
take the fairy’s gift. At the touch he startFair in his hand it lay. Aned up erect.
other hand, delicate, beautiful. The vacant
ottoman was filled. The fire-light shone by
him and fell upon a pale face with lustrous
smiling eyes whose light was turned full upon him.
“You dream,” she said
“You caught my
hand. Tell me your vision.”
But he held the hand more closely, bending down, and only whispered: “The golden fairy’s gift!
Oh fair Elfrida.”

elegant, cheap article always
makes tiio Hair grew freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
out, arrests and cares grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, maker, the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency mid keeping Jt in
i.vanmy desired position.
tiinl, heailiiy Hair is I’m sura
resuit cf using Kathairou.

wjjfcliiand, as follows:

LYON’S KATUATRON. This

CEiN'rKTsrisriAX. block,

Exoliange

98

I OS I AH H. DRUMMOND.

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.10 a.m., 13.35
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
AKKIVALM.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. m.
and 13.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m.,
3.15 p. m., 0.00 p. n.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 13.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. m.

Counsellors-at-fdaw,
St.

JOSLAH H. DRUMMOND.

JR.

dtf
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PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at. Reduced Rates !
To

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer,

feb7

3

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, JVlilv. ankee,
Cincinnati, 8t, Coni*, Omaha, Saginaw, Hi. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
SPICER, Superintendent,

W. J.

PLUM STREET.

oclBdtf

Wei De

the lower river towns with St. Paul.
At this time Hastings was the finest towu below St. Paul. It’s a rich slow town now. a
kind of one-hoss St. Louis, full of rich no-

CHARLES

Meyer’s

Catarrh

scan

dal.

Well, there was a family lived there, a
of high-flyiu’ family named Rallison who
got bust up in Washington, and moved
there—some money, lots of style, never
nuthin’ like nobody else and while they

ClFRE.

sort
had
out
did
had

real cure
octl2

TuljSSSdly

WOLFE’S

way which was a jolly, easy
themselves disliked by the
busybodies. They had several daughters, and
one named Gertie (everybody called her Gert,
for short,) that was a real stepper, got herself
up like a four-time winner. Of course the
own

One package is generally sufficient. A
of Catarrh for $1.00. Six pack'jjjes $5.

sweet

way, kinder got

she got herself up the Hastings folks got
her down. She was fur the world like my
off-mare oaten the barn—spunky. Draw it
easy and mild like, and there ain’t a better
Yell and yank a little, and she’s
mare linn
dodrotted sinful eternity. Well, Gert Rallison growed up in that
naggin’ crowd down
there, and kicked the traces.
Everybody
whispered, and nudged, and winked, and
prophesied, and tried to make her out bad,

Hotel to Rent.
1st of May next, the
Grand Falls Hotel, situated at
Grand Falls, New Brunswick, on
the St. John river. Apply to
F. W. BROWN,
Grand Falls, N. B.
dlw
jan5

SCHNAPPS.

silkeu-hooded ladies and men, who followed
for a moment of unconscious wonder the
wan face so like a spectre in such a scene.
At a corner a man lurched toward her with
words she did not hear, and then with reeling gait, followed after and put his hand
upon her shoulder. His touch seemed to
rouse her.
Shudderingly she fled on, and
then it seemed that the question came to
her. Whither? Aye, .whither? She raised
her hand to her eyes, and pressed them.
She tried to think; and a suggestion came to
her. How quiet it must be under that great
sea where they had carried her friend; could
she, too, but sink beneath it, would not rest
be better than this cold life? Again she started forward. A gain plunged through the dark
alleys, the brilliant streets. How dark it was
growing! Were the lamps going out? And
why was she no longer cold, but oh, so

little rest, only a
moment, then she would go on again. She
a

looked about her with closing eyes, and up
at the tall warehouse so grim, deserted and
unheeding, and, as she gained its doorway,
sank down with a sigh that ended in a low
moan.

The lonely meets the helpless, the selfish
meets the despairing. The poet eomes home,
to his attic in the tall warehouse. In his
ears have been sounding all day the words:
Is there no suffering thou canst alleviate, no
heart thou canst make glad? If thou canst
minister to a single creature thou hast done
the command of the Christ-child; if not, the
fairies of the golden-thought will visit thee
no more.”
He pauses, looks at the white face, looks
up the street and down, hears the clock
striking midnight, then stoops and takes
her gently in his arms and bears her up, up,
to where the low window looks out upon the
misty roofs, now so white and s’lent under

f-i-k-c of prayer?
ton Republic.

TTT

AGAIN.

If so,

a

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung ana
Kidney Diseases. Nursing Mothers and Child-

wear the Boston
its action upthe
mother
and
will
be found very
wMrryrrut— yyn
v\\\«
quieting. Mothers now
discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
mail
on
Sold by all Druggists.
Men
receipt of price, 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city!iand town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 12 4 Tremont
St. .Boston, Mass.
tlcclO d&wly
ren

by

Street, Portlaud.

Co., No.’s
change St.
Apply

Street.

WM.

On and after OCT. ‘Alol>
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf, for Peaks,
anil Ij«ng, I.ittle and <Srenl
Chebeague Inlandn:

6.45
1.15

A. m.
•*

12.30
eturn
Roe

for Peaks

P. M.

immediately

only.

after

each trip.

18_dtf

Steamship Company.

Maine

Semi-Weekly Line to New lork.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at o
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
at 4 P. M
■very MONDAY and THURSDAY,
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
ind comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these ^
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag% Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 23
Excuange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdti
sengers wfll be taken by this lino.

PAYSON TUCKER. Sup’t
Portland. Dec 13. 1880.
decl3
dtf

Boston & Maine Railroad

steam-

$2.50

ROUTE.

{
Street Boston.
P. BALDWIN,

Commencing Saturday, Jnu. 1, 1881,
the Boston & Maine Railroad will sell Special Limited Tickets between Portland and Boston for §2.50
each way.
These tickets will b« good only for continuous
passage on the train and day for which they are
sold.

FURBER, Gen’l Supt.

J. T.
S.

Gen. Pane Agent C. R. R. of N. J.

H. STEVENS,
Gen. Agent. Portland.

janl

Reasons Why All Should Use the Re

actionary Health Lift.

dtf

tene

whole Interest in a well-established
Country Newspaper and Job Office, by a
Adyoung man, a practical Printer and Editor.
dress I. A., PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.

APART

or

janO

dlw*

Rooms Wanted.
OR 6 Rooms in

A.

Central Location, suitableo fr
Address ROOMS, Press Office
dtf

a

Housekeeping.

ian5

Wanted.
GOOD capable girl to do general house

work in
a small family. Must come well recommended.
American girl prefered.
Call between the hours of
2 and 6 o’clock, No, 164 Brackett St., corner Cush-

A

1

mo>i

A
at

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.—For all statious running through to
8wanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbnry with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. R. for Newport
and Montreal.
9.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate
1

stations.

0.30 p. m.—From Swan ton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
Portland. Dee. 4, 188
dec4dtf

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

TO EET.
euts on High St. Sebaeo

OO

WANTED.
capable cook and a good second girl. Both
must bring satisfactory references,
inquire
NO. 150 HIGH

dec27

STREET.
dtf

MAN of experience and

Trade,

mav

call

In
is
a method of established reputation, which has been
in constant use in the great Conservatory, and is getting to be everywhere known and valued. Has received decided commendations from the best teachers.

DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL INFORMATION. ($1.25.) Very convenient book of ref-

erence.

On and after Monday, Oct.
18, 1880, Pawcnger Train*

fa^awill

It furIn every walk of life.
every
nishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced into every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengt) or weakness. alone or in company.
No one o>* A, say too
mucni n praise of it, and no one can afford to do
use it,
without it. All who investigate thor
It is
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
the safest,
cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
Qeneral.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
It strains
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
no portion of the system.
It dlrocts the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
maintained.
The convenience of
is the best kind of economy.
in
one
the
house is very great.
having
ITIiad and Brain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
ttleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
the best means
It is the most natural and
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerree.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
It is a most efficacious remedy in
nervous system.
paralysis, if taken In time.
Lnngs, Throat and Vnice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under contro.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has nt

in need of new hooks.

JOHNSONS NEW METHOD FOR
HARMONY. ($1.) By A. N. Johnson. Is unexcelled for ease, simplicitv, and thoroughness.
TEMPERANCE EIGHT (12 cts.) TEMPERANCE JEWELS
and
(35 cts.),
HULL’S TEMPERANCE GLEE ROOK
(40 cts.), are our three best Temperance Books. Try

one

who

command

can

—“-““FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00,3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
13.30,3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 13.05,
5.00, 8.00. p.

OISVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
janl
ST&Tli&wtf

Broadway, cor. 24th st.,
New York City, invites attention to his superb assortment
of goods for gentlemen’s wear
i,ioi

selected abroad specially for
first-class trade, and unequalled for richness,style or beauty
Dress Shirts are Mr. Budd’s
specialty. Customers pronounce them the best made.
Special orders for goods
made here or in Europe
promptly attended to.
An established reputation of
over

twenty years guarantees
honorable dealing.
nov30

wm: m.“ marks”

Book, Card,

RODGERS,

111

and Job

Trains on Boston & Maine road oonnect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdenshurg trains at Transfer Sta-

tion.

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may he had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Ottcc, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc!6
dtf

ESTATE.

Fore Street, Portland.
octl6eod3m

Orders by mail

or

in person

Specialty.

promptly attended

to.

Particular attention paid to Book and
Pamphlet Printing.

jvlO__TuThStf

$500 Reward!

Mrs. C. who has been suffering from Dropsy for
nine months, and hat had from ten to fifteen quarts
of water drawn at one time every twenty-four days,
has been treated by Dr. Rodgers, ninety days, has
been fully restored to health, without the aid of

WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
with "West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfac-

tapping.

lady of Deering, cured of Tumors.
Mrs. B. of Saco, after being treated twenty-nine
months by her phvsician was given up as incurable.
Another

tion.

Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
For sale by all druggists.
Beware

pills, 26 cents.

Nervous Prostration, and General
Debility. Although this old lady was seventy years
of age, to-day she is feeling as strong and well as she
felt twenty years ago.
was

of counterfeits and imitations. The
genuine manufactured only by JOHN 0. WEST & CO., “Tbe Pill
Makers,’’ 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chicago.
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
receipt
of a 3 cent stamp.
sepGdeow&weowly

|

J. H.

Rumford Falls & Buckiield

10.08 a.

Apply to
ocldtf

15

CHABLE!* RICH,
Exchange St., Portland Me.

Byron, Bangley Lakes, &c.

I. WASHBURN, Jr., President.
Portland Oct. 18.1880.
oc20tf

Newspaper Advertising Agent,
NEW YORK.

ONE

TRIP

WE property

Also, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Peering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offered.
on

Ex-

change St. and on Middle St.
J. D. St F. FESSENDEN,
nov29

172 Middle Street.

dOm

COPARTNERSHIP.

arriving

Portland, Dec. 10,1880.declOdtf

Norfolk, Baltimore

MR.

COPARTNERSHIP.
WM. N.‘ DAVIS is this day admitted as
member of the PORTLAND PACKING CO.
Portland, Jan. 1. 1881.
jan6d3tPORTLAND PACKING CO.

#N11

a

DISSOLUTION.

THE

NOTICE.
hereby given that the copartnership

is
heretofore

existing
NOTICE
Henry Dennis, John C.

between John Dennis,
Dennis and Ezekiel Dennis,
under the firm name and style of JOHN DENNIS
& SONS, is this day dissolved by the withdrawal
from said firm of John Dennis aud Henry Dennis.

The undersigned, who will continue the business
under the same name and style of JOHN DENNIS & SONS, will assume all the liabilities of the
late firm and are alone authorized to receive payment of debts due the late firm, and also of debts
due the late firm of John Dennis & Co.
Portland, January 1st, 1881.
JOHN C. DENNIS,
EZEKIEL DENNIS.
jan3 dlw

have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of BOSWORTH
& MORSE, and will continue the business heretofore
carried on by G. M. Bosworth, at new store 591
Congress Street.
G. M. BOSWORTH,
C. F. MORSE.
Jan.
1881.
1st,
Portland, Me.,
dtf
janl

Notice.

NEW

JOHN HOPKi S.
WM. LAWRENCE,

HOBSON has

an

interest in my

busi-

ness

&CO.
Portland, January 1, 1881.

janldtf

S. HAMLEN

S. HAMLEN,
140 Commercial Street.
E.

Notice.
certifies that I have this day given my son,
Horace T. Root, his time during the remainder of his minority, and that I shall claim none of
his earnings and pay none of his debts after this
S. E. ROOT, M. 1).
date.

THIS

Chebeague Island, Me., Jan. 1,1881.

jan3dlw*

S. R. NILES,
Advertising Agent,
TBEMONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements
cities and towns of the United
British Provinces.
a

LINE,

Sleanuhipa.

BOSTON
Newspapers In al
an
Canada
tateB,

equal.

Exercise.—It is the most perftet exercise for
woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is betman or

ter than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
than the saddle; less laborious than boating
infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
It rounds and hardens the muschronic diseases.
cles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

cheaper
and

EXERCISE AM) SALESROOMS

WM. CRANK,
D. H. MILLER.

From Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. HI.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 229 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington

301 middle

Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina!
and Georgia joints. A. H. Torricelli, Agent, 290
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by the
above named agents.
Passage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
£9. 2d Class, £7.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Wash-

ington,

or

no2dtf

other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent,
Central Whan. Boston.

/N-wnw

~mw

a

"w w

rAtlllt ittAlJj

FOR

n

n

o.

o.

J. H. GILBERT, PROPRIETOR,
d.twtf
«ep!7

<

Sandwich

CALIFORNIA,

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW

INSURE

New
Zealand and
Australia.
The new an
splendid steamers sail from New
York ob the ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.

21 | S. S. Acapulco.Dec. 30
for Isthmus of Panama only,

For freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT Sc CO.,
115 State Street, cor. Broad St., Bouton.

Tickets and State Booms secured in advance at
& Adams’, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

Hollins

Depots.

_J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.oclGdtf

Portland and Worcester Line.

soon as

WINTER
ARRAN CEMENT.
_On and after Monday, Oct. IK.
Passenger Trains will leave
At 7.20 n. m.,
and
1.35 _p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. ni.
leave
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

Clin tan,
Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nashua, I,.well, Windham, and Ep*
ping at 7.20 a. m. and 1.25 p. m.
F.r Manchester, Concerd and points North, at
1.25 p. m.
For HMUeuer, Rprtngvale, Alfred, Walerboro and Rac* River.7.30 a. in.. 1.33
m., and (mixed) at 6.43 p. m. Returning
ave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m..
11.00
a. m., and 3.65 p. m.: arriving at Portland

(mixed) 9.35

a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
Rnccarappa, Camiberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
a. m., 1.33, 6.30 and (mixed) 6.43

Gorham,

The 1.33 p. at. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jane, with Hoosnc Tanael Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
via Hpringfield, also with N. V. dt N. E. R.

ASSETS,

$12,437,739.51
Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1879

40 PER CENT.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins & Adams’, No. 22 ExJ.
■

W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
T. Supt.
ocfedt

Eastern

Railroad,

FILL and WINTER Rchcdnlc.

COMMENCING ~0CT. 17th, 1880.

Passengers by this

line

are

reminded that

they

se-

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Ry Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various

cure a

Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLR, Jr-, CSeneral

Agent,

•prb

COCA LEAF COMPOUND.

dtf

Boston
PHILADELP111A
Direct

Steamship

Line.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From
Wharf,

A

/Til

Boston, 3

p.

From Pine Street Wharf,

m.

Philadelphia,

at 10 am.
one-half the rate of

Insurance
■■■■-■mm—' sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Soath
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
c-awaage nignt uoilam. Round Trip 913.
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
«• ■.

N

litlPNON, Agent,

<U3UfIQ I ron Wharf.

Bo»ion.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastpoit, Me., Calais, Me., Yarmouth,
W. S. 81. John, N. B., Halifax.
N. 8., Charlotte lawn,
I'-A-LT-,

P. E. f.

A BRANG EMENT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Trains Leave Portland
Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newbnryport. Saa.

9
p.

m.

(Week

and
at
11
m.
Sundays, and will be attached
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest
and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
6.43 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1.60 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
kray stations, with parlor car, arriving at 5.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail oonneetions
South and West.
For Portland, leave Boston,
p.

a. m.
and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
Throagh tickets to all points Ronth and
West at fewest rates at Depot Ticket office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticktt Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pnllmaa Car Tickets for Reals and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Once.

General

LUCIUS TUTTLE,

Passenger and

Ticket

Agent,

D. W, SANBORN, Muter Transportation.
oelS
dtf

FOB BALK BT

SHANNON &

ALL

DKUGGI8T8.

MABWIOK, Proprietor*,
Harttord, Corn., U.8.A*'

$1000

REWARD! buncles Felons, Boils
Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of long standing. Erysipelas
Piles, Salt Hhenm, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Chil
blains, lntlanied Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer's Drawing 4 Healing Salve fails to care
Mrs. Julye

Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.

Myers,

Madam,—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken with a swelling'tn my foot which settled Into
dry
Gangrene. I was told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any further
anilsaved my life. I am 78 years of age, and I owe
remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

Jan. 26,1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
for several years with piles, and
tried namerf
having
ous remedies without avail, 1 was
persuaded to try
drawing and healing salve,and am happy to say
your
has met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.

stations

4V. F.

Brunswick,

sljiCapt.

m.',

Annapolis, Yarmouth’
Amherst’

lottetown, Fort Falrtield, Grand Falls, aud other
on the New Brunswick ami
Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counand
Prince Edward
tias,
Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
BF*Freight received until 4 o’clock p. m.
For Circulais, with Excursion
Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERPresident, and Manager, or to A. R.
8TUBBS, Agent
novCdtf

Philadelphia

A Hew

with

BOSTON
OLD COLONY
ROAD.

Kill,.

BOSTON TO THK SOUTH,
Semi-Weekly I.iae, Quick
rime. I.ew
Rales, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, thore connecting with the (Hyde Steam-

sailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charles,
tan, 8. C., Washington, D. ('., Ceorgeer*.

“"•l **•
and Water
(.Through

®"> Alexandria, Va.,

Lines.

_

_

dly

BOSTON LEAD HMIIF’G CO.

Samuel Little, Pres.
Wm. J. Bride, Treao.
Offlcf, ‘34 * ‘36 Oliver 6b, Boston. 11a**.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Boston Star Brand.
Warranted strictly pure
unsurpassed by any in the market.

WHITE
LEAD
1 1
RED LEAD &

LITHARGE,JEftjW
9

LEAD PIPE, a“Stn,S o’r^nrleT
SHEET LEAD,
and any

f°°‘

width up to 8 feet in rolls.

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE, £&
actual Tin
Pipe, but
inside Lead
an

Pipe

a

Pipe.

fl N PI PEj

made from Pure block Tin.
PUMPS, HOLDER, *c.

seP4_ST*ThAwGaa37

FOR SALE.

and all Rai

Rates named and Bills of
Lading lvcn
any point in New England to Philadelcbi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
186 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
8». P. Clyde At Co., General Managers,
No. 13 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
lews

from

Phillip* A: Co., Wholesale

pure.

STEAMSHIP LINES
In connection

ap6

and

England

FROM

Boston,

..

*“

CLYDE’S

(lays),

7.30

Liquid Wyomoke lu Bottles, at 11.00, 31.50 aud 33.00.
Wyomoke Plasters for Lifer, Lung, Eidney and Sfceumatic Complaints. Price,
25 Cents.

the few

m.

lem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland

The best Nerve Tonic known, produces a certain
and tn many cases marvelous effect on the exhawted
and over-worked Nervous System.
It Imparts
Increased vigor to the tired and weary. An Invaluable remedy for Neuralgia and Nervous Headache,
Dyspepsia, Congestive Chills and Cholera Morbus.
Its action Is rapid in Vomiting, Griping and Colic
Pains.
Contributes to meDtal cheerfulness and
activity. Its equal la not known In dissipating
the habits of Opium Eating, Strong Drink, or
Tobacco Chewing.
Send for Pamphlet.

On and after Monday Nov
8th.,
athe steamers Falmouth, Oapt. I).
vicv {
S. Hall, and New
K laBW
•t —1. rtt,
.1. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
.every Monday
and Thursday, at 6 p.
for Eastport and
St. John, with connections for
Robbinston
Calais,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock
Grand
Menan, Digby,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, New castle,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie Char-

R^R^Whart

3

Thirty Days

The favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clockp. m. daily, (Sundays excepted).

the West.

GEO. P. WE

Paid in

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVI*}, 3d Vice President.
febl7
dlmtTT&Sllm&rwtSw

R. ("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
Ronth and with Boston & Albany B. R. for

change Street.

water-borne.

Losses

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

at 7.30
p. m.

ONLY.

—

Express Train leaves Portland at 1.26 p. m.,
connecting at New London same evening with the
fkst steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at
New York next morning at 6 o’clock.

mills,

MARINE

This Company will take risks at their offices. New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as

to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.

Portland & Worcester Line

Far
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S. S. Crescent City
Jan. 10.
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Washington
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$5.50

E.

firm of Churchill & Melcher is this day disThe junior partsolved by mutual consent.
ner will continue the business at the old stand,
under the style of H. S. MELCHER & CO., and is
alone authorized to settle the affairs of the late firm,
GEORGE L. CHURCHILL,
HOLMAN S. MELCHER.
janGdlw
Portland, Jan. 5, 1881.

from this date.
MR.
hereafter will be E.
The firm

&

NTEAjnRHIP
Firm

m.

Dissolution of Copartnership*
WM. G. DAVIS this day withdraws from
the PORTLAND PACKING CO.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1881.
PORTLAND PACKING CO.

THE

WEEK

Deering,

Far

MR.

PER

or

Norwich Line Steamers.

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
in Peering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late James Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sold very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.

Store No. 51

Hftll.-

On and after Friday, I>cc.!17tli,
{mianx*..
-^.1An +7ithe Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles
will leave RailtaSaKSb road Wharf, Portland, every
Friday evening, at 11.13 o’clock, or on arrival of
Pullman express train from Boston, for
Rockland, C as tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
So. Went Harbor, Rar Harbor, Hlillbridge,
Jonenport, and Hlachiasport.
Returning, will leave Machias port every Hlonin Portdayfllorning, at 4.30 o’clock,
land same evening, connecting with Pullman night
train and early morning trains for Boston and the
West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent, Railroad Wharf,
fi. CUSHING. General Manager.

je38dtf
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REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

To Eet.
Exchange St., cliambers

m.

For Canton and Buckfield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfleld,

MUNGER.

Houses and Howe Lots for Sale
IN PEERING.

BATES,

Late of S. M. Pettengill & Co.
34 PARK BOW,

JOHN W.

DESERT.

BRIDGE and HIACHIA8.
Winter Arrangement, 1880.

Scarborough

Co-partnership Notice.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
a

Portland far

For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebunk for Portland at 7.25.
I^The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers.
The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Rail Lines for New
York and South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS; Leave Portland for
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p. m.

PARTIES

Exchange,

Fine Job Printing

Mrs. L. of Deering, whose arm was paralyzed, and
who had been treated twenty-one months, and given
up as incurable. Dr. Itodgers has treated the Lady’s
arm sixty days and she has now full control over
it.

Printer,

m.

Beach, Pine Paint, Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Bid deford and Kennehnalt, at 8.45
a, m., 1.00, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. For Wells, North
Berwick, Salmon Falls, Great Falls, Dover, New Market,
Exeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, And over and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. Ho, at 8.45 a. m.k 1.00, 3.30 p. m.

For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
and 9.30 a. m.; Buckiield, 5.15 and

tered at this office.
No Male No Commission*
Desirable lots of Land for sale. Responsible parties
lots
buying
proposing to build houses, can have
advances to buy lumber, taking mortgage payable
in installments.
The public will And it to their
advantage to patronize this agency. Office 166

Them !

Any book mailed, post free, for above prices.

PORTLAND

HIT.

aghly,

simplest,

—

JAPAN, CHINA,

Real Estate Agency.
desiring to sell Houses or Real Estate
of any description, can have the same regis-

encyclopedia.

er

LEAVE

SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY,
113 Commercial St.

declldtf

GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. Vol. 1. ($6.00.) A grand

STAINER AND
RARRETT’S DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL TERMS. (Complete $5.00.) A famous and usefnl work.
RICHTER’S COUNTERPOINT. ($2.00)
RICHTER’S FUGUE. (2.00.) Two standard
works on composition.
THE WELCOME CHORUS, $1.) for High
Schools, and SO*G KELLS (50 cts.) for Common Schools, should be in the mind of
every teach-

ROCKLAND,

_

on

REAL

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
METHOD FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
3 parts; each, $1.50, or complete, $3.25. This

—FOR

Salesman Wanted to Travel.

Printers’

Sterling Music Books.

STEAMBOAT CO.

a#

Let.

Wanted to Purchase.

5

Sg5-S!|
S_____

7.45

Portland, Bangor & Machias

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

two

WANTS.

A

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room II,

STEAMERS.j
FALL & WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing December 6th, 1880.

BOSTON Si MAINE RAILROAD.

dtf

Repair-

why not.—Washing-

dtf

HENRY DEER1NG,
No. 37 Exchange St.

or

TWO

W. H. OHLER, Sewing Machine
er, 4 Marie’M Terrace, in the Rear of 29il
i'oiiemN Street.
my24dly

who
believer in the

No. 3 DEERING PLACE.

The Provincial & New England All Rail Line

re-establishment
offers
of
by the
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sunday (night.) between Boston, Portland
and Si. John, Halifax, and all pares of the
Maritime Provinces; trains leaving Portland at
The latter making con12.40 and 11.15 p. m.
nections with trains for Houlton, Woodstock,
Hv Andrews,
St. Stephen, Fredeiieton,
Fori Fairfield and Caribou.
Limited Tickets for St. John and Halifax on sale at reduced rates.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
Tlie day
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
aud 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. in. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.50

H.

Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

the

cl^rvoyantly

35 & 37 Exto

water and
Gas, Furnace* in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Commercial St.
oct27dtf

SAM’L BUDD

Names and residences of the above persons can be
had at the office, and hundreds of others.
I u ill
examine the human frame,
giving every ache and pain, for one dollar.
The Dr. can be seeu.at any time during the day or
evening at

1, 1880, the
occupied by F. O.

now

Bremises
alley ft

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, (Vo. 93 Exchange

the Proof is here:

|

To be Let.
On and after Oct.

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODMAN, Office No. 184 Middle

THE NATURAL PHYSICIAN, OF
NO. 3 DEERING PLACE, PORTLAND.
Urn Made Nome Wonderful Cures, and

janl

everywhere

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

mean

Her trouble

particulars

(ilchild

Printers’

came

as an

Also,

Battery;

“Oh, Theodore, now do you
that my sacque grow on a tree
that?
How
like
ridiculous!”
Theodore
thought it was ridiculous, too, but he didn’t
say so.—Boston Transcript.

watched a former Christmas-eve come on.
These things he was seeing, of past, of pres-

Rolfe, Esq.

excellent location for a Fancy Grocery or Provision store.
to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore and India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full
regarding the above can he obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

lon

exclaimed:

DR.

dly

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subjecttoltheum a t i 8 m
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases'

One of our sojiety young ladies was down at
the market yesterday, when her attention was
directed to some Christmas trees. When she
was told that one of them
was a fir tree, she

really

Str. Minnehaha

Portland

now

Chestnut streets.

an

ONE

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

Baron Von Humboldt.
In his travels, and explorations in South
America, he became deeply interested in the
wonderful properties of the Coca plant. Consumption and asthma, he says, is unknown
among the natives who use it, and it is furthermore couaucive to longevity.
The Coca forms
one of the ingredieuts of the Liebig Co.’s cele
brated Coca Beef Tonic.

But the poet did not watch for it from his
attic looking over the misty roofs.
This Christmas-eve found him still in
sight of them, of their smoke columns, and
of their tall belfrys, but in a chamber looking over a mile of country covered with
white snow, and dotted with houses, trees
and hedges, which lay between it and the
outline of the city’s roofs and spires.
Within this chamber, as the daylight faded,
the fire shadows began to dance upon the
walls. They came to life and activity noiselessly, a d gradually, and yet, when once
their restless energy had taken protean
shapes, it really seemed as though they must
have been there all
the time, only the
daylight had concealed them, just as it conceals the stars in heaven.
In the fire-light
sat the poet, one hand dropped upon a low
his
vacant Ottoman by
side.
He was absorbed in looking out upon the night, as the
moon rose over the city and sailed up, like a
vast fire-ball, into the blue-black sky above
the roofs and belfrys. As a background half
he’d in his memory, he saw the ware-house
loom, wherein, a year now gone, he had

NEW YORK.

ief

Chicago Tribune,

advocates spelling by sound,

snow.

or

-A-H.X±3j

Washington

mh26dly

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
my 1&

18 BEAVER STREET,

UtJBl.

Is editor Medill of the

219

Pre«« Office.

past 12 years by
apothecary store. This is

To

Every man has his follies, and oftentimes
they are the most interesting things he has
got.—Josh Billings.
25 cents is

-t“"

BROOK

New York And Philadelphia

leave

Winthrop, KcadAeld, West Waterville,
North Anson and Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. m.
For Waterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. m.
The 11.15 p. m. train is the Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached and runs every
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central li. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

To Let.
Congress and
Has been occupied for the
STOKE
Samuel

my27

Wit and Wisdom.

Miss Sawyer's Salve for

IV.,

Id.

to bay tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

BOUND

19th, 1880,

Dec*

For Auburn and Lewi* ton, at 12.30 and
5.05 p. in. and for Lewaton via Brunnwick.
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
For Bangor, Dexter, Waterville, BelfaMt
A skow began at 12.30,12.40 and 11.15 p.m.
For Augunta, llallowell, 4«ardiner, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m. 12.40, 5.15, and
11.15 p.m.
For Kockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. It., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., and 12.40 and 6.15 p. m.
For Farmington,
Phillips, Monmouth,

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
Bo
sure

after

Trains

Passenger

BERKS STS.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

first-class location up

i

corner

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration iff every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

and got around among the mourners
doin’ more genuine good than all the psalm
singin’ sisters in Hastings.
This didn’t help her character any, and they
did give Gert a pretty hard racket, right along,
till one day a quiet sober-thinkin’ kind of a
fellow, a civil engineer or something, come
along and married her.
Everything went lovely for a while but the
bloody old gossips couldn’t stand it to see the
girl happy, pisoned her husband about her,
and in a jealous fit he ’listed one of the very
first, in the old Minnesota first, went to the
war without sayin’
good-bye, never writ a
word to her, and the girl all broken-hearted
like, jist had no comfort trying to be decent
among them bloody gossips, and did really go
to the bad. What settled it with everybody, a
little kid was born, and the old wimmen
showed that it couldn’t oh, no,’never, be by
her rightful husband.
So Gert Rallison was sort of half tolerated,
half on the town, and the miserablesi woman
that ever lived. Wbat made it all crazing to
her was ‘little Willie,’ as everybody called the
kid, was, so they said, just red hot handsome,
a perfect picture, and they’ll talk
about the
beauty of that boy to this day down at HastYe
see
their
skirts
everybody gathered
ings.
when Gert came along the street, but all the
old women’d steal Willie off and hold prayer
meeting’s over him, and give the kid all sorts
of rackets, such as ‘poor boy, and such a
mother!’ ‘Poor boy, poor Willie, ye haven’t
got any father, have ye?’ ‘Alack, alack, poor
Willie! Such a mother; no father!’
Well, do you know that the little fellow
grew up the pet of the whole place, and got in
the habit of prattling, ‘When I dits big I’ll
fin’ my papa!’ Everybody thought that smart
of course, and encouraged the little cuss in the
idea, until he scarcely thought of anything
else, while it nearlyidrove Gert wild, and
seemed to send her to the bad worse than
ever. I learned all this afterward.
In the fall of ’65, jest as winter was threatenin’ I was on the run from Red Wing up to
Hastings. There wasn’t any snow yet, but it
had turned bitterly cold. A regular blizzard
had come down the night before. Down at
naa met a military
Bed YY mg, at tne natei,
lookin’ sort of a chap, a splendid gentleman,
but nervous as thunder. He edged up to me
pretty easy, set ’em up lively, and kept asking
aboui the Hastings folks, but I didn’t know
many, and he left on a St. Paul ticket a stage
ahead.
Well, I was drivin’ along at a pretty good
jog, considerin’ the roads was almighty ugly,
whistlin’ and sometimes runnin’ aside the
horses to keep warm, when I saw something
kinder flutterin’ in the rail fence. I stopped
the horses and kinder poked in among the
leaves and sand drift, and what do you suppose I found? I found a little kid, a boy about
four years old, with curls all over his face and
shoulders, a smiling, if you ever saw a child
smiling in your lives, claspin’ his hands together jist as kids do when they find somethin’
which makes ’em mighty happy, but froze as
stiff as that iron poker, s’elp me God.
Well, boys, I jist did the best I could, and
wrapped the poor lump up in the blankets,
stowed it away with the mail-bags and started
for Hastings lively. About four miles this
side—I hadn’t a derned passenger but the little
frozen traveler— who should I catch up wit h
but the military lookin’ man, who said he’d
been footin’ it from Etter, and he guessed he’d
ride. Some way I forgot to mention things to
him, and in a few minutes we dashed up to
the old Fremont house at Hastings.
The whole dauged town met me, and in the
middle of the crowd was Gert Ballison, Hingin’her hands and screechin’: ‘Oh, God! I
know he’s got him!’ ‘Got him?’ somebody
says,‘he’s got your husband!’ I couldn’t understand things then. But after takin’ out the
mails—you know tho government’s biz is the
first biz always—I got hold of the little package, and holdin’ it up, said pretty solemn:
‘Does anybody know this infant?’”
“Well, boys, X feel like licker. If any of
youfellers can getover that story, and it’s true,
over me; and if any of
you want to
yon getaround
such a meeting as there was belinger
tween tnat husband, that mother and that
dead Willie Ballison, who had started out toward the somewhere to find a father, you’ie
made up queer, and that’s all I’ve got to say—
here’s ‘ho!’

whither, hearing only confusing noises, senonly of the frosty numbness about her
limbs, thinking only in a confused way,
that somewhere there was a light and that
she must find it. The night thickened, and
still she went forward. Anon jostled before
the portals of a large theatre j by fur-robed,

AND THIRD AND

and

a. m.

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <Sc Reading K. K.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

ROOMS TO LET
HOARD,
WITH
town. Address

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

From the

On

man or woman

belly,

sible

dtf

jau4 eod2w*

whether she was or not. She despised all that,
and did act, mebby, jist a leetle off sometimes,
but she had a heart bigger’n John Kray’s

double question, a pause ensued. The questioner sto. >d irresolute. Then he put his
hand into his pocket.
“Wish I m’ die ’f I wouldn’t like to help
yer. Haint no business t’ stay here—most
dark now'. Rough place this by midnight.
Here! Get up, won’t yer! There—that’s
all I’ve got, close yer hand over it. God!
how cold yer hand is! Now—I’ll speak to
second mate ’bout truuk. See that fourth
light up on corner? There—over her bow.
Just by that there’s a station. You go
there—ask for Mr. Farr—say Heniy of the
fiuropa sent you to find out where’s the
Woman’s Mission. He’ll show yer how to
go. Come down to-morrow and out ’bout
ver truuk.
Now come on. I’ll help yer
ashore. You’ll die ’f yer don’t get out of
this.”
me gTl uau risen, ana now followed mm
mechanically. The bluff' watchman helped
her on to the pier, and in an absent way,
without turning toward him, she went on to
the lights in the distance. In her confusion
she drifted by the station and was caught
up by the hurrying crowd. Like a twig on
a river she was borne onward, knowing not

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

GRIMMER,

sep25

more

“No one.”
“Came as an immigrant in the steerage
and ain’t got no money?”
As the shivering figure assented to the

Bound Brook Route.

LARGE AND SUNNY

Schiedam Aromatic

NiwYork & PhjMlphie New Line

dly

Teacher of Violin and other Instrument.,
NO. ISO MIDDLE STREET.

connects

their

PAINTERS,

III Market Square, Portland.
Price- reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

je2_

’Long during the early years of the war
before the bloody railroads burst our busiuess
all to pieces, I drove on the river line which

bodies, church sociables, lunk-heads and

JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO

eodly

£asm; xasgtmMmummmmmmmmmmmmmmm

besides; I shall

the tones of a
single bell, whose reverberations pulsated in
the buoyant air. Then again it sounded, and
at its call a silvery chime began to play, whose
music floated from the turreted city, over
the shining snow-fields, and filled the night
with rythmic melodv.
In unconscious retrospection the poet reviewed the closing year. Was it a tear that
the moon-light made to sparkle as the radiance was poured upon his head while the
bells flooded his ears with melody? From
the moon, high in heaven, long streamers of
light began to issue. A thrill in his heart
recalled to the poet the promise of the golden fairy.
He began to watch the flaming
rays, and soon he saw them reach down to
roof and chimney in the mist-veiled city, and,
when at length they landed and rested there,
again he saw the serial avenues glitter with
the trooping fairies, each one clothed in shilling armor, and each with the tiny silver star

passenger trains will leave PorjEaiaffijlBgO.
'TFl*.

STEAMERS._

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD. LOUS IS' SI LAIIBOAT LINE

Monday, Oct. 18th,

On and after

o’clock and 2

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND

Louisville Courier-Journal.

awkwardly gazing at her.
“Who d’yer know in the city?”

liis musings

KING,

Residence,

luxuriant

Followers.

stood

Into

for the hours are swift.”
“Many have my efforts* been, oh golden
spirit, but few my works. I—”
“Happy mortal! The fairies of the golden-thought count not in numbers but by degree. Thou hast deserved the fairies’ gift.

An Unequal Step by One of Bret Harte’s

“Is that yer trunk? Why don’t yer get
out of this with it? Stay, I’ll help yer
when my watch is out ’f yer like. Shall I?”
He moved nearer to her as he spoke.
“You cannot take it. It’s the steward’s.
’Twas hers. She died—”
“Oh, then you’re the gal of the one that
went overboard?”
“Yes—that is, I—She had delirium. She
gave the trunk to him, but she didn’t know
what she said. Oh, if I were only with her
down under the sea!”
The rough watchman, a young reckless
looking feilow, fell back a step and then

OIIItlSTMAS COMES

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

KINO PLACE, 00 DAN PORT II ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Consultations, 50 cents; by letter, $1.00. Calls
$1.00.
jan4 dlw*

*

She shook her head, and kept the blazing
eyes fixed upon the lights far up the wharves.

the falling

eatle
W omen

NO.

friends?”

heavy-limbed? Just

Mrs. Dr. L. T. B.
At home each a. m. from 9 till 12
till 8 o’clock p. m.

I
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_RAILROADS.

W estern Romance.

nor

“Aint yer got

TO LET.
BUSINESS CARDS.

Behold—”

iou re too nanayou!
some to starve: you are.”
The hush-headed rascal went away and
left her there. As he disappeared below
stairs, the watchman passing around, almost stumbled over her.
“Hullo here! What’s this then?”
The bowed figure did not move or answer
him. He stooped over her. At the touch
she arose, and he saw her face, paler than a
ghost, the lustrous wide-opened eyes that
seemed to burn and freeze him at the same
time. “You’re one of the steerage b’eent
yer?” he asked, and the tone was kind if
the voice was rough.
“Yes.”
starvei-

MEDICAL

“Hast thou kept faith with the fairies of
the golden-thought? Speak quickly, mortal,

from wave and tempest. It had grown colder
since morning. The bright sky had become
overcast.
The ice-clad ship no longer
sparkled, but seemed to shiver under her
frost mantle. The piers were almost deserted
Only a few stevedores in thick blouses were
blowing their fingers and swinging their
bauds to keep at arm’s length the bitter cold
Frost seemed to have settled upon everything—upon the men, upon the day; if
seemed triumphant o’er all, Cold, gray,
silent, such was the closing day.
If, on that morning, one had looked more
carefully at the individuals of the variegated
crowd upon the deck and piers, one figure
would not have escaped attention. It was a
slight figure clothed in a thin dark dress
which clasped too tightly the form to which
This figure
it afforded but scant protection.
came up from the steerage gangway and gazed
about over the busy crowd, itself unheeded.
It came up again, and again, and always
fixed its eyes upon a heap of baggage gathered
in confusion upon the deck. Now as the
day was dying, and the ship deserted, the
and this time came
same figure appeared,
out on the deck. Finding it nearly deserted
she want forward to the pile of baggage, and
scanned it closely. A lamp that had been
lighted in the rigging, threw its sickly ray
upon her face, white and thin. Its shape was
oval, the lips full, the cheeks not shrunken
but the nostrils were pinched, and the eyebrows elevated as if in fright. Under the
eyebrows the great eyes were unnaturally lusi rous.
She bent over the trunks, and with
shaking hands fumbled at a lock. A bushy
head arose out of the gangway; and its owner
casting a sulky eye about the deck, paused
with one foot on the top stair.
“Hallo there! What be yer about with
them trunks? Leave yer hands off o’ that,
and be off! Why b’aint yer out o’this?
What’s the use now? That there chest’s
mine, and what’s in it, too. Didu’t she
give ’ter me the morning we hove her over?
Ask the boss steward, then. How else d’yer
'spose she’d 'ave got the medicin? Aye,
how’d she got that?”
“But all my money, my two pounds, is in
there, and my cloak. Won’t you let me
have those, and keep the rest?”
“Let yer have two pun’? Ha! Ha! Not

ent.

II.
KLFBIDA.

roofs, and

draymen; a rattle aud bang of trucks and
wheels; a shrieking of whistles; a crunching
tramp of feet upon the ice; a Babel of voices
aud tones; all these sounds struggled together
and rose and fell as though the arrived steamReturned
er were the prize of the loudest.
travellers were greeted by hearty friends who
came

THE POET.

His eyes eagerly followed as
upon its cap.
the moon-flames swept on from roof to spire,
from spire to chimney until tha city had
been traversed by the fairies. Then he wondered why his golden friend did not come to
him as he had promised.
Impatiently he
turned in his chair, but his motion was arrested as his eye reached the tire, for upon
the hearth, in the light of the flames stood a
tiny golden figure with a silver star in its cap.
Again the metallic voice vibrated in the ears
of the poet.

Before the day was an hour old the black
ship was in her berth, fast bound with
A vast shouting of seamen and"
cables.
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SCH.ALASKA, 128 38-100 tons bar
,len. built in 1807 in the most thorough

manner, is tight and strong, and all
ready for business without adollar’s out148 M lumber or 200 tons
particulars inquire of
C. A. B. MORSE & CO.,

Carries
“™^“lay
coal, lor further

jan7 dtf

5 Com’l Wharf,

Portland,

Maine,

